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VeOA FAiend*
:
Thin i* the Sth edition o{ the. Alumni New* . Like, peat editions, we
hope, that it will heJLp to keep you in touch with the. Ve.poJiXme.nt and youA
{oAmeA cla**mate* and {Aiend* . Thin yeoJi we've expanded the. Ae.cti.on about
the. ye.au in Aeview, hoping to give, you a betten. Reeling ion. the cuAAent Hie.
in the. Ve.paKtme.nt.
A* thin veAnion o{ the. Alumni New* goen to pAen*, we a/te conceAned
about the. wheAeabout* o{ many o~l out alumni. We' Ae doing oua bent to locate
"lo*t" alumni, but we *till had to include, many "addAe** unknown*" in thin
yza/i'.t> Ao*teA. A* you Aead through the. new*letteA, will you plea*e *end u*
the. addAe** ion. any o{ the. min*ing alumni with whom you one. in contact. Al-
*o, i{j youn. addAe** wan WAong, and thin wa* {oAwaAded to you, will you plea*e
4 end un youA new addJiem>.
A* you 1 It Aead undeA the. "Ve.ax in Review," we aAe making e{{oKt& to ex-
pand oua contactn with alumni. One o{> the. mo*t enjoyable, way* we've done,
thin in through the. Aeception* at the. APA confaeAence* . Oua mo*t *ucce**{,ul
Amnion wa* at the. APA convenience in Hiami, wheAe moAe than 60 alumni at-
tended a Aeception that John Quinn and 1 ho*ted in Room 701 o{ the Eden Roc
Hotel. We plan to give Aepeat peAfioAmance* at the APA meeting* in BaltimoAe
and San VAandnco . Since it in too eaAly to give you the Aoom numbeA, please
look {ok the notice we will po*t at each con^eAence in&oAmation exchange.
I hope you {ind the Alumni New* informative. Let un know what elne you
would tike to *ee included {oa what we should delete) in fiutuAe edition*.
The Alumni New* could not have been pAoduced without the e{{oAt* ofa BaAbaAa
HaAtman, Jane TeAAy, John Page [HUP 1979, not John Page MUP 7 977), Jon
RodgeA*, and Sunan Sa^anie.
Junt *o theAe in no con{u*ion, I *hould mention that thin yeoA the Ve-
paAtment engaged in a *eaAch {on. a peAmanent head. 1 wa* o^{eAed and ac-
cepted the challenge and *o the "acting" ha* been Aemoved ^Aom my title.
SinceAely,
<jJL
CaAl V. Patton
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THE
FACULTY AND

YEAR IN REVIEW
This was an active and exciting year for the Department. Our proposed
Ph.D. program that you've read about in previous editions of the Alumni News
was finally approved by the University Senate, we formalized six areas of
concentration in the graduate program, we established a departmental admis-
sions committee, we've begun to consider the possibility of again offering
all four years of the undergraduate degree program, we established both an
elected departmental advisory committee and an outside advisory committee of
practicing planners, we've taken steps to establish more ties with the alum-
ni, Barbara Hartman developed and edits Planning Notes --an occasional in-
house newsletter, we're looking into the possibility of offering an off-cam-
pus degree program, we obtained two computer terminals for the Department,
and we've begun an all-out effort to recruit a few more excellent students
to our undergraduate and graduate programs.
Our student body now totals 94: 50 graduate students and 44 juniors
and seniors. As in past years, our students continue to be actively in-
volved in the Department. They participate on faculty committees, their
elected representatives attend the faculty meetings, they help in the re-
cruitment of students and serve as hosts to potential students who visit the
department. For the first time in recent years, the Student Planning Organ-
ization became an officially recognized campus organization and received
$500 from the Student Organization Resource Fund to develop a number of pro-
jects, including a community planning information service, additional job
placement services for graduating students, and a film forum on the built
environment. The students also participated in the orientation and advising
of incoming students, provided a picnic for the new students, hosted winter
and spring departmental dinners, and provided some of the most entertaining
sports events of the decade--a skiing trip and basketball and tennis tourna-
ments.
Our current and incoming students are also well prepared scholastical-
ly. Last year one student received a University fellowship, two received
Graduate College fellowships, and one received a Creative and Performing
Arts fellowship. This year one student will receive the University fellow-
ship, three have won Graduate College fellowships, and again one received a
Creative and Performing Arts fellowship. In addition to these awards, more
than thirty of our students have either a teaching or research assistantship
in our department or a research assistantship in another unit on campus.
You might recall that our graduate students take an internship between their
first and second years in our program. We've appended a list of the places
where our students have been employed. Also, to give you an idea of the
types of work being done by current students, we've appended a list of re-
cent master's project/thesis topics.
We still continue to have a good record in the placement of our stu-
dents. As far as I can determine all of last year's graduating class mem-
bers that were seeking jobs in planning did find them. (In fact, a few
landed jobs that made our faculty envious.) This year's class is also find-
ing good job opportunities. In fact, last summer (and already this summer)
we received requests from potential employers to which we were unable to re-
spond.
Our faculty continued to engage in a wide range of activities and to
receive recognition from wide-ranging sources. Professors Forrest, Heumann
and Freund were each rated by their students as outstanding teachers
(through course evaluations conducted campus wide); John Kim was promoted to
associate professor and granted tenure; Eric Freund' s large scale develop-
ment workshop in Tuscola, Lock Blair's historic preservation workshop in
Champaign, and Barry Checkoway's workshop on neighborhood planning in South
Austin (Chicago) were featured in the press; research grants were obtained
by Professors Isserman, Kim, Checkoway, Quinn, Forrest and Patton. Emeritus
Professor Louis Wetmore returned to teach a course on professional practice;
Emeritus Professor Scott Keyes served on a thesis committee; Albert
Guttenberg received a travel grant from the German Marshall fund to attend a
conference on data management in Holland; Barry Checkoway testified before
the House and Senate on citizen participation in health planning; Andrew
Isserman continued as editor of the International Regional Science Review ;
John Quinn served as guest editor of the Journal of the Community Develop-
ment Society (he was recently appointed as editor for a three-year term);
and Barry Checkoway serves as deputy editor of the Journal of Voluntary Ac-
tion Research .
We were fortunate to have had a number of guest instructors this year,
including Heywood Sanders, from the Institute of Government and Public Af-
fairs, who taught a course on the community development program; Marilyn
Flynn, from the School of Social Work, who taught our introduction to social
planning; Richard Gross, from the University of Wisconsin, who taught a
course on neighborhood planning techniques; and George Provenzano, from the
Institute for Environmental Studies, who taught a course on the economic
analysis of plans and programs.
Zero-time appointments were approved for George Provenzano, from the
Institute for Environmental Studies, and Lew Hopkins, from the Department of
Landscape Architecture. Both persons teach courses that we cross-list with
their major department, and George has taught one of Andy Isserman's courses
while he has been on leave.
Several staffing changes are underway. David Berry, who was a visiting
assistant professor for the past two years, will be joining Abt Associates
in Cambridge. We'll miss him around here, especially his energetic guidance
of masters projects. John Kim will be on leave next year as the principal
planner and department manager of the task force that is planning the new
capital city for South Korea, and Andrew Isserman will spend a year with the
U. S. Census Bureau on a fellowship from the American Statistical Associa-
tion. Andy will conduct research on improving population projection tech-
niques. Both Professors Blair and Guttenberg will be on sabbatical during
the fall semester. Lock Blair will conduct research on state initiatives in
planning for the arts. Al Guttenberg will return to Holland to conduct re-
search on land classification schemes. Several visitors will be joining the
faculty to fill in for these people while they are away. David Prosperi,
now at the Institute of Transportation Studies at the University of Califor-
nia, Irvine, will visit for a year and will teach John Kim's transportation
courses and one of our methods courses. Charles Kirchner, from the Illinois
Department of Local Government Affairs will visit for the fall semester on a
part-time basis to teach a course on land use planning. William Cahill (MUP
1979), will be a visiting instructor the fall semester and will co-teach the
land use planning course with Charles Kirchner and will also offer a course
on community development planning. We will again be able to enrich our
teaching program with courses taught by visitors from other departments. We
hope to have courses taught by faculty members from Geography, the Institute
for Environmental Studies, the Institute of Government and Public Affairs,
and Social Work.
This year we were again able to offer a special seminar on planning
practice. Known around here as the "Superstar Seminar," the course featured
several guest speakers, each of whom presented a seminar and held informal
meetings with students and faculty for most of one day. A list of guest
speakers and their topics appears in the appendix. We hope to offer such a
course each year, as these guests were well received and added a great deal
to the life of the Department.
I've tried to highlight the activities of the Department in this over-
view. While I don't dare try to cover all of them in detail, a few items
deserve elaboration.
Ph.D. Program
Several years ago Mike Brooks, Bob Riley (Landscape Architecture), and
Dan Slotnick (Computer Science) developed a proposal for a Ph.D. program in
regional planning. Mike, Bob and Dan began the process of moving the pro-
posal through the University bureaucracy. First approval was obtained from
the Department faculty, then the College of Fine and Applied Arts courses
and curricula committee, then the Graduate College. At this point several
questions about program content, cooperation with other units and faculty
involvement were raised. Mike Brooks began to answer these questions before
he left for Iowa State. As acting head, I saw one of my major tasks to be
that of moving the Ph.D. proposal forward. I am pleased to report that we
were able to answer the questions raised by the Graduate College and Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, and the proposal moved on to the University
Senate Educational Policy Committee. After several meetings with the com-
mittee, and of course after several revisions, the proposal went to the Sen-
ate. We were prepared to defend the merits of the proposal on the Senate
floor. We had lined up key campus supporters who were ready to speak for
the proposal, and we had our colleagues and friends present to vote for the
proposal, in case a close vote called for a show of hands. Much to our sur-
prise and pleasure, the proposal received unanimous approval; not one person
spoke against it. Many thanks must go to our Department Senator John Kim,
who informed his fellow senators about the proposal, and to Lew Hopkins,
from the Department of Landscape Architecture, who chaired the Educational
Policy Committee. I cannot forget the many hours spent on the proposal by
Barbara Hartman and Jane Terry. Both typed, retyped, copied and recopied
the proposal so many times that they can recite it from memory.
The next steps include submitting the proposal to the Board of Trustees
and the Illinois Board of Higher Education and requesting funds to support
the program. (The University Senate's approval was of the program content;
this did not include an approval of funding.) We've submitted a funding
request which survived campus review. Now we have to wait to see what hap-
pens at the higher levels. We're planning to admit the first students in
August of 1980.
The proposed catalogue description of the Ph.D. program is included in
the appendix. If anyone wants a fuller description, just drop me a note.
Planning Council
For some time it has been clear that we need to develop closer ties to
our alumni and to practitioners. One of the things we've done in this re-
gard is to develop a Planning Council, a group of practitioners which will
advise the Department on a variety of matters. The initial council was
formed this spring, and is comprised of one person nominated by each section
of the APA, one person nominated by the state Regional Planning Director's
Association, one representative from state government, and one alumnus at
large. The latter two persons are selected by the Department Head. The
present size and composition of the Council reflects the need to keep travel
expenses at a minimum and to let the committee develop its role. Perhaps in
the future we will be able to expand the committee to include more persons
from a wider geographic area.
The members of the committee include Joe Abel, representing the Metro-
politan Chicago Section of APA; Mike Steele, representing the Greater Illi-
nois Section of APA; Don Hann, representing the Regional Planners' Associa-
tion; Laird Starrick, the representative from state government; and Mike
Carroll, the alumnus at large. The addresses and phone numbers of these
persons are included in the appendix, in the event that you care to contact
them.
The Council's agenda for this year will include review and comment on
our continuing education program and the undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams.
Off-Campus Degree Program
Some of you more recent alumni may recall that the Department has of-
fered courses off-campus. Clyde Forrest was in charge of courses taught by
members of the Department in Peoria and Chicago. These were non-credit
courses geared primarily to the needs of entry-level practitioners. For
some time we've felt a need to offer credit courses off-campus, and we've
also recognized that there are people throughout the state who would like to
attend our master's program but who cannot leave their jobs to attend a cam-
pus program. To address this need we are exploring the possibility of of-
fering an off-campus degree program in Rockford, Illinois. Under the
guidance of Barry Checkoway, we're exploring alternative ways that such a
program might be organized. We are now working out the details with the
University Office of Continuing Education. Participants in the program will
receive a degree identical to that earned by students who attend the campus-
based program. The courses will be taught by our regular faculty members
who will fly to Rockford, but there may be some correspondence work and
coursework via telecommunications. We will probably be able to offer more
than half of the coursework required for the degree in Rockford, but we ex-
pect that the students will spend at least a summer and a semester in
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residence at Urbana. If things go as planned, the first courses should be
offered in Rockford in the spring semester of 1980. We are now conducting a
market survey to determine whether there are enough potential participants
to justify the program.
Advisory Committee
This year we established an elected three-person committee that is
charged with advising the head on a variety of matters dealing with Depart-
ment policy and with the administration of the Department. Members of this
year's advisory committee are Clyde Forrest, Andrew Isserman and Barry
Checkoway.
Alumni Relations
Although we are regularly in touch with many of our alumni, we want to
find ways to develop closer ties. The new Planning Council is one attempt,
and we're looking at the possibility of joining with the University Alumni
Association to form an affiliated alumni association. Eric Freund is now
looking into the pros and cons of such an arrangement. If you have any sug-
gestions, please let him know. I hope we can eventually develop local
alumni associations in those areas where we have a concentration of alumni.
You'll be hearing more from us on this during the next few months.
Recruitment Efforts
You may recall that I wrote to each of you last fall to seek your as-
sistance in recruiting students for our graduate and undergraduate programs.
It is no secret that enrollment in planning programs is down all across the
country. (The irony is that virtually all of our graduates are finding good
jobs in planning; we often find ourselves in the position of having more
jobs available than students.) This fall we will be entering a graduate
class of twenty-five full-time students, plus several part-timers. To at-
tract these students from our pool of applicants, we engaged in a vigorous
effort of personal contact, and we shifted a number of teaching assistant-
ships to these first-year students. The number of applicants to our program
was 53 this year, down from 65 in 1978, 110 in 1977, 145 in 1976, and 190 in
1974 (our peak year).
I should point out that we did not lower our entrance standards al-
though the pool of applicants was smaller than in past years. We merely
worked harder to attract a larger percentage of the smaller number of highly
qualified applicants. Whether we can continue to do this is an open ques-
tion. We are now trying to increase the number of applicants to our program
through the development of a new poster. (Eric Freund designed our new
poster which includes a postage paid tear-off postcard for requesting more
information about our programs.) We are also expanding our mailing of in-
formation about the program, and we will be paying personal visits to high
schools and junior colleges. But we need your help too.
You can help, of course, by spreading the word about the Department. I
hope this Alumni News will give you a better feel for the current state of
the Department. We remain one of the top departments measured in terms of
informal peer ratings, publications in quality journals by our faculty and
students, jobs being obtained by recent graduates, awards and recognitions
received by our faculty members, etc. We also have perhaps the top planning
library in the nation. You can help us retain this quality by encouraging
promising students to apply to our program. If you would like posters or
brochures about the program, please let me know, or send me the name and ad-
dress of the potential applicant and we'll contact him or her directly.
Update on the Graduate Program
The master's degree is a two-year program with an optional internship
during the summer between the first and second year. The program includes a
core, with one course required each in Planning Theory, Planning Implementa-
tion, and Spatial Organization. Two courses in methods are required. In
each area students select among several possible courses. Students concen-
trate in one or more of six areas, including land use, housing, historic
preservation, social planning, transportation, and regional science. Within
each concentration particular types of courses are required, including an
introduction to the concentration, a methods course, a practicum or work-
shop, and electives. Each student is required to demonstrate that he or she
can carry out an independent project. This project may take either the form
of a formal thesis or a master's project. While comparable in quality, the
master's project is more flexible in form, and might include the development
of a simulation for the PLATO teaching computer, a film or videotape, or a
physical model.
Update on the Undergraduate Program
Several years ago we switched from offering a four-year Bachelor of Ur-
ban Planning degree to offering the last two years of a B.A. in Urban Plan-
ning. This change recognized that most of our undergraduates were entering
our program at the beginning of their junior year. Some of these students
were transferring from other programs on campus, but many were entering from
two-year colleges. After having experienced this program for several years,
we are considering the possibility of revising the BAUP to permit freshmen
level entry into the program, as well as junior-year entry. We will be
studying this possibility during the upcoming year, but looking toward the
eventual offering of such an option, we are introducing several new sopho-
more-level courses. Even if we do not move to a four-year track, there ap-
pears to be a need for additional freshman and sophomore level courses in
planning.
Carl Patton
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THE BUREAU
Staffing
While serving as acting head of the Department this year, I also con-
tinued as director of the Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research.
John Quinn continued as associate director. My main concern was for the
continuing development of the research program. John oversaw the continuing
education and publications program. We were both assisted by Kathy Suits
and Susan Safanie.
Research
Last year saw the big push to get the Department involved in research,
and a number of projects were launched which continued into this year.
Continuing Projects
Professor T. John Kim continued work on his grant from the Champaign-
Urbana Mass Transit District for a study of the Societal Costs and Benefits
of the Mass Transit District.
Professor Romanos and Professor David Boyce (professor of Civil Engi-
neering with a joint appointment in Urban and Regional Planning) continued
work on their grant from the U. S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass
Transit Administration, Office of University Research. The project titled
"Urban Transportation Energy Accounting" is an investigation of the direct
and indirect energy consumed by all modes of transportation. The Chicago
area is being used as a case study.
Professor Kim continued with Professors David Boyce, Frank Southworth
(Civil Engineering) and George Provenzano (Institute for Environmental Stud-
ies) in a study of the ways in which Transportation Systems Management stra-
tegies can reduce air pollution. The Chicago metropolitan area is being
used as a case example. The study is funded by the Illinois Institute for
Environmental Quality, and the study team is working closely with the Chi-
cago Area Transportation Study in conducting the research.
Professor Romanos completed his book on the problems of Western Euro-
pean cities. The project was supported in part by the Office of West Euro-
pean Studies.
New Projects
Several new research grants and contracts were received this year, and
include:
Treatment of Suburbs . Andy Isserman received a contract from the De-
partment of Housing and Urban Development to conduct a study of the treat-
ment of suburbs under the Community Development Block Grant Program. (See
Andy's blurb for more details and watch for his forthcoming publications on
the topic.) Other members of the project team included Albert Guttenberg
and Marilyn Brown (from Geography). The project also supported several
graduate research assistants, including Robert Gleissner and Nancy Ward from
our Department.
A Guide to County Zoning . The Bureau's big sellers have included both
the County and Municipal Guides to Zoning. The county guide has been out of
print for a number of years, but thanks to the initiative of Clyde Forrest
and John Quinn, the county guide will be updated and revised and will be re-
named "Guide to County Land Use Controls." This project is being supported
by a grant to the Bureau from the Illinois Department of Local Government
Affairs and a summer appointment for Clyde from the Agricultural Experiment
Station. Draft chapters for the revised publication formed the basis for
the 1979 Summer Institute at the Wagon Wheel Resort in Rockton, Illinois.
Bill Powers is the research assistant for this project.
Metropolitan Midwest Project . Barry Checkoway received one of four in-
terdisciplinary planning grants awarded by the University. His grant will
support the development of a seminar series on the problems of the metropol-
itan midwest. Barry will spend part of the summer identifying academics and
practitioners who will take part in a fall seminar series. He will also put
together background information and study materials on the topic. Some of
the papers that will be developed for presentation in the seminar series
will eventually become part of a book on the same topic.
Community-University Collaboration . Last year a class of Barry
Checkoway 's prepared a neighborhood development plan for an area of Chicago
known as South Austin. The students' work was included in a proposal to HUD
that won the neighborhood a grant. Part of the grant supported a research
assistant (Bill Cahill) who together with Barry Checkoway prepared a report
about the ways in which communities and neighborhoods can collaborate in re-
search and planning projects.
Celebration of an Era . The Illinois Humanities Council has awarded the
Department a fifteen-month grant to support the development of a traveling
exhibit that will depict visually, orally and in writing the contribution
that public works projects have made to the history and culture of the
state. The exhibit will focus upon the PWA, WPA, and CCC era, and will in-
clude examples of public art (murals and sculpture), public buildings, open
space and recreation, and literature. Departmental participants in the pro-
ject will include Lock Blair, Eric Freund, Al Guttenberg, and Carl Patton.
The project will also support several graduate research assistants. Carl
Patton is the principal investigator.
Continuing Education
Professor John Quinn directed our continuing education program and or-
ganized the Basic Community Planning Course held in the Spring. Members of
the Department comprised the core faculty for this course. Professor Howard
Roepke from the Department of Geography directed the Basic Industrial Devel-
opment Course in the Fall. Both events were held at the Allerton House Con-
ference Center near Monticello.
Professor Clyde Forrest hosted the 1979 Summer Institute. The two-day
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conference focused on both basic methodology and contemporary issues in land
use planning and zoning practice. The conference was held at the Wagon
Wheel Resort in Rockton, Illinois.
Two hundred individuals have participated in the 1978-79 continuing ed-
ucation program. These students came from 18 states plus Canada and in-
cluded people from as far east as New York, as far west as Colorado, as far
south as Louisiana, and of course our Canadian attendees win the award for
coming from the farthest north.
In addition to four organized events, Professors Patton and Quinn pro-
vided informal planning assistance to civic groups in Urbana, Champaign,
Tuscola, DeKalb, Bloomington, Taylorville, and Pinckneyvil le.
Publication
Proceedings of the 1978 Summer Institute were published as "Planning
for Neighborhoods, Cities and Regions," edited by Clyde Forrest. The 1978
Winter Conference proceedings, edited by Professor Lachlan Blair, were
published as "Planning for the Arts . . . Magic to Stir Men's Blood." Pro-
fessor Albert Guttenberg served as editor of Planning and Public Policy .
Articles this year included "Orderliness and Participation in Regional De-
sign: The Case of the Dutch Ijsselmeerpolders" by Claude Winkelhake, "Over-
coming the Dual Housing Market through Affirmative Marketing" by Dudley
Onderdonk, "Rationalizing the Railroads: A New Planning Process" by James
M. Friedlander, and "Downtown Redevelopment in Five Cities" by David Berry
et al .
Conclusion
In closing I should note that the Departmental Planning Council will
assist us in expanding the research and public service efforts of the Bu-
reau, but we also would like to have your direct input. Are their continu-
ing education programs that we should provide? What about conference
topics? Do you have suggestions for future publications? Could you suggest
research possibilities? We're open for suggestions, and my thanks to those
of you who have supported and continue to support the Bureau's efforts.
Carl Patton
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THE FACULTY
David B. Berry
Much to my surprise I spent a second year here on a visiting appoint-
ment. However, this summer I really am leaving— to be a "Senior Regional
Scientist" at Abt Associates in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Goodbye, Cham-
bana.
During the fall semester I was the professional host for our second
highly successful Planning Practice Seminar (the "All-Star" Course) which
featured ten distinguished planners as guest speakers. Several departmental
alumni participated in the All Star Course, including Alan Richter from the
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council, Walter d'Alessio from the Philadel-
phia Industrial Development Corporation, Robert Teska, of Robert Teska Asso-
ciates, and Michael Turner, from the Detroit Renaissance. In addition, I
taught courses in planning for declining cities, regional planning, and
planning methods in the 1978-79 academic year.
Lachlan F. Blair
Between last year and the coming one, the Blairs will have covered many
of the principal cities in the continental forty-eight. Living out of a
suitcase seems again to have become my way of life, a mode I forsook when I
left consulting practice for academia thirteen short years ago. Last year's
travels were for conferences, consulting, family matters, and some fun; the
itinerary reflects my diverse interests.
The American Council on the Arts lured me last summer to Detroit's dis-
appointingly isolated Renaissance Center. The subject of public involvement
in the Upper Mississippi Master Plan got me to marvelous Minneapolis in the
winter, and metropolitan matters for regional councils took me to wondrous
Washington in the spring. Repeated treks have been made to Milwaukee where
we have two fine grandchildren, to topographically preposterous Pittsburgh
where my dear and very elderly aunt is ailing, and to familiar Chicago where
multitudes of meetings keep us from enjoying the city. Spring break took us
to Atlanta and Savannah, the current mecca for preservationists.
Idyllic Allerton Park was the setting last September for a statewide
"Preservation Caucus" I helped with. Ten students from my Preservation Plan-
ning Workshop served as staff and recorders, mingling for a couple of days
with one hundred experts and leaders from all parts of Illinois. The bulk of
their semester's workshop effort was on preservation opportunities in Down-
town Champaign, less idyllic but instructive. These encounters with the real
world resulted in a set of attractive booklet products, including "Candid
Comments" on the Caucus. If you'd like copies, let me know.
All those travels add to my slide collection, now numbering too many
thousands, from which selections are made for my courses, extension and civic
talks, and Christmas party fun where I can't resist the urge to slide in a
few puns. And there is no end of committee work, departmental, campus, and
outside groups. I feel we deserve at least a pat on the head for the efforts
of the Search Committee which resulted after long deliberations in making
Carl Patton the Head! The Chair I occupy on the Urbana Plan Commission be-
came an uncomfortably hot seat this spring during five consecutive nights of
hearings on a new zoning ordinance. The harsh and rampant citizen partici-
pation truly strained my commitment to that essential aspect of planning.
The women in my life continue to make me proud and delighted, as does
my son. I am now married to three Past-Presidents: two of different Leagues
of Women Voters and the Immediate one of the 600-member Women's Club of the
U of I. Our daughter Marilyn is now a hydrologist/geologist at the Manti-
Lasal National Forest in Utah, and Doug Blair can be heard regularly over
WZUU-FM in Milwaukee.
Sabbatical travels this Fall will be devoted to serious research in
pursuit of exemplars in facilitating urban design excellence. I'm packing
my suitcase again to get a grip on the "Role of the States in Urban Design,"
with extended visits to selected state capitals and principal cities. I
hope to see many alumni and friends in my ramblings.
Barry N. Checkoway
1978-1979 has been productive for the Checkoways. I agreed to start up
our new social planning concentration with a focus on applying policy analy-
sis and planning skills to social service delivery and social problem solv-
ing. This has fit nicely with my research and teaching. My recent publica-
tions have fallen mainly in the health care planning, neighborhood develop-
ment, and citizen participation fields. Two book projects are now underway,
one on the policy problems and prospects of the metropolitan midwest, an-
other on citizen participation in health care planning. My courses and
workshops continue to bring results. One workshop study helped a Chicago
neighborhood organization develop its plans for a neighborhood development
project which has been recognized in national publications. And students
have gone on to positions in neighborhood planning and community development
across the country.
Public service activities have been time-consuming but worthwhile. I
helped organize the first national conference on citizen participation, de-
livered invited testimony on the subject to U. S. House and Senate subcom-
mittees, continued my work on health planning for the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, and accepted the deputy editorship of a major
journal in the community organization field.
Most productive of all, the Checkoway family has grown again. Laura
Anne joined our family in 1978 and is already taking lessons in walking and
talking from sister Amy, who divides her time between nursery school and our
new house on West Washington Street. Margie is president of the Coop Nursery
School in Urbana and finds it a logical step from her years of teaching. We
enjoy the Midwest and find it has much to offer a family such as ours. But
we continue to miss what can only be found in large cities, and for us the
roads between here, Chicago, and the two coasts are wel 1 -traveled.
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Clyde W. Forrest
It has been another short year with a few long moments. The courses in
Planning Law and seminars in Environmental Law and Growth Management Law
went yery well this year. Students continue to act semi-paralyzed the first
three weeks and then begin to limber up for the midterms. I'm sure that "Pa-
per Chase" had an adverse effect on our students in the law courses. Comple-
tion of a year as chair of our intra-departmental advisory committee, chair
of the departmental admissions committee and chair of the college graduate
courses committee has left me stunned as to the volume of redundant paper
work. A personal resolution to exercise more restraint in accepting commit-
tee jobs seems to be in order.
Consulting activities have included a neighborhood case in Rockford and
a new overlay zoning ordinance for Urbana--part of the Boneyard Creek.
Other local activities are service as the Champaign County Izaak Walton
League president and as a member of the board of the Champaign County Devel-
opment Foundation. The major extra time consumer has been as a scoutmaster.
What's a sedentary, middle-aged lawyer doing in a Boy Scout uniform, you
ask? Indeed, I wonder at times myself.
Our family is well and content in good old C-U. Compared with some of
the places we visited last summer, it has many advantages. We are looking
forward to another year, new faces and visiting with old friends.
Eric C. Freund
Here I am again in the same situation as I found myself in last year--
just about to dash off to Europe to gather information for future compara-
tive courses in planning and historic preservation, while at the same time
trying desperately to remember what has happened in the blur of frantic ac-
tivity which we dignify with the term "The Academic Year."
Last year's trip to Britain included visits to familiar places where I
am keeping a watch on examples of the preservation of historic areas and in-
dividual buildings and to some unfamiliar new places. Perhaps the most out-
standing example is the old Roman city of Chester. A walk around the old
city always yields a wealth of new projects begun and older projects com-
pleted, which I submit to the gaze of my faithful 35mm camera for students
to see at a later date. Another place that I visit regularly is Ironbridge
--the site of the first cast iron foundries and where, in 1779, was built
the first iron bridge in the world, which has remained in use to this day.
Other places of interest visited included both small houses and country man-
sions dating from the 1 500 ' s in various stages of restoration, and castles,
fortresses, industrial buildings and old priories, both restored and adapted
to contemporary uses by a private nationwide trust set up for that purpose.
If you'd like to live in one of these interesting conversions for a few
weeks in the summer and make like a king, a monk, or an industrial giant,
just let me know and I'll fill you in with the details!
Teaching activities during the year included comparative courses in
historic preservation and in new town development, together with the still
developing "Graphic Communication for Planners" course which now seems to
cover all the practice techniques and skills not covered in other courses.
It is unashamedly a survey course, from which students stagger away with
piles of handouts which, hopefully, become severely "dogeared" as they are
referred to frequently in the years of planning practice which follow grad-
uation.
During the year I was asked to design and have printed a new departmen-
tal poster that would be irresistable to prospective students. It has just
arrived from the printers and has started to adorn the walls of various of-
fices. Only the future will reveal how successful it is as a publicity me-
dium—but if you want to try it out, just send to me or to Barb Hartman for
a copy. I'll guarantee that the warm red color will enable you to set your
thermostat a few degrees lower in the winter and thus help to combat the en-
ergy crisis. I was also asked to assume some responsibility for alumni
relations which we wish to strengthen considerably in the years to come. It
is sad to think how close we all are when engaged on our mutual educational
effort over a period of years, and how far we drift apart--sometimes to the
point of loss of contact altogether--in the years that ensue. I do hope
that we can remedy this situation to our great mutual advantage.
My major involvement for the past three semesters at least, has been
the preparation of a comprehensive plan for the City of Tuscola, parts of
which have already been adopted by the city council. This has been a "from
the ground up" experience, starting with rules of procedure for both the
plan commission and the board of zoning appeals. The close of this semester
saw the completion of the study documents, presented officially by a group
of 17 students from UP 236 and UP 337. A selected group of UP 338 students
will be reviewing and editing the documents next semester and following
their passage through city council to adoption. We will then be involved in
the publication process, which hopefully will include a special supplement
to local newspapers.
If I were to be asked what made the greatest impression upon me in the
past year I would have to admit that it was the "great break" that I experi-
enced in January, achieved by the simple expedient of gliding down a flight
of concrete steps without the benefit of skis. This interesting—and I
might mention unfunded— research project proved beyond a shadow of doubt
that the feat could not be performed with safety. It will, no doubt, save
countless would-be experimenters from future injury, and provided at least
one surgeon with invaluable experience in piecing together many pieces of
shattered bone with stainless steel wire which, I am sure, will trigger
warning lights and alarm bells whenever I go through safety checks at major
airports. I am now into "physical therapy and functional training" in order
to get the most use out of my arm in the future. At present I am unsure
which is the greater agony—shattering a limb or getting it limbered up
again.
And what, now, of the future? First, I supposed, a busy round of ex-
ploration into all the things in which I am interested in Britain including
the science of large-scale development over areas with an unstable subsoil,
such as old mining areas. My second endeavor will be handling UP 171 next
semester. I look forward to the experience— and chal lenge— of teaching this
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introductory course in planning to some 300 freshmen and sophomores, with
the able assistance of eight or nine teaching assistants. As far as I am
able to gather from enquiry, the challenge seems to be to structure a course
that will appeal to such a large number of students with many different
backgrounds. It is quite a different problem from structuring a course that
will prove interesting to students from a single discipline—and this is of-
ten difficult enough. The scene is obviously not set for rave notices on
the course: mere acceptance would appear to be a target denoting a howling
success!
I am still involved in the Technical Advisory Committee of the Cham-
paign County Historical Museum, attending meetings of the Illinois Historic
Sites Advisory Council, and am chairman of the Improvements Advisory Commit-
tee for Robert Allerton Park which presently is involved in some very inter-
esting reconstruction work.
I find that last year I invited you to write to me--and some did--and I
was most interested to hear all your news. Now that I have been appointed
alumni liaison person there is no excuse not to write to me--in fact you may
even consider it a duty on your part. Come to think of it, it's even a duty
for me to reply, so it's a two-edged sword. I hope you'll use it to cut
through the lethargy that so often inhibits correspondence, in which case
I'll hear from you directly, instead of having to wade through next year's
edition to see what you've been up to.
William I. Goodman
I have developed an interest in the education of professionals within
the University, that is, individuals in programs outside of the traditional
arts and sciences curricula. There are more than 40 professional programs
taught on this campus. I was assigned by the Graduate College to make a
study of their special needs and of how they fit into the mission of the
University. A report on my study is scheduled to be presented at the annual
meeting of the APA in October.
Urban transportation continued to occupy my time. I was a panelist at
the annual meeting of the Transportation Research Board on the subject of
Transportation and Land Use. I contributed to a special conference on Fu-
ture Urban Transportation, held at Aspen, Colorado and sponsored by APA, the
U. S. Department of Transportation, and the Transportation Research Board.
I continued to serve on the Board of Editors of Transportation , the interna-
tional journal prepared by European and North American transportation pro-
fessionals.
Albert Z. Guttenberg
It was good to come home last July but now we're beginning to miss
Holland.
What was I doing there? Developing my system for defining and organiz-
ing land data, testing it and comparing it with other extant systems in
Europe. The Dutch have been particularly interested in this research. Many
agencies in the Netherlands including the municipalities, the public utili-
ties, the poulder builders and the railroads are at the point of automating
their data bases and this has given them pause and cause to think about how
to standardize their data categories so as to ensure interagency exchange-
ability of data. This April I returned to Holland for about 10 days to pre-
sent my approach at the Seventh European Symposium on Urban Data Management.
The Delft University of Technology was sufficiently interested to offer me a
grant to enable me to go to Holland for the Fall semester 1979 to continue
to develop the system. As of this writing I haven't yet decided to accept
although the chances are I will.
Europe also afforded scope for one of my other specialties—planning
history. I was able to meet and exchange views with persons of like inter-
est at history of planning conferences in Scotland, England, Holland and
Germany.
It wasn't all work, though. There was ample time for travel and we
visited many places, some of which we had seen before but only fleetingly.
We got to Italy but not as far south as Rome, to Mariella's great disappoint-
ment. Maybe next time.
Leonard F. Heumann
My sabbatical was fantastic. I hate to be back! It's hard to get back
into the groove of teaching.
I am getting deeper into gerontological research than ever before. I
have an Andrus Foundation grant conducting a survey of the ability of local
planners to conduct detailed needs analysis of the elderly.
Rob is getting into the area too. She has finished her nursing degree
and is specializing in geriatric nursing, working on the oncology floor at
Carle Hospital
.
Sarena is five feet tall and beginning to enter puberty. She is con-
tinuing in the arts. She plays the clarinet and piano but is losing inter-
est in ballet and getting into gymnastics.
Aaron picked up a great love for soccer in England and still has it.
Other than that, Aaron is just Aaron.
Andrew M. Isserman
Ellen Jacobsen (MUP '74) and I celebrated our second anniversary on
July 23. Our marriage is still the most exciting news that I have to report
(besides some of you probably missed last year's magazine). Ellen is almost
a work junkie as you can learn by turning to the 1974 section. Although we
enjoyed Los Angeles last year, it has been marvelous in Urbana this year.
Our house across from Carle Park is responsible for a good part of our ap-
preciation of life here. The park is pretty all year round, and the office
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is an easy walk away. Moreover, the nearby high school track makes it dif-
ficult not to run a few miles each day. Next time you sit in gasoline
lines, perhaps you will remember the easier life in Urbana and resolve to
migrate back here and rejoin us.
This year has been another busy one professionally. I taught urban and
regional analysis (UP 476) and local public finance (UP 485), as well as a
doctoral course in regional economic development (ECON 461). I continue to
edit the International Regional Science Review , which has subscribers in 59
countries, and am on the editorial board of the Journal of the American
Planning Association . (In fact, I am reading so many manuscripts that I
need stronger contact lenses.) Occasionally, I get glimpses of the "real
world" through service on a Federal committee on population forecasting and
an advisory committee to the Illinois Office of State Planning.
My research this year has dealt mainly with the treatment of suburbs
and rural communities under the community development block grant program
and on measuring suburban need and distress. U. S. HUD was kind enough to
provide a grant which supports five students doing research on those topics.
Also, I have completed manuscripts on economic base analysis, shift-share
analysis, and plan evaluation. As you know, in this profession it's "have
manuscript, can travel," so I had the opportunity to give papers in New
Orleans, San Diego, Nashville, and Amherst.
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T. John Kim
It seems to me that the 1978-1979 year was one of the busiest, but one
of the most fruitful. I was very glad to have been promoted to Associate
Professor.
In the 1979-80 academic year, I will be working in Korea as Principal
Planner and Department Manager of the Task Force assigned to the planning of
the New Capital City. I am excited about this opportunity. My new address
in Korea will be: Tschangho KIM, Department Manager
RDRI/KIST
P. 0. Box 131, Dongdaemoon
Seoul , Korea
Please let me know if you have plans to visit Korea.
Carl V. Patton
Gretchen hates me. Last summer I spent a month in Europe without her.
I was invited to present a paper at the Fourth Annual International Regional
Science Institute in Siegen, Germany, and traveled to the conference by way
of Greece (where I stayed with Michael and Vasso Romanos who were visiting
relatives) and Rome (where I toured with one of my professors from under-
graduate school). Needless to say, I had a great time and am ready to re-
turn at a moment's notice.
Gretchen is still employed by Sears where she continues to track down
wrongdoers. John is now into little league, and I am getting sucked into
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that too. Those of you who are aware of my lack of athletic ability would
have gotten a good laugh the night when the team's coach couldn't make a
game and I had to fill in. I had to decide on the line up, keep the box
scores (I had no idea how to fill out the forms so I made up a new system)
and coach. Believe it or not, the team won by a score of 8 to 3--the only
game they had won up to that time.
Jane continues with the piano and Gretchen coaches her. Last summer
Jane entered the American Music Scholarship Association international piano
competition. She won both the regional competition for her competition
level (and received a travel award), the semi-finals and the finals (where
she also won a cash award). She entered again this year and won the region-
als and received a travel award to attend the semi-finals and finals in
Cincinnati. (As this was going to press Jane had just won the finals.)
John continues with the violin, and Jane has taken it up as her second in-
strument.
My book on university manpower planning, Academia in Transition: Mid-
Career Change or Early Retirement was published in January. I prepared
chapters on this general topic for Enhancing Faculty Performance and Vital-
ity published by Jossey-Bass and Planning in Stagnating Regions published by
Nomos. With Jim Marver, a friend from Stanford Research Institute, I pub-
lished an article in Educational Record about the productivity of academics
who consult. Other publications this year include "Rural Housing and Commu-
nity Services," a chapter with Randy Suko in Rural and Small Town Planning
by the American Planning Association. For the same book I prepared a second
chapter about rural transportation problems and possibilities. Ken Stabler
(MUP 1977) and I published "The Small Town in the Urban Fringe: Conflicts
in Attitudes and Values" in the Journal of the Community Development Socie-
ty . For the APA conference in Miami I organized a session on Quick and
Dirty Problem Solving. The session was attended by more than 300 persons
who heard excellent presentations by John Linner, a planner for the Commu-
nity Development Department of the City of Cleveland, and by Charles Sim, an
analyst for the Illinois Bureau of the Budget.
I also presented papers at the Midwest Economics Association Conference
in Chicago and the American Association of University Professors Conference
in Houston, wrote a book review on Small Cities in Transition for Planning ,
and with Gretchen, wrote a review of five children's books for the Gerontol
-
ogist . I also continue as a reviewer for Policy Analysis .
This was also my year for community involvement and committee assign-
ments. Gretchen and I were co-presidents of the Leal School PTA. I was
(and still am) Chairman of the City of Urbana Community Development Commis-
sion and a member of the Champaign County Development Council Foundation.
At the University I am a member of the advisory committee to the All-Univer-
sity Gerontology Center. On the national level, I am a member of the Com-
mittee on Academic Retirement and Insurance Plans of the American Associa-
tion of University Professors and a member of the advisory committee on
mandatory retirement for the American Council on Education.
Since I was both Acting Head and Bureau Director this year I was unable
to teach my usual courses, although I did give an occasional lecture and was
the principal adviser for several theses. Next year I am planning to teach
at least the course on budgeting and the planning process.
John A. Quinn
I continue as Associate Director of the Bureau for Continuing Education
and Public Service and for Publications.
I'm also serving as Chairman of an ECOP (Extension Committee on Organi-
zation and Policy) National Task Force on Local Government and as a member
of the Governor's Advisory Council on Rural Development. I've completed my
second year as an alderman on the Tuscola City Council. Finally, I was se-
lected as Editor of the Journal of the Community Development Society this
past year by the Society's Board of Directors.
Michael C. Romanos
I must consider 1978-79 a good year: I finally settled all my differ-
ences with the U. S. Immigration--I still can't believe it's over--and moved
one step closer to retirement with my promotion to associate professor. I
certainly consider it a busy year. I had to teach all my courses this time,
and, in addition, I had to work on a research project funded by the U. S.
Department of Transportation. If this were not enough, I spent a consider-
able amount of time finishing up reports of three research grants— all of
them on energy conservation and transportation demand analysis— and submit-
ting several new proposals for research funds.
But was this year productive? Of course, what we call productivity,
many of you by now are smiling at. But for academics, to have a book out is
always satisfying, particularly when you have been fiddling with the manu-
script for close to three years. The book is called Western European Cities
in Crisis
,
has been published by D. C. Heath, and has a hot red cover. Now,
l_ too have my little red book!
Perhaps the high point of the academic year for me was at the end. In
fact, this communication is the last thing I intend to do before I take off
literally. On an invitation by the government of Greece --governments never
learn— I will be visiting some of the northern underdeveloped provinces of
that country and will design—what else— some models of regional economic
development and project impact evaluations. Best wishes for the summer and
the coming year to all of you. To those of you who used to call and don't
anymore: I miss you.
Faculti Emeriti
Scott Keyes
Since last reporting, I have continued to work in the field of historic
preservation. I have also continued my research on sources and uses of
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public funds at the areawide level, and in March of this year I went to
Bloomington to make a presentation on the subject before the Task Force on
the Future of Illinois.
Louis B. Wetmore
This year my continuing efforts to organize materials on planning prac-
tice were given a push forward by the invitation to teach a spring seminar.
During the previous two years, I had organized a series of case studies
to illustrate the operation of analytical frameworks for situation analysis.
These case studies dealt with formulation of viable planning programs de-
signed to fit given case situations. Subjects ranged from urban renewal
through economic development to regional land use planning, and varied in
scale from city through regional to state and national governments.
The spring seminar provided an opportunity to test presentation of
these formulations. It also provided the deadlines essential in pushing me
to edit early drafts of the case studies.
The Star Course during last fall brought several experienced planners
to campus to present overviews of their personal professional experience.
My interest in the subject matter was heightened by the fact that a number
of these visiting professionals were alumni.
In the coming year I plan to initiate a questionnaire to alumni about
their personal career patterns. This, I believe, could give a broader per-
spective to complement the in-depth case studies.
Did you know:
Our current full-time faculty has a combined professional
planning practice experience that totals 129 years. If you
add to that figure civic activities such as chairmanships of
water pollution control commissions, local and regional
planning commissions, and various advisory roles, the total
rises to 197 years. Here is the breakdown:
Planning Activity
Staff Member
Administrator/Director
Consultant
Civic Activities
Years
69
32
28
68
197
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THE STAFF
Barbara Hartman
Barb is the departmental secretary—she's secretary to the head and as-
sociate head (Carl Patton and Lock Blair) and handles a lot of the day-to-
day administration of the department, including registration and advance en-
rollment procedures, scheduling of classes, and supervising the clerical
staff. She also advises students, answers questions, gives her opinion on
departmental policies when asked (and often when not asked), and, of course,
edits and prepares the Alumni News . Barb has worked for the department for
7 1/2 years.
Violet Wilkey
Vi is the Chief Clerk for the department. Hers is a critical role in
that she is responsible for handling all of the departmental accounts—both
state accounts and those from research grants. Anytime there is money to be
spent, Vi is the person to see. She processes all the appointments so that
people get paid, doles out petty cash for legitimate purposes, as well as
keeping all those books! Vi has more than twenty years of University exper-
ience, including over six years with this department.
Jane Terry
If you have occasion to call the main departmental office, Jane is more
often than not the person who will cheerfully answer the phone. In addition
to putting our best foot forward as our receptionist, she is our admissions
clerk and processes all applications for our graduate program. She also co-
ordinates all mimeographing and copying for the department, handles the de-
partmental filing, and provides supervision for our student hourly employ-
ees. All of you who know Jane know that she keeps up with all of the stu-
dents and activities of the department and is a tremendous resource person.
She claims seniority for the secretarial staff, having joined the department
in June of 1971
.
Eleanor Penn
El lie is the secretary who provides clerical support for those faculty
housed at 1001 West Nevada. This includes handling all of the course mater-
ials for UP 171, our large, introductory planning course. She has also man-
aged to be assigned to some of our most productive faculty (in terms of con-
ference presentations and publishing) and so is constantly under the pres-
sure of one deadline after another. She handles these challenges splendidly
and with great care. El lie joined us in a permanent position in July of
1974, although she had worked for us for several weeks before then on a tem-
porary basis.
Kathleen Suits
Kathy, who has been with DURP since November 1972, is responsible for
handling preparation of materials and processing registration applications
for our four continuing education programs each year. She works closely
with John Quinn who is in charge of continuing education and publications.
Kathy mans the registration desk at all our conferences. Those of you who
take advantage of our continuing education programs will undoubtedly have
the pleasure of meeting her, if you have not already.
Susan Safanie
In addition to providing clerical support for several faculty, Susan
also processes all our publications orders. This includes mailing out pub-
lications, sending invoices, processing payments, and keeping an accurate
inventory of all publications on hand. She also has designed publication
brochures and helped to write the Bureau annual reports. Sue joined the de-
partment nearly two years ago; unfortunately, she will be resigning this
summer to return to school to finish her finance degree.
THE
STUDENTS
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STUDENT PLANNING ORGANIZATION
The Student Planning Organization performs a three-fold function.
First is the social function of providing activities to promote a cohesive
student group. Second is the academic function of acting as liaison between
students and faculty and representing the students' viewpoints during the
establishment of departmental policies and objectives. Third is the profes-
sional function of contributing to the growth and betterment of the planning
profession. Under the capable and enthusiastic leadership of president
Kristi Cromwell -Cain, SPO enjoyed a yery active and highly productive year
on all three fronts, promoting student involvement in a wide variety of so-
cial and academic activities.
Socially, SPO sponsored several enjoyable get-togethers and events.
The year began with the traditional fall picnic, which served as an occasion
for newly-arrived students to get acquainted with continuing students. This
was followed several weeks later by a weekend camping trip to the forrested
hills of southern Illinois, complete with campfire delicacies cooked by our
resident wilderness gourmet cooks and raucous campsongs. In February of
this year SPO members headed north to Wisconsin for a weekend of skiing,
where half of the group participated in the downhill variety of the sport
and the other half cross country skied, and where all of us learned the
techniques of a sport most aptly titled "keeping-warm-in-cabins-obviously-
designed-for-summer-use-only! Other outdoor activities sponsored by SPO
this year included the tennis ladder competition.
Indoor activities abounded too. In addition to the many more informal
social gatherings, SPO continued two recently founded traditions: the Urban
Sprawl Ball and the Spring Fling. The Sprawl Ball serves as SPO's Christmas
holiday festivities. The evening of dancing and cocktails was highlighted
by a series of hilarious and often outlandish skits, presentations, Christ-
mas carol paradies, and comedy routines by students, faculty and the secre-
tarial staff. No one present will soon forget, among other memorable pres-
entations that night, the unforgivable puns of master of ceremonies Charles
"Corky" Neale, the visual hilarity of Lock Blair's slide presentations, the
recital of his most recent works by the department's own poet-humorist Eric
Freund, or, above all, the outrageous impression of a 1 950 ' s rock and roll
singer by Len Heumann, accompanied by his Lennettes. The Ball provided stu-
dents with an opportunity to see a side of the faculty which we are not of-
ten privileged to see.
The Spring Fling was held at the end of the academic year as a last
gathering of the graduating students with the faculty and continuing stu-
dents. After dinner and amid the jokes and banter were more serious presen-
tations to those whose efforts in SPO and in the department were deserving
of recognition. Among those students receiving awards were Lauren Kay
Benninger who received the Karl Lohmann award for professional promise,
William Cahill who received the American Planning Association graduate stu-
dent certificate for academic achievement, and Bruce Stoffel who received
the undergraduate American Planning Association award.
On the academic and professional fronts, SPO was equally active. In
addition to the regular representation of SPO at faculty meetings, SPO mem-
bers also serve as representatives on many special faculty committees. Most
important this year was the headship selection committee, which included two
students. While the changing of the head of a department is likely to cause
inevitable minor disruptions of routine and accompanying headaches, it also
provides an exceptional opportunity for student input into the ongoing pro-
cess of determining the direction of the department. The selection of a new
head proved to be an excellent vehicle for opening up discussion on the fu-
ture emphasis of departmental policies and programs, a discussion in which
students took an active role. In addition to representation on the commit-
tee, students were given the opportunity to question the final candidates
and express their opinions to the selection committee through SPO.
Additionally, students were also represented on the undergraduate cur-
riculum committee and at the meetings during which next year's visiting fac-
ulty were chosen.
An innovation this year was a Wednesday noon film festival, organized
by undergraduate Candace Campbell. A series of films of interest to plan-
ners was presented. Funding was received not only from SPO and the depart-
ment but from the Departments of Architecture and Landscape Architecture as
well
.
Other academic and professional endeavors by SPO included the creation
of a community documents collection—a compilation of official studies and
publications on or about the Champaign-Urbana area--and its placement in a
local library for community use, and SPO's first publication. When the
product of a department workshop, entitled "Organizing a Community Develop-
ment Corporation," received a yery favorable review in a professional jour-
nal, the authors were deluged with requests for copies from individuals and
organizations from all over the U. S. The demand for the manual was so
great that a second printing had to be ordered. Copies are still available
to those interested. Just send $3.00 (to cover printing and mailing costs)
to SPO at the department.
A major advance in the evolution of SPO as an organization occurred
this year when we received substantial funding from the Student Organization
Resource Fund (SORF). Many of the projects which we have undertaken were
made possible by this funding. We hope that in the future this new source
of resources will allow us to even further expand our services to fellow
students, to the department and to the community and profession.
We in SPO feel that we can be proud of our accomplishments during this
very active and enjoyable year. We look forward to the continued fulfill-
ment of our three important functions during the 1979-80 academic year.
Keith Mitchell
1979-80 SPO President
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Graduate Student Roster
COKER ADEGBORO, B.A. in Urban Planning, Shaw University.
S. SRINIVASA BHAT, B.Arch., University College of Engineering, Bangalore,
India.
WILLIAM CAHILL, B.A. in Economics and Political Science, University of Iowa.
ANN CAMPBELL, M.A. Ordinary in Geography, University of Edinburgh.
BRADLEY CANTRELL, B.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
BILL CHAN, B.A. in Economics, Southern Illinois University.
KRISTI CROMWELL-CAIN, B.A. in Economics, University of Colorado.
MARY DEVITT, B.S. in Social Welfare, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.
BEVERLY FLEMING, B.A. in Art, Washburn University.
ROBERT GLEISSNER, B.S. in Public Administration, Indiana University.
OVTDIO GONZALEZ, INARQ, Instituto Politecnico Nacional, Mexico.
RICHARD HAYES, B.F.A., Northern Illinois University.
KATHLEEN HERRMANN, B.A. in Sociology, Northern Illinois University.
NIRANJAN HOSKOTE, B.Arch., Nagpur University, India; M.Arch., Oklahoma State
University.
JANET JAROSS-ARBISE, B.S. in Geography, Northern Illinois University.
VALLMER JORDAN, B.S. in Psychology, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.
THOMAS KING, B.A. in Biology, Denison University.
WILLIAM LENSKI, B.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
ANNEMARIE MARTI, B.A. in Geography, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign.
GREGORY MC DANIEL, B.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
KEITH MITCHELL, B.A. in Political Science, University of Rochester.
NANCY MUNSHAW, A.B. in English, University of Missouri.
CHARLES NEALE, B.A. in Geography, University of Kansas; M.A. in Geography,
University of Cincinnati.
CHARLES NELLANS, B.A. in Psychology, Wichita State University.
GLORIA NORIEGA, B.Arch., Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico; M.F.A.,
California Institute of the Arts.
KEVIN OAKES, B.S. in Geography, University of Utah.
MICHAEL O'DONNELL, B.A. in Political Science, St. Joseph's College,
Philadelphia.
OLAYINKA OLANIPEKUN, B.Arch., University of Oregon.
JERRY OTTO, B.A. in Psychology, Sangamon State University; M.S.W., Univer-
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
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JOHN PAGE, B.S. in Geography, Illinois State University.
VIDYAHAR PATIL, B.Arch., University of Bombay.
GREGG PERRY, B.A. in Government, Notre Dame University.
E. JAMES PETERS, Bachelor of Environmental Design, Texas A & M University.
PATRICIA PETRIE, B.A. in Chemistry, Psychology, and Zoology, University of
Colorado.
PETER PEYER, B.S. in Urban Planning, Iowa State University.
DELMER POWELL, B.A. in Sociology and History, Eastern Illinois University.
WILLIAM POWERS, B.A. in Political Science, Northern Illinois University.
LOIS ROCKER, B.A.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
JON RODGERS, B.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
ANITA RUSSELMANN, B.A. in Anthropology, Cornell University.
LEO STERK, B.U.P., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
DAVID STERN, B.A. in Urban Studies, University of Maryland.
DOUGLAS STROUP, B.A. in Urban Studies, Hobart College.
GHOLAMALI TORABY-ZADEH, B.A. in Social Sciences, University of Tehran.
NANCY WARD, B.S.E, University of Wisconsin at Whitewater.
HERBASUKI WIBOWO, SJT, Institut Teknologi Bandung, Indonesia.
DIANE WILCENSKI, B.S. in History, University of Wisconsin at River Falls.
Undergraduate Student Roster
KEVIN AUGUSTYN, Hammond, Indiana, Junior.
L. KAY BENNINGER, Champaign, Illinois, Senior.
ELIZABETH BENOIT, Arlington Heights, Illinois, Junior.
PAMELA BERNAS, Chicago, Illinois, Senior.
CANDACE CAMPBELL, Wooster, Ohio, Senior.
TIMOTHY CANNON, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, Junior.
PAMELA DE PRIEST, East St. Louis, Illinois, Junior.
MARK EISSMAN, Lincolnwood, Illinois, Junior.
ADRIAN GARCIA, Chicago, Illinois, Senior.
MARLA GOLDSMITH, Skokie, Illinois, Junior.
TERRENCE HOFFMAN, Woodridge, Illinois, Senior.
HAROLD JENKINS, Chicago, Illinois, Senior.
MARK KIEFFER, Champaign, Illinois, Junior.
LORI LEFSTEIN, Rock Island, Illinois, Junior.
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DAVID LEVIN, Niles, Illinois, Senior.
DONNA LOCICERO, Peoria, Illinois, Junior.
JAMES LYMAN, Crystal Lake, Illinois, Junior.
MICHAEL MACZKA, Chicago, Illinois, Junior.
DAVID MATHEWSON, Joliet, Illinois, Senior.
KATHLEEN MC MAHON, Champaign, Illinois, Junior.
ROBERT NEVITT, Wheaton, Illinois, Junior.
JEFFREY PERSON, Peoria, Illinois, Junior.
DAVID POTTER, Springfield, Illinois, Sophomore.
TRYNER PRICE, Bloomington, Illinois, Junior.
MARIANNE ROSEN, Aurora, Illinois, Junior.
LAURIE SCOTT, Mahomet, Illinois, Senior.
AKINDELE SIYANBADE, Lagos, Nigeria, Senior.
ANTHONY SMANIOTTO, Tinley Park, Illinois, Senior.
LISA SOLOMAN, Evanston, Illinois, Junior.
LYNN STENSTROM, Urbana, Illinois, Sophomore.
BRUCE STOFFEL, Belleville, Illinois, Senior.
WILLIAM THOMPSEN, Princeton, Illinois, Senior.
GINA TRIMARCO, Park Ridge, Illinois, Senior.
WALTER TROMPKA, Chicago, Illinois, Senior.
RICHARD URYCKI, Chicago, Illinois, Junior.
POLLY WEISS, Lansing, Illinois, Junior.
SCOTT ZIEGLER, South Elgin, Illinois, Senior.
Grad students:
Terry Ball
Kristi Cromwell- Cain
Beverly Fleming
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GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION
ALABAMA (1) CALIFORNIA
F. Smith '78
ALASKA (1)
P. Davis '66
ARIZONA (8)
J. Beatty '4C)
J. Hatmaker 78
M. Hatmaker 77
J. Liberty '74
J. Mee '70
W. Mee '70
H. Mi ura '59
K. Schellie 30
ARKANSAS (7)
J. Ault '51
J. Conner '65
R. Dietrich '78
J. Rice '76
C. Smart '60
C. Tompkins '58
C. Widell '72
W.
D.
W.
R.
R.
F.
S.
C.
P.
R.
E.
E.
L.
D.
D.
P.
K.
B.
L.
E.
M.
C.
C.
s.
(34;
'57
'71
'47
'48
CALIFORNIA
Bobotek
Clement
Coibion
Coleman
Edminster '77
Ellis '62
Grossman '77
Hamilton '49
Hoi ley '67
Kato '63
Kreines '60
Lester '63
Lew '76
McCul lough '60
Macris
Maines
Majors
Meays
Moore
Moses
'58
'73
'77
58
62
51
Nicholas '69
Nielsen '75
Oneal '26
Perlman '68
w. Powers '62
T. Priestley '
R. Redell '34
G. Robbins '71
M. Schmitt '55
D. Stuart '65
K. Sulzer '62
G. Thornbury '
P. Watt '49
E. Williams '6
COLORADO (17)
(cont.
)
69
78
C. Brinkman '61
A. Dinatale '76
J. Durham '75
J. Frank '76
R. Giltner '58
S. Gordon '75
D. Howell '71
S. Huddleston '37
L. Kocian '67
W. Lamont '59
M. McDonough '76
R. 0'Donnell '38
COLORADO (cont.)
J. Ringe '60
M. Ruppeck '70
J. Spore '69
P. Tessar '74
J. Urbonas '69
CONNECTICUT (8)
R. Cox '59
GEORGIA (cont.)
T. Ball '79
S. Bresler '65
T. Ficht '59
M. Holland '72
P. Kelman '71
F. Nichols '67
F. Robinson '36
w. Donohue '69 HAWAII (5)
A. Johanson '69 W. Chee '71
L. Levesque '78 S. Fuke '71
J. Malinowski '76 G. Hay '76
V. Musto '77 G. Koyama '75
M. Schneidermeyer '69 R. Roth '60
D. Stimpson '78
IDAHO ,;
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (17) L. Justice '75
J. Bauer '73 D. Zielinski '75
L. Bolan '67
M. Elkus '78 ILLIMOI
1
. (W-:)
J. Fondersmith '63 J. Abel '59
V. George '61 C. Adegboro '79
L. Harriss '31 R. Ahlberg '77
L. Hoefer '76 F. Albert '64
J. Hough '74 S. Allwood '75
W. Lienesch '72 J. Anderson '72
R. Mattheis '57 P. Asabere '77
J. Pickard '69 G. Bagby '64
D. Porter '60 J. Baie '68
D. Scherer '48 D. Bammi '71
M. Tick '78 R. Basten '60
B. Wallace '71 F. Beal '68
J. Wasmann '65 A. Bell '75
J. Wise '59 L. Bender '67
L. Benninger '79
FLORIDA (13) T. Berkhout '72
M. Boaz '77 M. Berman '79
R. Flatley '71 P. Bernas '79
C. Harwood '71 D. Bertram '78
C. Juengling '66 R. Bodnar '66
D. Kotulla '68 L. Bozinovich '76
S. LaPlant '74 D. Brett '72
E. Leuchs "72 T. Brown '72
C. Lewis '65 B. Bruninga '76
J. Page '79 T. Buckley '57
J. Szunyog '69 A. Burch '69
A. Titsworth '72 C. Burns '78
R. Wack '72 G. Burridge '48
S. Wilson '70 B. Cantrell '75
W. Cahill '79
GEORGIA (9) c. Campbell '79
E. Adams '63 S. Canzoneri '76
C. Aguar '50 D. Carmody '77
ILLINOIS (cont.)
J. Carpenter '71
Q. Chinn '76
S. Clark '73
J. Coleman '76
T. Counihan '70
C. Cumby '79
D. Dai '78
A. Daroszewski '79
W. Dean '35
L. Debb '77
D. DeBelle '76
J. Devitt '78
J. Dimit '71
H. Dirks '59
C. Donaldson '79
J. Doolen '58
D. Dougan '75
M. Doyle '78
J. Drumtra '78
A. Duker '72
T. Dyke '56
N. Edidin '77
G. Eicher '59
M. Erikson '78
C. Farmer '73
M. Farrell '76
D. Ferrone '38
E. Freund '63
K. Fritsch '73
K. Fritz '60
A. Gassman '63
L. Gayles '76
A. Gedwill '75
R. Gennaro '77
D. Gerard '75
P. Glithero '75
L. Goeddel '76
E. Goldfarb '74
J. Grimes '71
G. Groner '78
J. Groves '78
S. Guderley '75
N. Gunderson '79
S. Hall '61
P. Hallock '77
T. Hansen '74
D. Harder '67
T. Hayes '78
J. Heck '76
B. Hershberger '75
M. Higgins '78
C. Hill '75
G. Hill '78
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ILLINOIS (cont.)
T. Hoffman '79
S. Holland '69
D. Holt '74
D. Houston '70
L. Howard '72
K. Ingrish '76
E. Isserman '74
K. Johnson '73
M. Johnson '74
W. Jones '70
E. Katsaros '78
B. Katz '70
N. Katz '75
F. Kazlo '51
A. Kill ion '79
M. Klein '77
T. Koenig '77
F. Kraft '28
N. Kron '75
J. Kubiesa '75
K. Kurtz '77
D. Lager '72
K. Larson '79
D. Lauber '72
W. Lenski '77
M. Levenshon '77
G. Lindsey '77
W. Luthi '76
L. Lyons '77
K. McCabe '75
G. McDaniel '77
B. McKown '73
M. Maczka '79
R. Mariner '68
D. Mathewson '79
P. Maynard '76
T. Mazzetta '77
S. Mi chi e '78
A. Moore '68
R. Nanetti '70
R. Naphin '74
P. Nardi '66
G. Natarus '75
C. Neale '79
C. Nellans '79
P. Nicholson '78
D. Niemann '78
0. Olanipekun '79
R. Ontiveros '75
J. Page '77
G. Papke '75
S. Park '73
R. Parkin '76
ILLINOIS (cont.)
S. Parsons '74
C. Patton '69
T. Payne '73
D. Pescitelli '74
J. Petti grew '60
G. Piernas '73
L. Pollock '68
D. Powell '79
J. Powers '71
W. Powers '79
G. Pratt '74
P. Pull i am '47
J. Putman '76
C. Rampke '76
K. Reeder '78
E. Regnier '77
R. Richter '62
L. Rocker '78
J. Rodgers '78
B. Rogal '72
D. Rogier '57
D. Rottman '71
C. Scheck '65
B. Schleicher '75
J. Schrader '60
M. Schubert '75
L. Seermon '74
D. Sellers '78
D. Simon '78
M. Singh '72
A. Smaniotto '79
J. Smith '70
M. Smith '65
T. Smith '72
N. Soler '69
P. Sood '79
S. Sperotto '77
L. Starrick '72
L. Sterk '79
D. Stern '79
R. Stern '72
S. Sternberg '75
B. Stoffel '79
J. Strong '73
T. Sullivan '68
M. Swislow '78
C. Szerszen '71
A. Tanner '75
B. Taylor '52
Y. Taylor '76
R. Teska '61
J. Tock '75
G. Trimarco '79
ILLINOIS (cont.)
W. Trompka '79
D. Tucker '78
M. Turbov '78
R. Unwin '68
R. Van Treeck '57
R. Verburg '76
B. Walden '77
R. Walker '77
S. Walthius '78
W. Weatherspoon '73
S. WEeks '74
L. Wilbrndt '74
M. Winter '77
B. Wong '71
G. Wood '75
W. Wright '77
S. Ziegler '79
INDIANA (13)
D. Behr '77
V. Bernardin '75
D. Carley '70
M. Carroll '68
W. Depew '50
C. Freebairn '74
R. Huff '48
D. Isley '76
C. Lynch '78
W. Neal '73
S. Reller '71
R. Robling '71
F. Vogelsgang '49
IOWA (3)
W. Klatt '51
D. Lewis '75
T. Nurse '59
KANSAS (3)
J. Babbitt '73
M. Leitner '69
S. Speise '75
KENTUCKY (4)
C. Berg '29
T. Foegler '76
W. Singer '73
E. Womack '65
LOUISIANA (1)
H. Haar '64
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MARYLAND (15)
G. Caiazzo '68
K. Galloway '68
R. Gucker '55
J. Hock '68
L. Kolste '65
T. Krawczel '75
B. Linsenmeyer '75
W. Monk '75
R. Nixon '77
E. Paull '73
E. Pigo '71
R. Puzio '65
B. Simon '77
D. Stefen '74
J. Wood '48
MASSACHUSETTS (7)
R. Begg '77
S. Ericsson '76
G. Hack '67
F. Lucibella '75
R. Mabley '78
T. McVeigh '70
A. Schmidt '63
MICHIGAN (7)
D. Bailey '63
J. Chase '75
J. Harris '69
R. Mills '40
M. Turner '71
K. N. Yonkers '74
K. S. Yonkers '74
MINNESOTA (12)
L. Brown '77
R. Chelseth '73
C. Dale '56
M. Durward '74
R. Einsweiler '58
G. Isberg '66
R. Kaliszewski '61
R. Loraas '67
C. Schenk '63
V. Sethi '75
K. Soong '79
E. Turner '76
MISSISSIPPI (4)
F. Cooper '73
D. Irvin '54
L. Kotecki '67
B. Rhodes '75
MISSOURI (16)
D. Bush '22
T. Carpenter '75
D. Chipman '78
R. Goetz '47
V. Harris '67
P. Knupp '76
E. Lovelace '35
R. Mreen '76
R. Mendelson '66
S. Paull '77
M. Pomeroy '72
C. Reed '59
A. Richter '63
F. Ruder '56
R. Simonds '57
T. Wilding '62
NEBRASKA (2)
D. Brogden '41
G. Scholz '71
NEW HAMPSHIRE (3)
J. McLaughlin '68
J. Minnoch '57
G. Olson '67
NEW JERSEY (6)
W. Allen '71
T. Beeble '79
A. Dresdner '56
T. Moore '51
L. Strassler '48
J. Sully '72
NEW YORK (16)
S. Barclay '78
C. Brown '60
E. Davidson '68
K. Heron '74
E. Johnson '78
K. Kitney '70
A. Lillyquist '70
J. Luensman '54
L. Parnes '69
D. Porter '69
R. Preissner '69
G. Rabb '78
R. Roaks '70
C. Stone '71
N. Warren '74
A. Wood '78
NORTH CAROLINA (4)
D. Anderson '66
R. Hauersperger '62
A. Holdredge '73
C. Strassenburg '63
OHIO (14)
D. Berger '70
P. Boyle '55
J. Entress '70
S. Gresham '74
R. Myers '68
I. Pour '75
S. Pour '74
R. Robinson '63
E. Rodgers '70
D. Shane '78
D. Smith '74
K. Stabler '77
J. Tiedt '74
S. Wald '73
OREGON (4)
R. Gillespie '76
M. Leonard '75
R. Sundell '78
K. Walker '73
PENNSYLVANIA (11)
M. D'Alessio '60
E. Geubtner '66
M. Gilchrist '66
A. Glance '73
D. Hess '76
R. Hormell '73
D. Laird '61
B. Mailk '64
R. Suddleson '63
R. Walker '73
J. Ward '73
SOUTH CAROLINA (4)
M. Berkesch '74
T. Berkesch '74
R. Fallon '76
R. Goble '71
SOUTH DAKOTA (1)
C. Sands '78
TENNESSEE (7)
C. Floyd '72
P. Harris '64
J. Moeller '66
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TENNESSEE (cont.
)
WISCONSIN (15) PAKISTAN (2)
A. Moore '71 A. Bareta '65 A. Rahmaan '61
D. Moore '49 J. Canestaro '73 H. Zaidi '77
J. Scheibe '65 R. Coe '72
R. Weaver '66 A. Freund '72 SCOTLAND (1)
R. Habben '59 R. Houston '74
TEXAS (10) A. Harris '76
L. Borker '76 L. Homuth '70 SWEDEN (1)
R. El li frit '32 E. Hopkins '61 H. Bjornnson '74
E. Goetsch '50 R. Hopkins '75
A. Hwang '78 B. Kriviskey '67 THAILAND (1)
M. Langford '74 W. Nelson '48 N. Suwanamalik '78
C. Lin '78 D. Rosenbrook '67
A. Moeller '75 C. Tabaka '51 WEST GERMANY (2)
E. Proctor '35 R. Youngman '69 R. Lock '69
S. Suessenbach '72 M. Zalecki '68 A. McClish '47
H. Wibowo '79
VIRGINIA (15)
R. Arms '50 AUSTRALIA (1)
C. Benjamin '73 Y. Sun '74
W. Brown '69
K. Curtis '71 CANADA (4)
S. Dice '69 M. Dake '59
G. Dunkle '37 N. Hason '73
W. Issel '64 M. Lynch '74
R. Jentsch '60 C. Simon '65
T. Johnson '72
M. Levy '68 ECUADOR (1)
K. Messenger '72 L. Moriera-Pareja '76
W. Milliner '59
Y. Phillips '69 EGYPT (2)
W. Reed '61 M. Ghareb '71
S. Rees '78 A. Saber '58
WASHINGTON (12) ENGLAND (3)
G. Byrne '72 A. Muscovitch '68
R. Daniel '69 P. Roberts '68
W. Eckel '74 A. Smith '68
P. Getzel '73
R. Hooper '72 INDIA (3)
S. Johnson '68 D. Aichbhaumik '60
B. Kahn '77 G. Kanhere '63
E. McGuire '75 H. Mewada '50
S. McGuire '75
K. Robinson '73 ISRAEL (1)
N. Silberg '72 D. Fresko '70
L. Wildman '72
LIBYA (1)
WEST VIRGINIA (2) G. Mandalia '57
R. Beckett '71
R. Zyskowski '70 MALAYSIA (1)
Annuar '76
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Lou Wetmore, Professor Emeritus, has suggested that the alumni may be inter-
ested in a list of those who work and live in some of the larger metropoli-
tan areas in the country. As you can see below, we thought it was a good
idea!
Chicago Area
J. Abel '59
R. Ahlberg '77
F. Albert '63
S. Allwood '75
J. Baie '68
D. Bammi '71
R. Basten '60
F. Beal '68
A. Bell '75
L. Bender '67
T. Berkhout '72
R. Bodnar '66
L. Bozinovich '76
D. Brett '72
B. Bruninga '76
T. Buckley '57
A. Burch '69
G. Burridge '48
S. Clark '73
T. Counihan '70
D. Dai '78
A. Daroszewski '79
W. Dean '35
L. Debb '77
D. DeBelle '76
J. Devitt '78
J. Doolen '58
D. Dougan '75
J. Drumtra '78
A. Duker '72
T. Dyke '56
N. Edidin '77
C. Farmer '73
M. Farrell '76
D. Ferrone '38
K. Fritsch '73
K. Fritz '60
L. Gayles '76
A. Gedwill '75
E. Goldfarb '74
J. Groves '78
T. Hansen '74
D. Harder '67
M. Higgins '78
C. Hill '75
G. Hill '78
L. Howard '72
Chicago Area (cont.)
K. Johnson '73
M. Johnson '74
W. Jones '70
E. Katsaros '78
N. Katz '75
F. Kazlo '49
M. Klein '77
T. Koenig '77
F. Kraft '28
N. Kron '75
J. Kubiesa '75
K. Kurtz '77
D. Lager '72
D. Lauber
M. Levenshon '77
R. Mariner '68
T. Mazzetta '77
R. Nanetti '70
R. Naphin '74
P. Nardi '66
G. Natarus '75
P. Nicholson '78
J. Page '77
G. Papke '75
S. Park '73
T. Payne '73
J. Pettigrew '60
G. Piernas '73
L. Pollock '68
G. Pratt '74
C. Rampke '76
K. Reeder '78
R. Richter '62
B. Rogel '72
D. Rottman '71
C. Scheck '65
B. Schleicher '75
J. Schrader '60
M. Schubert '75
D. Sellers '78
M. Singh '72
J. Smith '68
M. Smith '65
N. Soler '69
S. Sperotto '77
R. Stern '72
S. Sternberg '75
Chicago Area (cont.)
T. Sullivan '68
M. Swislow '78
Y. Taylor '76
R. Teska '61
J. Tock '75
D. Tucker '78
M. Turbov '78
R. Unwin '68
R. VanTreeck '57
R. Verburg '76
R. Walker '77
S. Walthius '78
L. Wilbrandt '74
M. Winter '77
G. Wood '75
Denver Area
C. Brinkman '61
J. Durham '75
R. Giltner '54
S. Gordon '75
D. Howell '71
S. Huddleston
L. Kocian '67
R. 0'Donnell '38
J. Spore '67
P. Tessar '74
Los Angeles Area
W. Bobotek '57
F. Ellis '62
C. Hamilton '49
R. Kato '63
D. McCullough '60
P. Maines '73
B. Meays '58
L. Moore '62
C. Nielsen '75
S. Perlman '68
R. Redell '34
G. Robbins '71
M. Schmitt '47
New York City Area
W. Allen '71
T. Beeble '79
E. Davidson '68
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New York City (cont.
)
Seattle Area (cont.
)
A. Dresdner '56 B Kahn '77
E. Johnson '78 E McGuire '75
A. McClish '47 S McGuire '75
T. Moore '50 K Robinson '73
L. Parnes '69 N Silberg '72
D. Porter '69 L Wildman '72
R. Preissner '69
L. Strassler '47 Washington, DC/Baltimore
J. Sully '72 R Arms '50
N. Warren '74 J Bauer '73
L Bolan '67
St . Louis Area G Caiazzo '68
D. Bush '22 M Elkus '78
T. Carpenter '75 J Fondersmith '63
D. Chipman '78 K Galloway '68
R. Goetz '47 V George '61
V. Harris '67 R Gucker '51
D. Holt '74 L Harriss '31
P. Knupp '76 J Hock '68
E. Lovelace '35 L Hoefer '76
R. Mendel son '66 J Hough '74
R. Mreen '76 R Jentsch '60
S. Paull '77 T Johnson '72
M. Pomeroy '72 L Kolste '65
A. Ri enter '63 T Krawczel '75
F. Ruder '56 W Lienesch '72
T. Wilding '62 B Linsenmeyer '75
w. Wright '77 R Mattheis '57
W Monk '75
San Francisco Area R Nixon '77
W. Coibion '47 E Paull '73
R. Coleman '48 J Pickard '69
R. Edminster '77 E Pigo '71
S. Grossman '77 D Porter '60
P. Hoi ley '67 R Puzio '65
E. Kreines '60 S Rees '78
D. Macris '58 D Scherer '47
K. Majors '77 B Simon '77
M. Nicholas '69 M Tick '78
W. Powers '62 B Wallace '71
T. Priestley '69 J Wasmann '65
D. Stuart '65 J Wise '59
G. Thornbury '78 J Wood '48
P. Watt '49
E. Williams '63
Seattle Area
G. Byrne '72
R. Daniel '69
W. Eckel '74
P. Getzel '72
R. Hooper '72
S. Johnson '68
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1922 1929
DONALD W. BUSH ('22 BSLA)
9743
Rock
Hudson
Hill, MO 63119
1926
CLAIRE ELMO ONEAL ('26 BSLA)
Office: Landscape Coordinator
Avco Community Developers
16770 West Bernardo Drive
San Diego, CA 92127
Home: 17421 Plaza Dolores
San Diego, CA 92128
I have been associated with Avco
Community Developers since 1970
when I retired as a Vice President
in charge of Planning for the Leo
A. Daly Company.
I am now the landscape coordinator
for Avco Community Developers lo-
cated in San Diego.
My son is a plastic surgeon in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, and my granddaugh-
ter is a junior at the University
of Michigan and the grandson is a
freshman at Stanford University.
CARL E. BERG ('29 BSLA)
Home: 2235 Millvale Road
Louisville, KY 40205
I have now retired from my profes-
sional practice of Landscape Archi-
tecture and City Planning.
I married Anita Willig in 1935 and
we have three children and six grand-
children.
My leisure time is devoted to exten-
sive travel, study, sketching and
painting watercolors of historic
buildings and homes, gardens and
covered bridges. In my basement
workshop, I enjoy a variety of arts
and woodworking projects.
There has never been a dull moment
since my graduation from the Univer-
sity of Illinois in the Class of
1929 (50 years!) except for a brief
confinement after a stroke suffered
in 1977. I now have even more time
for my projects, since snow shovel-
ing and grass cutting are no longer
on my activity schedule.
1930
1928
FRED WILLIAM KRAFT ('28 BSLA)
Home: 1238 Glendenning Road
Wilmette, IL 60091
CHARLES HANSEN ('30 BSALA)
Address Unknown
KENNETH L. SCHELLIE ('30 BSLA)
Home: 5701
Tucson, AZ
E. Glenn St., #21
85712
Since retiring in 1973, I have con-
tinued to work as a consultant to
several sand and gravel and indus-
trial sand producers in the
50
preparation of mining and reclama-
tion plans. Currently, I am a mem-
ber of the Panel on Construction
Minerals, Committee on Surface Min-
ing and Reclamation, National Re-
search Council, and the National
Academy of Sciences.
1935
WILLIAM A. DEAN ('35 BFALA)
1512 Tyrell
Park Ridge,
Avenue
IL 60068
1931
LYNN M. HARRISS ('31 BSLA)
4831 Sedgwick Street, NW
Washington, DC 20016
ELDRIDGE H. LOVELACE ('35 BFALA)
Office: Senior Partner
Harland Bartholomew & Associates
7745 Carondelet
St. Louis, M0 63105
Home: 5 Brookside Lane
St. Louis, M0 63124
1932
EDWARD W. PROCTOR ('35 BFALA)
Office: Proctor Bowers & Assoc,
2731 Lemmon Avenue East
Dallas, TX 75204
RALPH S
5305 Pine Forest
Houston, TX 77027
ELLIFRIT ('32 BSLA)
Road
1936
FREDERIC M. ROBINSON ('36 BFALA)
1934
RICHARD G. REDELL ('34 BFALA)
Home: 12115 San Vicente Blvd., 107
Los Angeles, CA 90049
Just completed a move from Malibu
into the inner city, where we can
walk or take the bus, use the car
infrequently. Condominium living--
what a life!
Two sons--both Cal graduates
(Berkeley)--are in the San Francis-
co area.
Office: Partner
Harland Bartholomew
1401 West Paces Ferry
Atlanta, GA 30327
Rd., Ste. 216D
Home: 509 Bouldercrest Drive
Marietta, GA 30064
1937
GLENN M. DUNKLE ('37 BSLA)
Home: 7616 Cherokee Road
Richmond, VA 23225
SAM L. HUDDLESTON ('37 BFALA)
Office: Principal
Sam L. Huddleston & Assoc.
231 Detroit
Denver, CO 80206
51
Home: 2395 South Josephine St.
Denver, CO 80210
Stil 1 a bachelor.
1938
DANIEL J. FERRONE ('38 BSLA)
Office: Director of Planning and
Development
Cook County
118 North Clark Street, Room 824
Chicago, IL 60602
1941
DOUGLAS E. BROGDEN ('41 BFALA)
Office: City Planning Commission
555 South Tenth Street
Lincoln, NE 68508
HELEN ELIZABETH GAWAIN ('41 BFALA)
Address Unknown
ROBERT M. O'DONNELL ('38 BFALA)
Office: President
Harman, O'Donnell, Henninger &
Assoc. Inc.
2727 East Second Avenue
Denver, CO 80206
1944
ARTHUR L. SPENCER ('44 BFALA)
Address Unknown
1940
JOHN W. BEATTY ('40 BFALA)
Home: 4631
Phoenix, AZ
E. Mulberry Drive
85018
On January 6, 1978, I retired from
the City of Phoenix after serving
27 1/2 years as Planning Director.
I thoroughly enjoyed my first year
of retirement with some consulting,
puttering around and keeping busy.
RAYMOND W. MILLS ('40 BFALA)
Office: Landscape Architect and
Community Planner
325 East Main Street
Midland, MI 48640
Robin Hood
48640
TerraceHome: 3904
Midland, MI
Still in private practice for
Raymond W. Mills & Assoc, in land-
scape and community planning. I am
registered with the State of Michi-
gan in both professions.
1947
WILLIAM H. COIBION ('47 BFALA)
Office: Vice-President, Director
for Planning
Leo A. Daly Company
45 Maiden Lane
San Francisco, CA 94108
Home: 818 Barneson
San Mateo, CA 94402
ROBERT E. GOETZ ('47 BFALA)
Office: President
Robert E. Goetz & Assoc.
34 North Gore
St. Louis, MO 63119
Home: 909
St. Louis,
South Gore
MO 63119
We are still keeping our office in
Webster Groves rolling, doing a wide
variety of projects including parks,
shopping centers, commercial,
residential, and a new town.
ARTHUR L. MC CLISH ('47 BFALA)
Office: Landscape Architect
U. S. Army ISAE
Attn: AEUES-RM-B
APO, NY 09081
Beginning in May, 1978 my wife
Eyrlis & I came to Heidelberg,
Germany where I am working from 3
to 5 years for the U. S. Army in
Master Planning. My position is in
the Headquarters Office, is very
interesting, sometimes frustrating,
and quite different from any previ-
ous work I've done. Living in
southern Germany gives my wife and
me the chance to see Europe the way
we have wanted to, but never thought
we would. We are enjoying bus and
train tours to locations a day or
more away from Heidelberg, and dur-
ing the warmer months bicycle
through the countryside and smaller
towns within 25 miles on one & two
day trips. Volksmarches and cross
country skiing, along with the num-
erous "fests" are great.
PAUL E. PULLIAM ('47 BFA)
Office: Registered Architect
DeWitt-Amdal & Assoc.
263 South Park
Decatur, IL 62523
Home: 91 Ridgeway Drive
Decatur, IL 62521
HERMANN FRANCIS WAGNER ('47 BFALA)
Address Unknown
RICHARD H. COLEMAN ('48 BFALA)
328 36th Avenue
San Mateo, CA 94403
ROBERT L. HUFF ('48 BFALA)
Home: 838 Park Avenue
South Bend, IN 46616
WILLIAM L. NELSON ('48 BFALA)
Office: President
Nelson & Associates, Inc.
1733 North Farwell Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53202
DALE R. SCHERER ('47 BFALA, '48MSCP)
Office: Resource & Environmental
Analyst
Dept. of Interior, Bureau of Land
Management
18th & C, NW
Washington, DC 20240
Home: 6424 Julian Street
Springfield, VA 22150
LOUIS STRASSLER ('47 BS DSSWV, '48
MSCP]
Office: Passaic Redevelopment Agency
657 Main Avenue, Room 414
Passaic, NJ 07055
CHARLES M. TROST ('48 MSCP)
Address Unknown
JACK H. WOOD ('48 BFALA)
Home: 5519 Northfield Road
Bethesda, MD 20034
1948
GEORGE S. BURRIDGE ('48 BFALA)
Office: Burridge Associates
54 East Erie Street
Chicago, IL 60611
1949
HOWARD W. BORCHARDT ( '49 MSCP)
Address Unknown
53
CALVIN S. HAMILTON ('49 BFALA)
Office: Director of Planning
Department of City Planning
200 Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Home: 6298 Warner Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90048
DANIEL W. MOORE ('49 BFALA)
Office: Vice-President
William S. Pollard Consultants
60 North Third
Memphis, TN 38103
RICHARD E. ARMS ('50 MSCP)
Office: Urban Planner-Consultant
Box 1242
Arlington, VA 22210
Home: 4253 25th Street, N
Arlington, VA 22207
WAYNE C. DEPEW,
MSCP]
JR. ('49 BS DSSWV,
'50
Office: Assistant Administrator
Dept. of Metropolitan Development
City-County Building
Indianapolis, IN 46204
YU-LING SHEN ('49 MSCP)
Address Unknown
FERDINAND R. VOGELGESANG ('49 BFALA)
Office: Director of Planning and
Zoning
Department of Metropolitan
Development
2021 City-County Building
Indianapolis, IN 46204
PAUL C. WATT ('49 BFALA)
Office: Metropolitan Transportation
Commission
Hotel Claremont
Berkeley, CA 94705
Home: 80 Rolling Green Way
Pleasant Hill , CA 94523
1950
AGUAR ('49 BFALA, '50CHARLES E.
MSCP")
Office: Associate Professor
University of Georgia
School of Environmental Design
Athens, GA 30602
Home: 125 Dogwood Lane
Athens, GA 30606
EARL C. GOETSCH ('49 BS DSSWV, '50
MSCP)
Office: Planning Department
P. 0. Box 9277
Corpus Christi, TX 78408
HARGOVIND K. MEWADA ('50 MSCP)
Office: Chief Town Planner and
Special Secretary
Panchayats
Housing & Urban Development Dept.
Blocm No. 11
Sachivalaya, Gandhinagar 382010
Gujarat
Home: 18, Saurabh Society
Nr. St. Xavier's H. School
Memnagar Road
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380 009
I am Head of the Town Planning and
Valuation Department of the State
Government. Also I am Chief Town
Planner and Architect of Gandhinagar
--the new capital city of the State
of Gujarat. The city has a popula-
tion of 50,000 and growing very
fast. My son, Deepak, took up post-
graduate study in town planning af-
ter doing his degree in civil engi-
neering. He has followed his fa-
ther's foot-steps and joined Ahmeda-
bad Urban Development Authority re-
cently. My son-in-law is also an
engineer town planner. I have just
completed my house in Gandhinagar to
which I am so much attached from the
very inception. I have been the
Past president of the Institute of
Town Planners, India. Ahmedabad is
proud of a very good School of
Planning. I am a member of the
Board of Governors of this School.
1951
JOHN W. AULT ('51 MSCP)
Consultant
P. 0. Box 562
Bentonville, AR 72712
FRED H. KAZLO ('49 BS DSSWV, '51
MSCP]
6825 North Osceola
Chicago, IL 60631
Home: 1110 Gilbert Road
Madison, WI 53711
1952
BRADLEY B. TAYLOR ('51 BS DSSWV, ! 52
BSLA)
Office: Planner
Greene & Elliott Ltd.
1819 Stevenson Drive
Springfield, IL 62703
Home: 2208 Wiggins Avenue
Springfield, IL 62703
1953
WILLIAM R. KLATT ('51 BFALA)
Office: Stanley Consultants
Stanley Building
Muscatine, IA 52761
Home: R. R. 1 , Box 28A
Moscow, IA 52760
Some interesting work in progress
on power plant site location,
transmission line corridors, and
flood damage projections.
ALEXANDER R. NOWICKI, JR. ('53 MSCP)
Address Unknown
1954
DEAN A. DAVIS ('54 MSCP)
Address Unknown
THOMAS E. MOORE ('50 BFALA, '51 MSCP) DONALD L. IRVIN ('54 BSCP)
City Planning Consultant
246 Mulberry Place
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
EDWIN J. MOSES ('51 MSCP)
P. 0. Box 99300
San Diego, CA 92109
CARROLL M. TABAKA ('51 BFALA)
Office: Director of Land Use
Planning
Dane County Regional Planning Comm.
City-County Building, Room 312
Madison, WI 53709
Office: City Planning Director
Jackson City Planning Board
P. 0. Box 22568
Jackson, MS 39205
JOHN R. LUENSMAN ('54 BSLO, BFALA)
Office: Director, Chautauqua County
Dept. of Planning & Development
Courthouse
Mayville, NY 14757
55
1955
PHILIP N. BOYLE ('55 BFALA, BSLO)
140 Chippewa Drive
Lancaster, OH 43130
RICHARD A. GUCKER ('51 BFALA, '55
MSCP]
Office: Director, Regional and
Local Planning
Department of State Planning
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Home: 1743 Long Green Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401
MIRIAM WHITE SCHMITT (*47 BS DSSWV,
'55 MSCP)
Consultant
1515 Oak Street, #36
South Pasadena, CA 91030
• 1956 •
JULIUS N.
Address U;
ASH ('56 BSCP)
nknown
ROBERT L.
P. 0. Box
Branford,
COX
386
CT
('56 BS
06405
; dsswv)
CARL R. DALE ( '56 BS DSSWV)
Office: President
Design Planning Assoc. Inc.
7165 Windgate Road
Woodbury, MN 55119
Home: Same as office
We are continuing our work in the
planning and development of downtown
shopping malls, now having completed
five. Construction was completed in
November 1978 in downtown Fairmont,
Minnesota, which included some very
striking wall murals painted by the
Civic Fine Arts Committee. They are
very impressive and show what can be
done with a very modest improvement
budget and citizen participation.
In some of our other planning work,
studies seem to indicate that the
citizens' tax revolt may not be as
strong as commonly believed and that
the general public remains rather
apathetic towards the general envir-
onment.
TED M. DAMRON ('56 BFALA)
Address Unknown
ALLEN J. DRESDNER ('56 BSCP)
Office: Dames & Moore
6 Commerce Drive
Cranford, NJ 07016
THOMPSON A. DYKE ('56 BSCP)
Office: Associate Partner
Harland Bartholomew & Associates
899 Skokie Boulevard
Northbrook, IL 60062
Home: 1326 Larrabee Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
I was recently elected president of
the Ely Chapter (Chicago) of the In-
ternational Fraternity of Lambda Al-
pha, an honorary organization
founded at Northwestern University
in 1930 and devoted to the fostering
of land economics.
I am also a member of the Urban Land
Institute, Open Lands Project (di-
rector since 1976), and the Illinois
Association of Park Districts.
FRANK K. RUDER ( '56 BFALA)
President and DirectorOffice: Vice
of Planning
Urban Programming Corp.
1921 South Brentwood Boulevard
St. Louis, M0 63144
Home: 7418 Grant Village Drive
St. Louis, M0 63123
Current private consulting practice
for several cities and communities
in central and south central
Illinois, particularly the prepara-
tion of community development plans
for identified neighborhoods and
commercial and industrial areas.
Home: 1354 Hall Street
Manchester, NH 03104
DAVID A. ROGIER ('57 BFALA)
Office: Director of Planning
Bazzel 1 -Phi 1 1 i ps & Assoc. Inc.
1305 South Mattis Avenue
Champaign, IL 61820
1957
WALTER B0B0TEK ('57 MSCP)
Office: Community Development
Director
1700 West 162nd Street
Gardena, CA 90247
ROBERT C. SIMONDS ('57 BSCP)
Office: Executive Director
Mid-Missouri Council of Governments
830 East High Street
Jefferson City, M0 65101
Home: 1807 Hayselton Drive
Jefferson City, M0 65101
THOMAS J. BUCKLEY ('57 BSCP)
Office: President
Carl L. Gardner & Assoc. Inc.
73 West Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603
Home: 916 Castlewood Terrace
Chicago, IL 60640
ROBERT J. VAN TREECK ('57 BSCP)
Office: VanTreeck & Assocs., Inc.
521 South LaGrange Road
LaGrange, IL 60525
Home: 531 South Catherine Avenue
LaGrange, IL 60525
GOPOLDAS M. MANDALIA ('57 MSCP)
Office: Department of Architecture
and Urban Planning
University of El-Fateh
Post Box 13035
Tripoli, Libya
ROBERT F. MATTHEIS ('57 BSCP)
Office: Acting Chief, Special Pro-
jects Branch
Office of Space Planning and Man-
agement
Public Buildings Service, GSA
19th and E Streets, N.W.
Washington, DC 20405
Home: 3400 N. George Mason Drive
Arlington, VA 22207
JAMES E. MINNOCH ('57 MSCP)
Office: Director of State Planning
State Capitol
Concord, NH 03301
1958
JOHN G. DOOLEN ('58 BSCP)
Office: Department of Development
and Planning
1006 City Hall
Chicago, IL 60602
ROBERT C. EINSWEILER ('58 MSCP)
Office: Planning Consultant
7101 York Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55435
Home: 1226 West Minnehaha Parkway
Minneapolis, MN 55419
58ROBERT E. GILTNER ('54 BFALA,
MSCP)
Office: Director of Planning
THK Assocs., 1601 Emerson
Denver, CO 80218
Home: 4550 West II iff
Denver, CO 80219
57
1959
DEAN L. MAORIS ('58 MSCP)
Office: Associate Executive
Di rector
Association of Bay Area Governments
Claremont Hotel
Berkeley, CA 94705
Home: 45 Wildomar Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
As other alumni in California can
attest, governmental enthusiasm for
planning has diminished signifi-
cantly since proposition 13. City
and county planning staffs in many
places are shrinking. From our
family's perspective, however, the
most notable planning event last
year was Marge Macris' appointment
as Director of Planning for Marin
County.
JOSEPH H. ABEL ('59 BSCP)
Office: Planning Director
DuPage County Regional Planning
Commission
Courthouse
412 North County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
OLATUMDE C. ADEKOYA ('59 MSCP)
Address Unknown
HERMAN DIRKS ('59 BFALA)
Office: Executive Director
McLean County Regional Planning Comm.
207 West Jefferson Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
Home: 305 Hillside Lane
Bloomington, IL 61701
BARTON R. MEAYS ('58 BSCP)
Office: Deputy Executive Director
Southern California Association of
Governments
600 South Commonwealth Ave., #1000
Los Angeles, CA 90005
Home: 9303 Marina Pacifica Dr. N.
Long Beach, CA 90803
JOHN E. PETERSON ('58 MSCP)
Address Unknown
ABDELAZIZ MOHAMD SABER ('58 MSCP)
c/o Mr. Fathi El-Kabbani
9 Gal is Street
Alexandria, Egypt
JOHN H. SLIMAK ('58 BSCP)
Address Unknown
CHARLES L. TOMPKINS ('58 BSCP)
MAARTEN W. PAKE ('59 BSCP)
12 Buckingham Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Canada CN M4N-1R2
GLEN 0. EICHER ('59 BFALA)
Office: Executive Director
Vermilion County Regional Planning
Commission
Rural Route #1 , Box 233B
Oakwood, IL 61858
Home: 428 Montclaire
Danville, IL 61832
THOMAS A. FICHT ('59 BFALA)
Office: Planning and Engineering
Officer
DHUD; CPD; RO IV
1721 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30309
Home: 1721 Woodcliff Drive, NE
Atlanta, GA 30329
1701 Old Wire
Fayettevi lie,
Road
AR 72701
RUDOLPH B. HABBEN ('59 BSCP)
Home: 713 Morningstar Land
Madison, WI 53704
WILLIAM LAMONT, JR. ('59 MSCP)
Office: Principal
Briscoe, Maphis, Murray & Lamont
2336 Pearl
Boulder, CO 80302
Home: 2233 Fourth
Boulder, CO 80302
Getting old. But not as quickly as
Macris.
WALTER T. MILLINER ('59 MSCP)
Home: Box 178
Gloucester Point, VA 23062
HOWARD MIURA ('59 MSCP)
Office: Director of Planning, Land
Development and Sales
P. 0. Box 2768
Page, AZ 86040
THOMAS L. NURSE ('59 BSCP)
Office: Community Development
Coordinator
Area 15 RPC
Bldg. #46 - Ottumwa Ind. Airport
Ottumwa, IA 52501
Home: 318 West Park Avenue
Ottumwa, IA 52501
CARLTON C. REED ('59 BSCP)
Office: Deputy Director
City Development Department
Kansas City, MO 64106
Home: 2510 Grand Avenue, Apt. 1503
Kansas City, MO 64108
1960
DEBAJYOTI AICHBHAUMIK ('60 MSCP)
2 Panditea PI
.
Calcutta 20, India
RAYMOND F. BASTEN ('60 BSCP)
Office: Community Development
Director
415 North Gary Avenue
Carol Stream, IL 60187
Home: 143 Arapahoe Trail
Carol Stream, IL 60187
Second fastest growing community in
Chicago Metro Area in 1978--over
1100 building permits and CO., ap-
proximately 70% single family d.u.
Over 5000 d.u. in planning stages,
mostly in P.U.D. of 60 acres to 120
acres.
CHARLES 0. BROWN ('60 MFALA)
Office: Director of Planning, Erie
County
Rath County Office Building, #1678
95 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY 14202
Home: 750 Oakwood Avenue
East Aurora, NY 14052
M. WALTER D'ALESSIO, JR. ('60 MSCP)
Office: Executive Vice President
Philadelphia Industrial Development
Corp.
Suite 1800, 1 E. Penn Square Bldg.
Philadelphia, PA 19107
Home: 580 Wigard Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19128
JUDITH K. WISE ('59 BSCP)
1259 Fourth Street, SW
Washington, DC 20024
KENNETH H. FRITZ ('60 BSCP)
OfficerOffice: Local Service
Local Services Division
Northeastern Illinois Planning Comm.
400 West Madison Street
Chicago, IL 60606
59
DAVID J. HUNSAKER ('60 BSCP)
Address Unknown
ROBERT W. JENTSCH ('60 MSCP)
Home: 4512 Weyburn Drive
Annandale, VA 22003
EDWARD P. KREINES ('60 BSCP)
58 Paseo Mirasol
Tiburon, CA 94920
Proposition 13 has changed every-
thing: California planning is now
concerned with allocating scarcity
rather than building new public fa-
cilities and regulating growth.
DAVID R. MC CULLOUGH ('60 MSCP)
Office: Southern California Rapid
Transit District
1060 South Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Home: 7843
Downey, CA
Bairnsdale Avenue
90240
DONALD C. NEVILLE ('60 MSCP)
Address Unknown
JOHN C. PETTIGREW ('60 BSCP)
9717 Avenue H
Chicago, IL 60617
Department is directly involved in
planning, CDBG, CETA, housing and
human relations. I enjoy my job
very much.
RICHARD 0. ROTH ('60 BSCP;
95106 Hiilei Place
Mililani Town, HI 96789
JAMES G. SCHRADER ('60 BSCP)
467 Forestway Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60090
C. MURRAY SMART, JR. ('60 MSCP)
Office: Dean
School of Architecture
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, AR 72701
Home: 858 Woodlawn
Fayetteville, AR 72701
Another U of I alum, Larry Tompkins,
has been named to direct a graduate
program in community planning that
will accept students for the first
time in the fall of 1979. We are
very excited about this new program.
It is one of a very few in the coun-
try to focus upon the concerns of
developing areas rather than the
problems of existing metropolises.
DOUGLAS R. PORTER ('60 MSCP)
Office: Marcou O'Leary Assoc.
1801 K Street, #900
Washington, DC 20006
JAMES D. RINGE ('60 BSCP)
Office: Director of Community
Development
Box 1575 - City Hall
Colorado Springs, CO 80901
Home: 326 E. Cache la Poudre St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
I have been CD Director in Colorado
Springs for over 6 years. The CD
1961
CHARLES L. BRINKMAN, JR. ('61 MSCP)
Office: Environment Protection
Agency
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 600
Denver, CO 80203
Home: 6800 E. Tennessee Ave., #432
Denver, CO 80224
GOPAL K. CHOUDHURY ('61 MSCP)
Address Unknown
PETER F. CRIDLAND ('61 BSCP)
Address Unknown
I'm conducting study of economic ef-
fects of 1977 Clean Air Act Amend-
ments on the State of Virginia.
VERNON E, GEORGE ('61 BSCP)
Vice PresidentOffice: Senior
Hammer Siler George Assoc.
1140 Connecticut Avenue, Nl
Washington, DC 20036
Home: 7223 Van Ness Court
McLean, VA 22101
STUART C. HALL ( 61 BSCP)
& Hall Inc.Office: Lobdel
1
1111 East State
Rockford, IL 61108
EDWARD L. HOPKINS ('53 BFALA, '61
MSCP)
Office: Planning Office
University of Wisconsin
610 Walnut Street, WARF Building
Madison, WI 53706
Home: 463 Rushmore Lane
Madison, WI 53711
RONALD E. KALISZEWSKI ('61 MSCP)
Office: Assistant Director
Office of Local and Urban Affairs
Capitol Square Building, Room 200
550 Cedar
St. Paul , MN 55101
DAVID A. LAIRD ('61 MSCP)
Office: Philadelphia Redevelopment
Authority
City Hall Annex, 11th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19107
ANIS-UR RAHMAAN ('61 MSCP)
10/111 Krishan Nagar
Lahore, West Pakistan
WALLACE E. REED ('61 MSCP)
Office: Associate Professor of
Environmental Sciences
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22903
ARTHUR M. STOUT ('61 BSCP)
Address Unknown
ROBERT B. TESKA ('61 MSCP)
Office: Planning Consultant
Robert B. Teska Associates
811 Clinton Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201
1962
FRANKLIN ELLIS, JR. ('62 MSCP)
The Cate School
Casitas Pass Road
Carpinteria, CA 93103
RICHARD C. HAUERSPERGER ('62 MSCP)
Office: Principal Planner
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Comm.
301 S. McDowell Street
Charlotte, NC 28204
Home: 5836 Gate Post
Charlotte, NC 28211
Road
We have a Carolina Chapter of the
Illini Alumni Association that meets
in Charlotte. We have two functions
a year, a spring dinner and a late
summer picnic.
LAWRENCE B. MOORE ('62 BUP)
Office: Assistant Vice President
Lifetime Communities Inc.
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Home: 1933 Port Bishop Place
Newport Beach, CA 92660
I joined Lifetime Communities, Inc.
on 15 January 1979 as the project
manager for the development of a 300
unit condominium community on Cata-
lina Island, California. This
61
development will be the largest to
occur on Catalina in over 20 years.
The site is a canyon which meets
the ocean in a cove. The develop-
ment is within the city limits of
Avalon, approx. 1/4 mile up the
coast. The site planning is fasci-
nating & the construction & sales
logistics, spanning 26 miles of
open ocean, are a real challenge.
I continue to reside in Newport
Beach with my wife & two teen-age
daughters ... the only place to
live!
WILLIAM F. POWERS ('62 MSCP)
Office: San Mateo County Planning
Department
County Government Center
Redwood City, CA 94063
1963
EDWIN C. ADAMS ('63 MSCP)
Home: 1292 Hampton Hall Drive, NE
Atlanta, GA 30319
CHARLES E. BATESON ('63 BSCP'
Address Unknown
DONALD E. BAILEY ('63 MSCP)
329 Wildwood Drive
East Lansing, MI 48823
AUGUST C. CHIDICHIMO ('63 BSCP)
Address Unknown
ROBERT W. RICHTER ('62 MSCP)
22 West 551 Tamarack
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
KENNETH E. SULZER ('62 MSCP)
Office: Deputy Executive Director
Comprehensive Planning Organization
1200 Third Avenue, Suite 524
San Deigo, CA 92101
Home: 5673 Sandburg Avenue
San Diego, CA 92122
GEORGE A. WADDELL ('62 BSCP)
Address Unknown
THEODORE G. WILDING ('62 MSCP)
Office: Deputy Director
St. Louis County Dept. of Planning
41 South Central
Clayton, M0 63105
Home: 675 Rustic
Ballwin, MO 6301"
Valley Drive
JOHN FONDERSMITH ('63 MSCP)
Office: Chief, Special Projects
Municipal Planning Office
Munsey Building - Sixth Floor
1329 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20004
Home: 1761 R Street, NW, #4
Washington, DC 20009
ERIC C. FREUND ('63 MSCP)
Office: Professor
Dept. of Urban & Regional Planning
University of Illinois
1003 West Nevada Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 2101 Cureton
Urbana, IL 61801
ARNOLD GASSMAN ('63 BSCP)
Address Unknown
GOPAL K. KANHERE ('63 MSCP)
Office: Professor and Head
Town Planning Department
College of Engineering
Poona, India
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ROY T. KATO ('63 BSCP)
Office: City Planner
City of Gardena
1700 West 162nd Street
Gardena, CA 90247
ELLA FLORES LESTER ('63 BSCP)
Office: Senior Planner
City Administration Building
202 C Street, Mail Sta. 4-A
San Diego, CA 92101
Home: 3752 1/2 Promontory Street
San Diego, CA 92109
ALAN C. RICHTER ('63 MSCP)
Office: Executive Director
East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council
112 North Fourth Street
St. Louis, MO 63102
Home: 61 Ridgemoor
Clayton, MO 63105
RAYMOND C. ROBINSON, JR. ('63 MSCP)
Office: Director of Planning and
Development
Stow Municipal Building
Stow, OH 44224
Home: 4413 South Main Street
Akron, OH 44319
CARL J SCHENK ('63 MSCP)
PlannerOffice: Environmental
Metropolitan Council
300 Metro Square Building
St. Paul , MN 55101
Home: 1705 Nokomis Court
Minneapolis, MN 55417
ALLAN J. SCHMIDT ('63 MSCP)
Office: Laboratory for Computer
Graphics & Spatial Analysis
Harvard University
520 Gund Hall
48 Quincy Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
Home: 199 Cambridge Turnpike
Concord, MA 01742
CLIFFORD G. STRASSENBURG ('63 BSCP)
Office: Planning Director
Cumberland County Joint Planning Bd.
P. 0. Box 53005
Fayetteville, NC 28305
Home: 1622 Van Buren Avenue
Fayetteville, NC 28303
ROGER L. SUDDLESON ('63 MSCP)
Office: Architect/Planner
Mull in & Lonergan Assoc, Inc.
4620-26 Longshore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19135
Home: 1717 Green Valley Road
Havertown, PA 19083
ERWIN L. WILLIAMS ('63 MSCP)
Office: Vice President
Bolles Associates
14 Gold Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
Home: 369 Orange Blossom Lane
San Rafael , CA 94903
Current work activities focus on
managing the rapid expansion of our
architectural /planning/ urban design
firm from a staff of 20 to a staff
of 80, and from a change in geograph-
ic scope from the Bay Area to include
areas as diverse as Albuquerque, Las
Vegas, Phoenix, and Atlantic City.
Our planning capabilities have ex-
panded with the addition of a trans-
portation project planner.
Family activities continue to be our
central focus. Barbara now is work-
ing half-time as an instructional
aide for special education in an ele-
mentary school. Mark (15) is a high
school sophomore and loves computers,
Spanish, and architecture (where did
I fail?). Laurie (14) is in 8th
grade and devotes her time to playinc
soccer and raising rabbits. Betsy
(10) is in 5th grade and specializes
in dancing. My time goes to school
63
citizen committees, local political
campaigns, gardening (3 county fair
awards), upgrading the house, and
camping.
1964
FRANKLYNN
MSCP)
808 Western
Joliet, IL
B. ALBERT ('63 BSCP, '64
Avenue
60435
D. GORDON BAGBY ('64 BSCP)
South Mattis, #14Home: 508
Champaign, IL 61820
HERBERT R. HAAR, JR. ('64 MSCP)
Office: Associate Port Director
for Planning & Engineering
Port of New Orleans
P. 0. Box 60046
New Orleans, LA 70160
Home: 933 Vintage Drive
Kenner, LA 70062
I am in the midst of a $108 million
new capital construction program
for the port and am finishing an
update of our year 2000 plan with
TAMS. I am also nearing completion
with MARAD and TAMS of a 17-state
(mid-America) port study. Visited
Tokyo last year as a U. S. delegate
to the Permanent International Asso-
ciation of Navigation Congresses and
will visit Oslo, Norway in June of
this year in a similar capacity.
Also visited Hong Kong and Manila
last year.
PAUL C. HARRIS ('64 MSCP)
Office: Chief Planner
Southeast Regional Office
Tennessee State Planning Office
409 Chestnut Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402
Home: 4519 Cloverdale Loop
Chattanooga, TN 37443
Current (or recent) professional ac-
tivities include the preparation of
a Comprehensive Housing Study, a set
of detailed city property and util-
ity inventory maps, various special
impact analyses reports, and a Rec-
reational Facilities and Services
Plan for a small progressive city in
southeast Tennessee.
Personal interests include landscap-
ing, sailing, model railroading
(third bedroom is now train room),
local historic preservation work,
and serving on board of a church-
sponsored group for single adults.
Annual travels include the two weeks
in the Palm Beaches at Christmas, as
well as a summer trip elsewhere.
Happily, four corrective surgeries
in Atlanta during the past two years
are now complete resulting in my im-
proved speech and appearance.
I'd appreciate seeing any of my
classmates when you are passing
through scenic Chattanooga.
WILLIAM E. ISSEL ('64 MSCP)
Office: Director, Planning Dept.
300 South Main Street
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Home: 600 Cambridge Road
Blacksburg, VA 24060
Just finished a one-year term as
president of a condominium townhouse
homes association. Many lessons,
gray hairs, and calluses gained from
the experience.
JACOB KAMINSKY ('64 MSCP)
Office: Baltimore Regional Planning
Commission
NEWTON B. SUSMAN ('64 MSCP)
Address Unknown
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ANTHONY S. BARETA ('65 MUP)
Office: County Planning Director
Milwaukee County Planning Comm.
901 North Ninth Street
Milwaukee, WI 53233
SUSAN R. BRESLER ('65 BUP)
Office: Program Analyst
Fulton County Government
165 Central Avenue, SW
Atlanta, GA 30303
JAMES B. CONNER ('65 MUP)
Office: CPS, Inc.
First National Building
Little Rock, AR 72201
Home: 5300 Grandview Road
Little Rock, AR 72207
CHARLES F. LEWIS ('65 MUP)
Office: Community Planner
U.S. Air Force Engineering and
Services Center
AFESC/DEVC
Tyndall AFB, FL 32403
Home: 2908 Kings Road
Panama City, FL 32405
This is about 3rd or 4th reorgani-
zation of this effort since I came
aboard in 1976. What used to be thi
USAF Civil Engineering Center is nov
a greatly expanded activity. We art
the AF's environmentalists and com-
munity planners and are now an ele-
ment of Headquarters, US Air Force.
From our home base here on the Red-
neck Riviera we serve the Air Force
worldwide, so there's lots of trav-
el, lots of challenge. Family are
all doing well. We send greetings
to U of I friends at Champaign-
Urbana and around the world.
HARRIS D. HATCHER, JR. ('65 MUP)
Address Unknown
LA MONTE E. KOLSTE ('65 MUP)
Office: Chief, Urban Design Program
Maryland National Capital Park and
Planning Commission
14741 Governor Oden Bowie Drive
Upper Marlboro, MD 20870
Home: 9561 Longlook Lane
Columbia, MD 21045
Status quo in the Washington, DC
area--currently trying to expand
palnning programs, our home, and
personal interests without fiscal
backsl iding.
CARL N. KUELTZO ('65 BUP)
Address Unknown
RAYMOND J. PUZIO ('65 BUP)
Office: Chief, Physical and
Environmental Resource Planning
Maryland Department of State Plannii
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Home: 5551 Phelps Luck Drive
Columbia, MD 21045
CHARLES S. SCHECK ('65 MUP)
Office: Village Planner
6300 Lincoln Avenue
Morton Grove, IL 60053
Home: 9306 North Lotus
Skokie, IL 60077
JOHN E. SCHEIBE ('65 BUP)
Office: Head, Townlift Section
280 Liberty Building - TVA
Knoxville, TN 37902
Home: 3401 South Fountaincrest
Knoxville, TN 37918
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CHARLES H. SIMON ('65 MUP)
Office: Charles Simon/Henry
Scheffer, Architects/Planning
Consultants
40 Madison Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Home: 108 Balmoral Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MEHLIN B. SMITH ('65 BUP)
12315 81st Avenue
Palos Park, IL 60464
DARWIN G. STUART ('65 MUP)
Office: Barton-Aschman Associates
4320 Stevens Ck 200
San Jose, CA 95129
JEAN C. WASMANN ('65 MUP)
Office: Department of Housing and
Urban Development
Washington, DC 20410
PAUL T. DAVIS ('66 MUP)
Office: Chiropractor
9099 Glacier Highway
Juneau, AK 99803
Home: P. 0. Box 2600
Juneau, AK 99803
Since graduation from Illinois, I
have married, have two children,
worked, taught, and traveled in the
U.S. and abroad. We spent 4 1/2
yrs. in Africa with our headquarters
in Johannesburg, South Africa. I
worked for the city and for a pri-
vate development company. In 1971
we came to Alaska and I worked as
Deputy Director of the state plan-
ning agency. In 1974 my wife and I
entered Palmer College of Chiroprac-
tic in Davenport, Iowa, where we
completed our doctor of chiropractic
degrees in 1977 and now have a thriv-
ing practice in Juneau. Presently
I'm involved in area-wide health
planning as an avocational venture.
EDWARD P. WOMACK ('65 MUP)
Office: Schimpeler-Corradino Assoc,
1429 South Third Street
Louisville, KY 40208
Home: 2218 Brighton Drive
Louisville, KY 40205
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DE WAYNE H. ANDERSON ('66 MUP)
Office: Vice President
Eric Hill Associates, Inc.
P. 0. Box 21
Winston-Salem, NC 27102
RAYMOND J. BODNAR ('66 BSCP)
Office: Manager- Environmental
Affairs
Illinois State Chamber of Commerce
20 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
WILLIAM T. GELMAN ('66 MUP]
Address Unknown
EDWARD F. GEUBTNER ('66 BSCP)
Office: Mullin & Lonergan Assoc.
4620 Longshore Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19135
Home: 559 Cedarbrook Road
Southampton, PA 18966
MARTIN C. GILCHRIST ('66 MUP)
Office: Partner & Executive Vice
President
Urban Research & Development Corp.
528 North New Street
Bethelehem, PA 18018
Home: 10 Beech Circle, A.O.
Macungie, PA 18062
GUNNAR C. ISBERG ('66 BUP)
7136 Cahill Avenue
Grove Heights, MN 55075
CHARLES E. JUENGLING ('66 MUP)
Office: Vice Pres. of Operations
Berkeley Hambro Inc.
2905 First Financial Tower
Tampa, FL 33602
Home: 10924 Juniperus Place
Tampa, FL 33618
Planning continues to occupy my day
and I'm happy with my chosen field
and my job. It's nice having Paul
Harris (MUP 65) here also. We'd
love to see some old classmates.
Come by even if it's on your way to
Florida or other points south.
MUIN M. KALLA ('66 BSCP)
Address Unknown
PATRICK J. NARDI ('66 BSCP)
6649 North Nokomis Street
Lincolnwood, IL 60646
ROBERT E. MENDELSON ('66 MUP)
7532 Oxford
Clayton, MO 63105
JOHN R. MOELLER ('66 BSCP)
Office: Tennessee State Planning
Office
409 Chestnut Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402
Home: 3529 Dell Trail
Chattanooga, TN 37411
Tennessee seems to be home for a
while longer--what in 1966 started
as a two-year stint to Tennessee to
get some experience and return to
the Chicago area for a better job,
has certainly turned out different-
ly than Diane and I had planned.
We feel that our lives are in the
hands of the Lord and he has made
our life in Chattanooga exciting
and fulfilling in every aspect. I
recently completed a year long word
and witness study at our church,
while Diane has been studying Bible
at Reach Out Ranch here.
Diane has earned the title of Jogger
- having finished her second year of
running 5 miles 6 days a week at 6
a.m. She has entered several races
and turned in very good times. She
looks and feels great. John Jr. is
a 3rd grader. He loves school,
plays soccer for kicks, and is an
avid game player. Nancy is in pre-
school. She is a free spirit, loves
mom and dad, dolls, and her good
friend Zachary.
MELVIN J. SCHNEIDERMEYER ('63 BSCP,
'66 MUP)
Office: Deputy Commissioner
Dept. of Environmental Protection
Connecticut State Office Building
Hartford, CT 06115
Home: 108 Woodfield Road
Southington, CT 06489
ROBERT L. WEAVER ('66 MUP)
Office: Mid-Cumberland CO.
501 Union Street
Nashville, TN 37219
Home: 46 Vaughns Gap Road
Nashville, TN 37205
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LYNN C. BENDER ('67 MUP)
Office: University Planner
The University of Chicago
5555 South Ellis Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
Home: 5537 S. Dorchester Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
My job with the University of Chicago
remains basically the same. Howev-
er, Bobbi has decided to change ca-
reers after eleven years of teach-
ing. She is currently enrolled in
the U of C's Graduate School of Bus-
iness:
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LEWIS BOLAN ('67 MUP)
Office: Vice President
Real Estate Research Corporation
1101 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Home: 622 F Street, NE
Washington, DC 20002
Still at the same place - heading
RERC's Washington office and heavily
involved in solar energy and urban
revitalization programs.
JOAN L. COOKE ('67 MUP)
Address Unknown
VIRGINIA BLAKE HARRIS ('67 MUP)
Office: Bi -State Development Agency
3869 Park Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110
Home: 556 Oakhaven
St. Louis, MO 63141
PAUL F. HOLLEY ('67 MUP)
Office: Principal Urban Planner
DeLeuw Cather & Co.
120 Howard Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Home: 318 Corte Madera Avenue
Corte Madera, CA 94925
GARY A. HACK ('67 MUP)
Office: Associate Professor of
Urban Design
M.I.T., Room 10-485
Cambridge, MA 02139
Home: 219 Parker Street
Newton Centre, MA 02159
I have returned to teaching at MIT
after 3 years of heading the Cana-
dian government's research and dem-
onstration program in housing and
community development. It is good
to be back in the university envir-
onment, with a renewed perspective
on practice.
We have two children—Andrew, age 5,
and Carolyn, age 3. Lynda is in the
process of beginning a small firm to
practice interior design in Boston.
Best wishes to all my colleagues and
friends.
DENNIS A. HARDER ( 67 MUP)
CommissionerOffice: Assistant
Dept. of Planning, City & Community
Development
Room 1000, City Hall
Chicago, IL 60602
Home: 5908 North Magnolia
Chicago, IL 60660
PETER J. HORAN ('67 BSCP]
Address Unknown
SHASHIKANT KALGAONKAR ('67 MUP)
Address Unknown
LOIS KOCH KOCIAN
Home:
Arvada
5861
,
CO
Taft
80004
('67 BUP)
Street
LEON T. KOTECKI ('64 BSCP, '67 MUP)
Office: Director of Planning and
Community Development
City of Grenada
City Hall
Grenada, MS 38901
BRUCE M. KRIVISKEY ('67 MUP)
Office: Urban Planning/Historic
Preservation
3048-A North Shepard Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53211
Home: Same as office address
After ten years of dues paying, I
began my own consulting practice in
historic preservation planning in
1977. My emphasis is on bringing
historic preservation and neighbor-
hood conservation resources, issues,
and programs into the community plan-
ning/development mainstream. My
clients include municipalities, not-
for-profit organizations, and arch-
itectural/planning firms located,
primarily, in the midwest. I am
also serving on the Board of Direc-
tors of PRESERVATION ACTION, the
national lobbying organization for
preservation issues, and on the
Steering Committee of the American
Institute of Historic Preservation-
ists, the fledgling organization of
preservation professionals.
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JOHN W. BAIE ('68 BUP)
Office: Community planner
EDA - MWRO
32 West Randolph Street
Chicago, IL 60601
Home: 1419 North 19th Avenue
Melrose Park, IL 60160
RICHARD C. LORAAS ('67 MUP)
Office: Director
Dept. of Planning & Development
409 City Hall
Duluth, MN 55802
Home: 2113 East Second Street
Duluth, MN 55812
FLOYD A. NICHOLS ('67
Drive
MUP)
3013 Cedarbrook
Decatur, GA 30033
GEORGE N. OLSON ('67 MUP)
DirectorOffice: Executive
Strafford Rockingham Regional
Council
99 Water Street
Exeter, NH 03833
Home: 18 Oak Street
Exeter, NH 03833
DONALD E. R0SENBR00K ('67 MUP)
Office: Executive Director
Southwestern Wisconsin Regional
Planning Commission
217 Pioneer Tower
Platteville, WI 53818
Home: 1230 Sunset Drive
Platteville, WI 53818
FRANKLYN H. BEAL ('68 MUP)
Office: Director
Institute of Natural Resources
309 West Washington
Chicago, IL 60606
Home: 5319 South Dorchester
Chicago, IL 60615
The Institute of Natural Resources
is a newly created stage agency con-
cerned with all phases of research
and planning of the state's natural
resources. The Institute serves as
Illinois' energy office. It also
includes the Geological Survey, Nat-
ural History Survey, and the Water
Survey, all located on the U of I
campus in Champaign-Urbana.
GAETAN A. CAIZZO ('68 MUP)
Office: Principal
American City Building, Suite 719
Columbia, MD 21044
Home: 9555 Wandering Way
Columbia, MD 21045
'
MICHAEL A. CARROLL ('68 MUP)
Office: Special Assistant to U. S.
Senator Richard G. Lugar
Room 447, 46 East Ohio Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Home: 8112 Shottery Terrace
Indianapolis, IN 46268
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EDWARD J. DAVIDSON ('68 BUP;
c/o William J. Davidson
117-01 Park Lane South
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
K. BRUCE GALLOWAY ('65 BSCP, '68
"mupT
612 Randell Road
Severna Park, MD 21146
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JOAN HOCK ('68 MUP)
Office: Division Director,
Regional Assessment Program
D 421 Department of Energy
Germantown, MD
Home: 4982 Sentinel Drive
Sumner, MD 20016
In Sept. 1978, I assumed additional
responsibilities within the Depart-
ment of Energy. My new position
involves the direction of the Re-
gional Assessment Division, under
Ruth Chesen, Asst. Sec. for Envir-
onment. The Division's chief prod-
ucts include the development of en-
vironmental data books from re-
gional perspectives, the analysis
of environmental and socio-economic
impacts from Department of Energy
scenarios, and the evaluation of
various mitigation strategies in-
volving the environmental regula-
tion of emerging energy technology.
STEPHEN P. JOHNSON ('68 BUP)
Office: Division of Planning
W217 King County Courthouse
Seattle, WA 98104
Home: 6853 21st NE
Seattle, WA 98115
DANIEL E. KOTULLA ('68 BUP)
Director of Urban Planning
Beach, FL
Office:
Del Ray
Home: 3101 Canal Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
MICHAEL V. LEVY
Office:
325 21st
Norfol k,
Intake
Street
VA 23507
('68 MUP)
Coordinator CASP
Home: 230 East 40th
Norfolk, VA 23504
RICHARD D. MARINER ('68 MUP)
Sheridan Rd., #1Home: 645 W.
Chicago, IL 60613
JAMES F. MC LAUGHLIN ('67 BUP, '68
MUP)
Office: Office of Comprehensive
Planning
State House Annex
26 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301
ALAN W. MOORE ('68 BUP)
509 West Healey
Champaign, IL 61820
ARTHUR S. MUSCOVITCH ('68 MUP;
102 Haverstock Hill
Hamsteed NW3
London, England
ROGER E. MYERS ('68 BUP)
Office: Planning Manager
Community Development Department
110 Middl e Avenue
Elyria, OH 44035
Home: 411 Hawthorne Street
Elyria, OH 44035
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STEVEN D. PERLMAN ('68 BUP)
Office:
501 Pol
i
Ventura,
City Hall
Street
CA 93301
Home: 768 El ko Avenue
Ventura, CA 93003
PAUL T. WALHUS ('68 BUP)
Address Unknown
MICHAEL G. ZALECKI ('68 BUP)
1309 Vilas Avenue, #1
Madison, WI 53715
LESLIE S. POLLOCK ('68
Ltd.
MUP'
Office: Camiros
173 West Madison
Chicago, IL 60602
Home: 104 9th
Wilmette, IL 6009
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JACK E. BOOKWALTER ('69 BUP)
Address Unknown
PATRICIA BUTTON ROBERTS ('68 MUP)
Office: Department of Town Planning
Polytechnic of South Bank
London SW8, England
Home: 2, Sumburgh Road
London SW12, England
ALLAN J. SMITH ('68 MUP)
Office: Architect/Planner/
Landscape Architect
1 5 New Row
London WC2
ENGLAND
TERRENCE E. SULLIVAN ('68 BUP)
102 Blackstone Avenue
LaGrange, IL 60525
GARETH B. THOMAS ('68 MUP)
Address Unknown
RICHARD C. UNWIN ('68 BUP)
Office: Director of Community
Development
Village of Hoffman Estates
1200 Gannon Drive
Hoffman Estates, IL 60196
Home: 317 Bramble Lane
Schaumburg, IL 60193
WILLIAM F. BROWN ('69 MUP)
Office: Manager
Busch Corporate Center
100 Kingsmill Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Home: 106 Wake Robin Road
Williamsburg, VA 23185
I'm the manager of a 160 acre office
and light industrial park owned by
Busch Properties, a subsidiary of
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., part of a 2900
acre planned community outside
Williamsburg. Please let me know if
you are in the area. I give free
tours for faculty and alumni.
For the first time in over 10 years
it was nice to hear about a winning
sports team at the U of I. Can
football be far behind?
If Carl is "Acting Head," who has
the other parts of the anatomy? It
could have been a lot worse, Carl!
ALICE SANDERS BURCH ('69 BUP;
Home: 850 Rosemary Terrace
Deerfield, IL 60015
ROBERT E. DANIEL ('69
Home: 2008
Seattle, WA
5th Avenue
98109
MUP)
North
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STEPHEN R. DICE ('69 BUP)
Associate Partner
Matteen & Mattern
Office:
Hayes, Seay,
P. 0. Box 13446
Roanoke, VA 24034
Home: 5143-
Roanoke, VA
F Overland Drive SW
24014
WILLIAM R. DONOHUE ('69 MUP)
Office: Assistant Vice President
C-E Maguire, Inc.
1 Court Street
New Britain, CT 06051
Home: 360 Hartford Avenue
Wethersfield, CT 06109
We now have two kids, two cars, one
suburban home, and all the "oppor-
tunities and constraints" of being
35.
Carl, stop acting, become permanent!
Congratulations!
Regards to all .
JOSEPH E. HARRIS ('69 BUP)
Office: Director, Meridian Township
Dept. of Development Control
5100 Marsh Road
Okemos, MI 48864
Home: 1974 Lac Du Mont Drive
Haslett, MI 48840
STEVEN J, HOLLAND ('69 BUP)
IllustratorOffice: Technical
College of Engineering
University of Illinois
210 Engineering Hall
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 1106 Lierman
Urbana, IL 61801
I find my job as technical illustra-
tor quite rewarding. My wife and I
have one son, Aaron, who is now 3
years old.
GEORGE M. JOACHIM ('69 BUP)
Address Unknown
ALLAN R. JOHANSON ('69 BUP)
824 Long Hill Road
Middletown, CT 06457
MARTIN L. LEITNER ('69 MUP)
Office: Attorney
4049 Central
Kansas City, MO 64111
Home: 9700 Horton
Overland Park, KS 66207
I am continuing in my law partner-
ship with Robert H. Freilich, spe-
cializing in municipal, urban & en-
vironmental law and particularly in
the development of growth management
systems around the country. Our
work involves a close working rela-
tionship with city planning consult-
ing firms; we have worked with quite
a few over the past several years,
as well as with the planning depart-
ments of a large number of munici-
palities & counties.
On the home front, we are happily
ensconced in a suburb of Kansas City
with our two girls: Stephanie and
Denise, 3 1/2 and 10 months respec-
tively.
ROLAND LOCH ('69 MUP)
Office: AED
Theodor-Heuss-StraSe 12
5300 Bonn 2
West Germany
Home: Wiesengrund 4c
5307 Wachtberg-Villip
West Germany
My firm moved to a
1978.
new address in
MILTON J. NICHOLAS ('69 MUP;
Office: Planning Director
City Hall
610 Foster City Boulevard
Foster City, CA 94404
Home: 33776 Dal ton Court
Union City, CA 94587
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LAURENCE C. PARNES ('69 MUP)
Office: Assistant to Chief Engineer
Department of City Planning
2 Lafayette Street
New York, NY 10007
Home: 540-4 Main Street
Roosevelt Island, NY 10044
CARL V. PATTON, JR. ('69 MUP)
Office: Head
Dept. of Urban & Regional Planning
University of Illinois
1003 West Nevada Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 712 West Washington
Urbana, IL 61801
YORK L. PHILLIPS ('69 BUP)
Office: Planning Director
Hanover Co. Planning Office
Hanover, VA 23069
Home: 2330 Atlee Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
Finally moved back south after 5
years in New England--miss the snow
but can do without the kind of
weather Illinois is having during
the winters. Vicki, Jeff, and Amy
are all doing well. Hanover County
is an interesting place. Located
to the north of Richmond, the county
is on the verge of major development
activity.
JOHN G. PICKARD ('69 MUP)
Office: Senior Associate
Barton Aschman Associates, Inc.
1730 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20006
Home: 4305 38th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20016
DIANE M. PORTER ('69 MUP)
Office: Chief Planner
Roosevelt Island Development Corp.
625 Main Street
Roosevelt Island, NY 10044
Home: 185 Hall Street, A-1612
Brooklyn, NY 11205
ROBERT PREISSNER ('69 MUP)
Office: Special Assistant to Reg.
Administrator
U. S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Dev.
26 Federal Plaza, Room 3543
New York, NY 10007
Home: 77 West 85th Street
New York, NY 10024
THOMAS J. P RIESTLEY ('69 BUP;
Office: Land Use Planner
PG and E Land Department
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106
Home: 3330 Wisconsin Street
Oakland, CA 94602
JOHN L. RAYNOLDS, JR. ('69 BUP)
Address Unknown
NILDA M. SOLER ('69 MUP)
Office: Ancel , Glink, Diamond, and
Murphy, P.C.
Ill West Washington, Suite 1857
Chicago, IL 60602
JAMES K. SPORE ('67 BUP, '69 MUP)
Office: Director of Community Dev.
44 Union Boulevard
Lakewood, CO 80226
Home: 2347 South Allison Way
Lakewood, CO 80227
JAMES E. STEELE ('69 MUP]
Address Unknown
JOHN M. SZUNYOG ('69 MUP)
Office: City Hall
Port St. Lucie, FL 33452
BRUCE A. TULLY ('69 BUP;
Address Unknown
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JAMES E. URBONAS ('69 MUP)
Office: Senior Assoc. /Planner
Carl A. Worthington Partnership
1309 Spruce Street
Boulder, CO 80302
Home: 430 South 45th Street
Boulder, CO 80303
Work continues to be challenging,
with projects around the country,
while being based in beautiful Col-
orado. Currently developing a pro-
gram for the United States Olympic
Committee's Training Center in Col-
orado Springs. I am also heading
up an expanded urban design/plan-
ning effort in our office focusing
on medium to large sized city cen-
ter redevelopment. Projects range
from in-town shopping centers to
large scale mixed use redevelopment.
"Planning" to take a bicycle trip
through the British Isles this sum-
mer with my fourteen year old son,
Jimmy. If anyone is out this way,
please stop by and visit Max Ruppeck
and myself.
GILBERT A. WAGNER ('69 BUP)
Address Unknown
DAVID E. CARLEY ('70 MUP)
Office: Administrator
Division of Urban Renewal
1942 City-County Building
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Home: Rural Route 2, Box 63
Camby, IN 46113
TIMOTHY C. COUNIHAN ('70 BUP)
1304 South Batavia Avenue
Batavia, IL 60510
MICHAEL G. EDWARDS ('70 BUP)
Address Unknown
JOSEPH W. ENTRESS ('70 BUP)
Office: Planner
Tri-City Engineering Co.
2161 Embury Park
Dayton, OH 45414
Home: 136 Donora Drive
Vandal ia, OH 45377
WILLIAM A. FACTOR ('70 MUP;
Address Unknown
ROBERT P. YOUNGMAN ('69 MUP)
Office: Planner
Planning Department
730 Washington Avenue
Racine, WI 53403
Note new address and new job!
DAVID FRESKO ('70 MUP)
Office: Israel Institute of
Transportation
Planning and Research
14 Ahad Haam Street
Tel-Aviv, Israel
Home: 18 Hatikva Street
Rishon Lezion, Israel
1970
DAVID A. BERGER ('70 BUP)
193 Berger Al 1 ey
Columbus, OH 43206
LARRY J. HOMUTH ('70 BUP)
Office: Director of Planning &
Design
Central Properties, Inc.
770 South Main Street
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
Home: 614 Guinette Avenue
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
Family: wife, Gail, married 1971.
Left planning director position in
7^
Fond du Lac in May 1977. Present
position is for development company
doing residential, shopping center
and restaurant development. I co-
ordinate site planning, landscape
planning, space planning, zoning,
financial and leasing plans. We are
known for our quality in architectu-
ral and landscape design.
DOUGLAS L. HOUSTON ('70 BUP)
Office: Director of Community Dev.
City Hall, 1528 Third Avenue
Rock Island, IL 61201
Home: 8501 17th Street West
Rock Island, IL 61201
Work continues to set a very hectic
pace for us since "community devel-
opment" seems to encompass more and
more responsibilities each year.
Laura has resumed teaching this
year, but only half-time in order
to spend more time with our 1 1/2
year old daughter, Emily.
CURTIS JENSEN ('
Address Unknown
70 BUP'
WILLIAM JONES ('70 BUP)
Officer/PlannerOffice: Devel
Woodlawn Community Development Corp.
1168 East 63rd Street
Chicago, IL 60637
Home: 1505 North Wieland Street
Chicago, IL 60610
BORIS I. KATZ ('70 MUP)
Office: Champaign County Regiona'
Planning Commission
117 West Elm Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 503 West Pennsylvania
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 300 Strathmore Drive
Syracuse, NY 13207
MICHAEL LAMBERT ('70 BUPi
Address Unknown
ALAN C. LILLYQUIST ('70 MUP)
Home: 128 Chestnut Street
Albany, NY 12210
CHARLES T. MC CAFFREY, JR. ('70 MUP)
Address Unknown
THOMAS A. MC VEIGH, JR. ('70 MUP;
24 Rosa's
Scituate,
Lane
MA 02066
JOY GREENSLADE MEE (
WILLIAM R. MEE, JR.
Office: Planner III
251 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85003
70 MUP)
; 70 mup;
s
Home: 2607 Beekman Place East
Phoenix, AZ 85016
Our big news this year was the birth
of our son Christopher on May 1.
Joy worked up until he was born and
came back two months later. She has
spent over half her time this fall 8
winter working with two resident
committees planning programs of
neighborhood revital ization for thei
areas. Bill's Urban Forms program
has included a cost/revenue study of
four land use alternatives for
Phoenix. Public hearings are this
spring. Michael Brooks was guest
speaker at our APA chapter kickoff
in January.
MERVYN K. MILLER ('70 MUP)
Address Unknown
KAREN BLUME KITNEY ('70 MUP'
Office: SUCPA Board
1100 Civic Center
Syracuse, NY 13202
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RAFFAELLA Y. NANETTI ( ' 70 MUP)
Office: Visiting Assistant Prof.
School of Urban Sciences
University of Illinois at Chicago
Chicago, IL 60680
Home: 2020 North Howe
Chicago, IL 60614
Last fall the Nanetti-
ily moved to Chicago,
at DePaul University (
Marcello (now 2) is go
Day Care Center, and I
ing assistant professo
School of Urban Scienc
Chicago Circle. We lo
so much that we haven'
trated by the record-b
fall.
Leonardi fam-
Bob teaches
Poli. Sc),
ing to DePaul
am a visit-
r at the
es, U of I,
ve the city
t been frus-
reaking snow
JAMES B. SMITH ('68 BUP, '70 MUP)
Office: Assistant Professor of City
and Regional Planning
Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago, IL 60616
Home: 2735 North Magnolia
Chicago, IL 60614
This is my fifth year of teaching at
I IT , after leaving my position as
assistant director of the DuPage
County Regional Planning Commission.
I've been teaching a city planning
studio for advanced undergrads, a
course dealing with ecological con-
siderations in planning for advanced
undergrads and graduate students,
and a graduate seminar.
HANSJORG K. R. PETERS ('70 MUP)
Address Unknown
RONALD L. ROAKS ('70 MUP)
Office: Community Dev. Coordinator
1300 Civic Center
411 Montgomery Street
Syracuse, NY 13202
Home: 323 Barrington Road
Syracuse, NY 13214
S COTT P. WILSON ('67 BUP, '70
Executive Director
MUP'
Office:
Tampa Bay Reg ' 1 . Planning Council
3151 Third Avenue North, Suite 540
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Home: 16107 6th
Redington Beach,
Street East
FL 33708
SHARON C. Y. YIN ('70 MUP)
Address Unknown
EDWIN B. RODGERS ( 70 MUP)
Strollo & Assoc.Office: Hanahan
Architects
1338 Shields Road
Youngstown, OH 44511
MAX P. RUPPECK ('70 MUP)
Office: Senior Associate/Planning
Carl A. Worthington
1309 Spruce Street
Boulder, CO 80302
Home: 3477
Boulder, CO
Iris Court
80302
RONALD P. BUP)ZYSKOWSKI ('70
Office: P. 0. Box 939
1221 Sixth Avenue
Huntington, WV 25712
Home: 2213 Avinell Drive
Milton, WV 25541
1971
WILBERT ALLEN ('71 MUP)
Office: Executive Director, Mayor's
Policy and Development Office
920 Broad Street, Room 218
Newark, NJ 07102
Home: 381 Broad Street, A-2015
Pavil ion South
Newark, NJ 07104
In May 1978 I was promoted from the
City Planning Director to the Execu-
tive Directorship of the Mayor's
Policy and Development Office with
overall responsibility for community
development and grantsmanship within
the City of Newark.
Hello to the class of "1971"!
DAL IP BAMMI ( ' 71 MUP)
Office: Assistant Director
DuPage Co. Reg. Planning Commission
421 North County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
Home: 1586 Burning Trail
Wheaton, IL 60187
ROBERT L. BECKETT ('71 mup;
DirectorOffice: Planning
Jefferson County Planning Comm.
116 East Washington Street
Charlestown, WV 25414
Home: Terrapin Neck
Shepherdstown, WV 25443
JOHN F. CARPENTER ('71 BUP)
Office: Coordinator, Downtown
Assistance Program
Illinois Dept. of Local Government
Affairs
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 1026 North Fourth
Springfield, IL 62702
WILBERT C. F. CHEE ('71 BUP)
Office: Proprietor
Alexander Young Bldg., Suite #458
1015 Bishop Street
Honolulu, HI
Have been working diligently on a
variety of planning, design and EIS
projects. I have recently been in-
volved in the master planning of a
large resort project in Queensland,
Australia, and expect to be involved
in an urban design and historic re-
habilitation project in Chinatown,
Honolulu in the next few months.
My wife Queenie and I are in the
process of constructing a house in
Hawaii Kai , Oahu.
Aloha to all from the class of '71.
DAVID P. CLEMENT ('71 BUP)
Office: Owner
Oak Leaf Antiques & Militaria
10239 Fair Oaks Boulevard
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
Home: 8732 Fair Oaks Boulevard, #48
Carmichael, CA 95608
Started an antique business last
year, specializing in antique mili-
tary items of all periods and na-
tions. Am slowly building up a lo-
cal collecting clientele.
Published a book in 1976, see Baker
Hard Bound Books in print. My plan-
ning experience and degree continue
to assist me in achieving my objec-
tives.
KENNEY M. CURTIS ('71 MUP)
Office: Assistant Professor
University of Virginia
138 Campbell Hall
Charlottesville, VA 22903
Home: 823-C Cabell Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
JOHN H. DIMIT ('71 BUP)
Office: Champaign County Regional
Planning Commission
117 West Elm Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 410
Urbana, IL
West Illinois
61801
MARK L. ELSTNER ('71 BUP)
Address Unknown
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JAY H. FELDMAN ('71 BUP)
Address Unknown
ROBERT F. FLATLEY ('71 MUP)
Office: Assistant City Manager
P. 0. Box 2207
Hollywood, FL 33022
Home: 1901 North Park Road
Hollywood, FL 33021
As a result of fruitful planning,
Rhonda and I had a baby girl this
past year.
GEORGE FREESMAN ('71 MUP)
Address Unknown
SIDNEY M. FUKE ('71 MUP)
Office: Planning Director
County of Hawaii
25 Aupuni Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Home: 152 Akea Street
Hilo, HI 96720
MOHAMED NOSHY GHAREB ('71 MUP)
Office: General Director, R.P.
General Organization of Physical
Planning
Cairo, Egypt
Home: 20 Gaber Ebn Hayyan St.
Dokky
Cairo, Egypt
I have been appointed as G.D. of
Regional Planning Section in the
G.O.P.P. at the Ministry of Devel-
opment & New Communities (June
1978). I am now in charge of the
studies of some new towns in Egypt.
I have attended a few conferences
in Africa that dealt with human
settlements, the last in Naorobi
,
Kenya, where we as founder members
established the Pan African Associ-
ation for Human Settlements. We
still live in Cairo.
ROBERT T. GOBLE ('71 MUP)
Inc,
Office: Principal
Carter-Gobi e-Roberts
Box 11287
Columbia, SC 29211
Home: 110 Hunters Blind Drive
Columbia, SC 29210
Our consulting firm has been in bus-
iness for four years now. We spe-
cialize in transportation (rural,
E&H, paratransit) , criminal justice,
human resources & research and com-
munity planning. We opened our
first branch office in Phoenix this
past year. One of our highlights
for 1978 was participating in the
National Prison Study (Prisons and
Jails: Policy Choices for the
1980' s) for the Department of Jus-
tice. Hello classmates of 1971.
Please call or drop by when in South
Carolina.
JAMES J. GRIMES ('71 BUP, '73 MUP)
Office: Communications and Media
Instructor
Capital Area Vocational Center
2201 Toronto Road
Springfield, IL 62708
Home: 704 Evergreen
Chatham, IL 62629
CHARLES L. HARWOOD ('67 BUP, '71 MUP)
Office: Assistant Executive Director
North Central Florida Regional
Planning Council
2002 NW Thirteenth Street
Gainesville, FL 32601
Home: 1704 NW 39th Drive
Gainesville, FL 32605
GUNNAR HERMANSSON ('71 MUP)
Address Unknown
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DAVID L. HOWELL ('71 MUP)
ComprehensiveOffice: Chief,
Planning Office
Denver Regional COG
2480 West 26th Avenue
Denver, CO 80211
Home: 3220 South Detroit
Denver, CO 80210
PAUL B. KELMAN ('71 MUP)
Office: Chief, Environmental
Planning
Atlanta Regional Commission
230 Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30303
Home: 2130 Greencrest Drive, NE
Atlanta, GA 30345
It was an unusual year since I saw,
or talked to, many UI alumni. It
was also unusual since we moved to
a new house. It's only a few
blocks from our old house, but it's
on a hill, thereby providing what
every planner desires--a synoptic
view.
PAUL D. LEINBERGER ('70 BUP, '71
MUP)
Address Unknown
ANDREW J. MOORE ('71 BUP)
Office: Mechanic
Rich's Small Engines
Waynesboro, TN 38485
Home: Route 3, Box 265A
Waynesboro, TN 38485
EDWARD A. PIGO ('71 MUP)
9263 Red Cart Court
Columbia, MD 21045
JAMES E. POWERS ('71 BUP)
2009 Sharon Avenue
Rockford, IL 61103
STUART RELLER ('71 MUP)
900 South High Street
Bloomington, IN 47401
GERALD M. ROBBINS ('71 MUP)
Office: Landscape Architect
County of Orange
400 Civic Center Drive
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Home: 7 Tanglewood Drive
Irvine, CA 92714
Expecting first child in April. Be-
came a registered landscape archi-
tect in state of California in Octo-
ber 1978. Still working for the
County of Orange but now as a pro-
ject manager in the recreation de-
sign section. This involves both
coordination of contracts with pri-
vate consultants and in-house de-
sign. Just completed a design for a
community center project which will
be built this summer. Also doing
some private consulting on the side.
One embarrassing note: we've been
living in our house for 2 years and
the back yard still isn't land-
scaped! We would enjoy seeing any
classmates if they're in the area.
R. MICHAEL ROBLING ('71 MUP)
Office: Deputy Director
Dept. of Metropolitan Development
308 Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47737
Home: 5176 Monroe Avenue
Evansville, IN 47715
DMD is responsible for Evansville's
Community Development program. I am
responsible for managing the Housing
Rehab Services division which is op-
erating a ^/ery successful housing
rehabilitation program in 5 target
areas, utilizing Section 312 loans
and Block Grant funds. I also di-
rect a small planning staff which
does community development, housing
and neighborhood planning.
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DAVID B. ROTTMAN ('71 BUP;
6718 North Seeley
Chicago, IL 60645
FREDERICK L. SCHEIN ('71 BUP;
Address Unknown
BARBARA WALLACE ('71 MUP)
Office: Centaur Associates, Inc.
1120 Connecticut Avenue, NW, #465
Washington, DC 20036
Home: 4615 North Park Avenue, #107
Chevy Chase, MD 20015
GORDON P. SCHOLZ ('71 MUP'
743 South
Lincoln, [
13th Street
E 68508
JEROME ML SEELIG ('71 BUP)
Address Unknown
BETSY PENDLETON WONG ('71 BUP)
lain StreetOffice:
Urbana,
135 West
IL 61801
Home: 1508 Alma Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
CATHY CHAZEN STONE ('71 MUP)
Home: 1403 Rockport Court South
East Greenbush, NY 12061
I am currently enrolled at Rensse-
laer Polytechnic Institute (in
Troy, NY) in the Master of Business
Administration program. I am also
working on a research project to
determine potential barriers to es-
tablishing wind energy systems as
an alternative energy source.
In May my husband and I expect our
first child. If anyone is in the
Albany area, please stop in.
CAROL A. SZERSZEN ('71 BUP)
West Green, #5
1972
IL 61820
Home: 301
Champaign,
I'll be finishing my dissertation
soon and getting a real job (some-
where) next fall
.
one!
Hello to every
-
JAMES R. ANDERSON ('72 MUP)
Office: Housing Research and
Development Program
University of Illinois
1204 West Nevada Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 1802 Shadowlawn Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
THERESE A. BERKHOUT ('72 BUP)
Office: City Planner
2 East Main Street
St. Charles, IL 60174
Home: 1050 North Third Avenue
St. Charles, IL 60174
MELVIN R. BLAIR ('72 BUP]
Address Unknown
MICHAEL TURNER ('71 MUP)
Office: Project Director
Detroit Renaissance
100 Renaissance Center, Suite
Detroit, MI 48243
Home: 1521 Villa
Birmingham, MI 48008
1760
DEBORAH LIEBER BRETT ('72 MUP)
Office: Assistant Vice President
Real Estate Research Corporation
72 West Adams
Chicago, IL 60603
Home: 2603 West Granville
Chicago, IL 60659
I will be managing a new research
contract that RERC just received
from HUD. We'll be looking at op-
portunities for infill development
and ways to encourage use of fully
serviced vacant land. I'd be inter-
ested in hearing from any alums who
are working with cities or counties
that have developed inventories of
infill sites and policies/programs
to spur their development.
THOMAS H. BROWN ('72 MUP)
Office: Director
Frances Nelson Health Center
1306 Carver
Champaign, IL 61820
ROCKY L. COE ('72 BUP)
3873 North Sherman Boulevard
Milwaukee, WI 53216
PAULA N. DIAMOND ('72 MUP)
Address Unknown
ANN FIELD DUKER ('72 BUP)
Office: Attorney
McDermott, Will & Emery
111 West Monroe Street
Chicago, IL 60603
Home: 4835 Elm Street
Downers Grove, IL 60515
GRACE E. BYRNE ('72 BUP)
Office: Associate Transportation
Planner
Puget Sound Council of Governments
Seattle, WA 98104
Home: 4321 SW Stevens
Seattle, WA 98116
I received my Master of Science
from the University of Tennessee in
June and have since been working in
Seattle. I am in the process of
developing a work program and cost
estimate for a major transportation
plan to be developed for one county
and the larger cities in the coun-
ty. It is being primarily financed
by the local governments and will
be focusing on their issues: de-
velopment controls and financing of
local roads, interstate access prob-
lems, transit service—particularly
during peak hours, the establish-
ment of employer sponsored carpool
programs, etc. The county is lit-
erally exploding with new people as
Boeing expands to fill its new or-
ders. I am really excited about
the study. John is still homemaker
and is finding Elizabeth, at 1 1/2,
to be both exciting and a challenge.
She is now the star of her swimming
class.
CHARLES R. FLOYD ('72 MUP)
4013600 Keith
Cleveland,
Street, Apt.
TN 37311
ADRIAN P. FREUND ('72 BUP)
Office: Environmental Planner
Dane County Regional Planning Comm.
Room 114 City-County Building
Madison, WI 53709
Home: 4965 Sunrise Ridge Trail
Middleton, WI 53562
We're still in Madison--with no
thoughts of leaving soon. Finally,
after 3 1/2 years, it looks as if
our agency really will deliver a
completed 208 water quality plan to
EPA during the first half of 1979.
That's no small accomplishment, and
I can assure you that several of us
are really looking forward to the
vacations which will follow plan
completion. Outside of work, I'm
keeping busy as an officer of our
state chapter of APA. Since the
consolidation, we've grown from 140
to 370 statewide, and the time com-
mitments have grown accordingly.
The expansion is exciting, and of-
fers real opportunities for advance-
ment of the planning profession in
Wisconsin.
My wife, Marlene, continues to vie
for a spot in UW Law School, althoug
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the competition remains intense.
Meanwhile, she retains and enjoys
her position as administrative court
supervisor.
MARY I. HOLLAND ('70 BUP, '72 MUP)
Home: 1029 Lakemont Drive, NW
Gainesville, GA 30501
The year 1978 is one to be remem-
bered by the Holland family.
Margaret was married the first of
May, came down with mononucleosis
two weeks later, and was graduated
from college in June. Daughter
Sara underwent major surgery in
August. John and I spent three
weeks in Maryland taking care of
her and her family. In December I
resigned as Planning Director of
the Georgia Mountains PDC in order
to pursue some leisure activities.
Home: 1104 South Lincoln
Park Ridge, IL 60068
DANIEL M. LAUBER ('72 MUP)
Office: Senior Planner
Village of Oak Park
1 Village Hall Plaza
Oak Park, IL 60302
Home: 200 South Boulevard
Evanston, IL 60602
EDWARD C. LEUCHS
Office: Executive
Apalachee Regional
P. 0. Box 428
Calhoun Courthouse
Blountstown, FL 32424
ROSA K. LEWIS ('72 MUP)
Address Unknown
72 BUP)
Director
Planning Council
RICHARD C. HOOPER ('72 MUP)
Office: Director
Stevens Housing Program
522 19th Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98112
Home: 1506 22nd Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98112
WILLIAM C. LIENESCH ('72 MUP)
Office: Administrative Assistant
1701 18th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
Home: 238 10th Street, SE
Washington, DC 20003
LAWRENCE E. HOWARD ('72 MUP)
Office: Home Investments Fund
116 South Michigan
Chicago, IL 60603
Home: 5727 South Washington
Hinsdale, IL 60521
KATHERINE A. MESSENGER ('72 MUP]
Office: York Co. Planning Dept.
P. 0. Box 532
Yorktown, VA 23690
Home: 165 Merrimac Trail, #6
Williamsburg, VA 23185
THEODORE R. JOHNSON ('72 MUP;
Home: 7100
Alexandria,
Whetstone
VA 22306
DAVID C. LAGER ('72 MUP)
Office: President
Resource Management
2940 Malmo Drive
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
MYLES E. POMEROY ('72 MUP)
Office: Head of Neighborhood Ping.
Community Development Agency
1015 Locust, Suite 1201
St. Louis, MO 63101
Home: 4472 McPherson Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63108
I am still in St. Louis doing neigh-
borhood planning, as I have since
graduation. Ellen works as a claims
representative for Social Security.
Our big news this year is that we
actually bought a house, after all
these years of renting. Its a new
townhouse, unusual for St. Louis
where rehabilitation of older hous-
ing is the major objective. In the
last couple of years, however, new
housing construction has begun to
happen in a few neighborhoods.
EDWARD E. J. RANAHAN ('72 MUP!
Address Unknown
BRIAN J. ROGAL ('72 BUP)
Office: American Planning Assoc.
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, IL 60637
Home: 2424 West Estes
Chicago, IL 60645
NANCY J. SILBERG
Home: 1506
Seattle, WA
22nd
98112
('72 MUP)
Avenue East
MARGARET DUER SINGH ('72 MUP)
Office: Argonne National Lab.
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439
Home: 335 Walnut Avenue
Elgin, IL 60120
TRACY SMITH ('72 BUP)
Office: Assistant to the Director
Dept. of Community Development
210 West State
Rockford, IL 61101
Home: 409 Grove
Rockford, IL 61108
I am project coordinator for a
downtown adaptive use redevelopment
program. I've also become involved
in the politics of implementation.
WILLIAM Y. SMITH ('72 MUP)
Address Unknown
LAIRD D. STARRICK ('67 BUP, '72 MUP)
Office: Assistant to the Director
Dept. of Local Government Affairs
303 East Monroe Street
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 2209 West lies Avenue
Springfield, IL 62704
As of Jan. 23, 1979, I assumed dut-
ies as assistant to the director.
Previous assignments were centered
in the department's office of re-
search and planning and included ac-
tivities as program manager of the
land resource planning program (HUD
701); staff coordinator for the Gov-
ernor's committee to strengthen com-
munity economics; and staff coordi-
nator for the Illinois Rural Devel-
opment Council .
RICHARD B. STERN ('72 BUP)
Office: Senior Associate
Barton-Aschman Associates
820 Davis Street
Evanston, IL 60201
Home: 1014 Lakeland Court, 2A
Wheeling, IL 60090
S0NJA C. SUESSENBACH ('72 MUP)
ProgrammerOffice: Facilities
Dept. of Facilities Planning and
Construction Systems
University of Houston
Houston, TX
Home: 1617 Fannin
Houston, TX 77002
JOHN A. SULLY ('72 MUP)
Office: Supervising Principal
Planner
Middlesex County Planning Board
40 Livingston Avenue
New Brunswick, NJ 08901
Home: 167 North Harrison Street
Princeton, NJ 08540
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ALLAN R. TITSWORTH ('72 MUP;
655-A Midway Drive S.
Ocala, FL 32670
JOA NNE L. BAUER ('73 BUP;
3428 Oliver Street, NW
Washington, DC 20015
RICHARD G. WACK ('72 BUP)
Office: Attorney
P. 0. Box 231
Orlando, FL 32802
Home: 2300 Roxbury Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
Still practicing law here in Orlando.
However, I play basketball on a team
with a group of planners. Does that
count?
C. DONALD WIDELL ('72 MUP)
Office: Business Manager
The Rainey Companies
12521 Kanis
Little Rock, AR 72211
Home: 2000 Magnolia Avenue, #422
Little Rock, AR 72202
JEROME WIGGINS ('72 BUP)
Address Unknown
CLAUDIA BENJAMI
LINDA WILDMAN ('72 BUP!
Home: 1410 NE 63rd
Seattle, WA 98115
N_('73 MUP)
Human ResourcesOffice: Chief
Planner
Southeastern Virginia Planning
District Commission
16 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk, VA 23502
Lonovood
23508
DriveHome: 1501
Norfolk, VA
We finally managed to get a HUD-ap-
proved Areawide Housing Opportunity
Plan this year. Unfortunately,
there were no bonus units with It-
maybe next time. Shall we have a
reunion of all unemployed classmates
when 701 dies its final death?
JAMES E. CANESTARO ('73 MUP)
Office: Real Estate Department
School of Business
University of Wisconsin
56 Bascom Hal 1
Madison, WI 53706
Home: 16 Pin Oak Trail
Madison, WI 53717
CHING SHING CHANG ('73 MUP)
Address Unknown
1973
JEAN H. BABBITT ('73 BUP)
PlannerOffice: Junior
Metropolitan Area Planning Dept.
City Hall , Tenth Floor
455 North Main
Wichita, KS 67202
Home: 2942
Wichita, KS
South Osage.
67217
#202
ROBERT S. CHELSETH ('73 BUP)
Planner
Dakota
Office: Principal
Planning Department
1560 West Highway 55
Hastings, MN 55033
Home: 1449 West 14th Street
Hastings, MN 55033
SHERWIN P. CLARK ('73 BUP)
Office: Program Auditor I
Mayor's Office of Manpower
180 North LaSalle
Chicago, IL 60636
County
Home: 5711 South Wolcott
Chicago, IL 60636
FRED C. COOPER (73 MUP)
Office: Planner
Small Town Human Development Office
Mississippi Research and Development
Center
P. 0. Drawer 2470
Jackson, MS 39205
Home: 4313 El Paso Street
Jackson, MS 39206
CHRISTINE MOORE FARMER ('73 MUP)
Office: Community Development
Planner
Dept. of Development and Planning
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 1000
Chicago, IL 60602
Home: 1460 N. Sandburg Terr., #801
Chicago, IL 60610
ERNEST FREEMAN ('73 MUP)
Address Unknown
KATHLEEN C. FRITSCH ('73 BUP)
20 Charleston Road
Hinsdale, IL 60521
PATRICIA M. GETZEL ('73 MUP)
Office: Associate Housing Planner
Puget Sound Council of Governments
Grand Central Building
Seattle, WA
Home: 5626 Keystone Place North
Seattle, WA 98103
A. RICHARD GLANCE ('73 MUP)
Home: 82 Pilgrim Road
Pittsburg, PA 15106
Jonathon will be 4 on August 7th.
NINO HASON ('73 BUP)
Dept. of Urban & Regiona"
University of Toronto
230 College Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Planning
ARDEN SHEAHAN HOLDREDGE ('73 BUP)
Office: Associate Planner, City of
Lenoir
P. 0. Box 958
Lenoir, NC
Home: 849A Taylorsville Road, SE
Lenoir, NC 28645
Well, I have moved again; this time
to Lenoir, North Carolina, in the
foothills of the Blue Ridge Moun-
tains. I am working for the City of
Lenoir in the "nuts and bolts" plan-
ning which I really enjoy. This is
a lovely part of the country and we
are looking forward to getting back
to some hiking and camping this sum-
mer with Carolyn (2 1/2 years old).
ROBERT A. HORMELL ('73 MUP)
12 Main
Dewart,
Street
PA 17730
KATHRYN OLSON JOHNSON ('73 BUP)
Office: Associate Planner
5127 Oakton
Skokie, IL 60077
Home: 9402 Meadow Lane
Des Plaines, IL 60016
PENELOPE D. MAINES ('73 BUP)
Office: Public Relations Officer
Security Pacific Bank
333 S. Hope Street, Hll-14
Los Angeles, CA 90071
Home: 15540 Vanowen Street, #121
Van Nuys, CA 91406
1978 was a year for change. I was
married in February to Knute Johnson
and joined the public relations de-
partment of Security Pacific Bank at
the corporate headquarters in LA
last summer. My primary responsi-
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bility has been the development of
a speakers bureau program for the
bank which we'll be implementing
this spring. I'm also involved in
other media and community relations
projects.
BETTE F. MC KQWN ('73 MUP)
Office: Planning Director
102 North Neil Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 1320 Alms
Champaign, IL 61820
WILLIAM R. NEAL ('73 BUP)
Office: Sales Manager
Burkhart Advertising
1247 Mishawaka Avenue
South Bend, IN
GAIL B. PIERNAS ('73 BUP)
Office: School /Community Coordinator
School District 151
320 East 161st Place
South Holland, IL 60473
Home: 14834 Seeley
Harvey, IL 60426
KERMIT C. ROBINSON ('73 BUP)
15th Avenue, #102Home: 1810
Seattle, WA 98122
WENDA G. SINGER ('73 MUP;
01 ive StreetHome: 714
Murray, KY 42071
JOHN R. STAFFORD ('73 MUP)
Address Unknown
STEPHEN M. PARK ('73 BUP)
Office: Community Assistance
Planner
DuPage Co. Regional Planning Comm.
421 North County Farm Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
Home: 515 East Dawes
Wheaton, IL 60187
JAMES T. STRONG ('73 MUP)
Office: President
Strong Associates, Ltd.
34 Main Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 18 Greencroft
Champaign, IL 61820
EDWARD E. PAULL ('73 MUP)
Office: Baltimore City Planning
Department
222 East Saratoga Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
Home: 3008 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
SUSAN L. WALD ('73 BUP)
Office: Department of Housing and
Urban Development
200 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43215
Home: 644B South Fifth Street
Columbus, OH 43206
THOMAS 0. PAYNE ('73 MUP)
Office: Principal
Trkla, Pettigrew, Allen & Payne
123 W. Madison Street, Suite 1200
Chicago, IL 60602
KENNETH R.
Home: 835 Judson Avenue, Apt.
Evanston, IL 60202
402
WALKER ('73 MUP;
Street S.Home: 1660 Fir
Salem, OR 97302
ROBERT E. WALKER ('73 MUP)
Office: Associate County Planner
Lancaster Co. Planning Commission
50 North Duke Street
Lancaster, PA 17604
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Home: 622 Wyncroft Lane, #11
Lancaster, PA 17603
Still living in Lancaster, Pennsyl-
vania. The area has a good program
of economic and residential revita-
lization in the city. There is
still a good bit of sprawl, however,
which is consuming excellent farm
land. Our agency is involved in a
broad range of planning activities
including agricultural preservation,
housing planning, park land acquisi-
tion, assistance to local govern-
ment, and land development review.
We will be hosting a statewide
planning conference in September
and are gearing up for that.
JAMES E. WARD ('73 MUP)
Home: 5915 Douglas Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
WENDA L. WEATHERSPOON ('73 BUP)
411 East Eureka
Champaign, IL 61820
THOMAS L. YOUNG ('73 MUP)
Address Unknown
HANS C. BJ0RNSS0N ('74 MUP)
Office: Assistant Professor
Institute for Building Economics
Chalmers University of Technology
Fack, S-402 20 Goteborg
Sweden
Home: Klyfterasen 52
S-430 81 Bill da!
Sweden
MARY BESORE DURWARD ('74 BUP)
Office: Regional Planner II
Arrowhead Regional Development Comm.
200 Arrowhead Place
Duluth, MN 55802
Home: 4331
Duluth, MN
Luverne Street
55804
After 4 1/2 years in downtown devel-
opment activities for the City of
Duluth, I have decided to branch
out. On my new job I am responsible
for housing and community develop-
ment, as well as downtown planning
for small communities in a 7-county
(mostly rural) region.
JD & I will be moving to our farm
about 40 miles north of Duluth some-
time this summer. He will be farm-
ing full time and I will be contrib-
uting to urban sprawl by commuting
to Duluth.
1974
MARTHA DADE BERKESCH ('74 MUP)
Home: 105 Knollwood Lane
Greenville, SC 29607
TIMOTHY J. BERKESCH ('74 MUP)
Office: Investment Broker
J. C. Bradford & Co.
700 East North Street
Greenville, SC 29601
Home: 105 Knollwood Lane
Greenville, SC 29607
WILLIAM J. ECKEL '74 MUP)
PlannerOffice: Resource
W220 King County Courthouse
Seattle, WA 98104
Home: 3057
Seattle, WA
JW 62nd
98107
CHARLES FLOORE ('74 BUPi
Address Unknown
CATHERINE T. FREEBAIRN ('74 MUP)
Office: Planner, Areawide Planning
Division of Planning and Zoning
Dept. of Metropolitan Development
City-County Building, 2041
Indianapolis, IN 46204
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Home: 4901 Washington Blvd., #1
Indianapolis, IN 46205
EUGENE L. GOLDFARB ('74 MUP)
Home: 900 Ridge Road
Highland Park, IL 60035
SAMUEL GRESHAM, JR. ('74 BUP)
Office: Department of Development
50 West Broad Street, Suite 401
Columbus, OH 43215
TIMOTHY A. HANSEN ('74 MUP)
Rural Route 2, Box 355
Mundelein, IL 60060
JOSEPH P. HOUGH ('74 BUP)
Office: Urban Planner
Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation
1522 K Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Home: 3048 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
Still involved in reviewing and re-
planning Federal projects that im-
pact historic and architectural
sites, and enjoying it as much as
ever. Still love living in George-
town, but enjoy the large amount of
travel involved with the job and
pleasure that get me away from
Washington from time to time.
KEITH W. HERON ('74 1W)
Office: Director of Wor k-Study
Program
Dept. of City & Regional Planning
Cornel 1 University
213 West Sibley Hall
Ithaca, NY 14853
ROGER L. HOUSTON ('74 BUP)
- Structure Plans
Home: 159 Central Chapel Road
Brooktondale, NY 14817
I'm back in school, yuk! Ithaca,
NY is a fun place to study and the
campus here at Cornell is scenic.
I hope to continue my interest in
national urban policy here at
Cornell and I'm looking for a chal-
lenging research topic (any sugges-
tions?). I live in Brooktondale,
NY on a farm. The living is easy
and very slow. My palace is enough
to make any urbanite jealous! Some-
times I find it hard to believe
that I was born in Brooklyn and was
once an urban dweller. Please send
all mail to the town post office.
P.S. Still looking for a wife and
family. Any suggestions?
DEBRA A. HOLT ('74 BUP)
717 North 40th Street
East St. Louis, IL 62205
Office: Planner
Strathclyde Regional Council
Dept. of Physical Planning
Mclver House, 51 Cadogan Street
Glasgow, Scotland, U.K.
Home: 9 Blantyre Court
Erskine, Renfrewshire
Scotland, U.K.
MARTIN H. JOHNSON ('72 BUP, '74 MUPi
Office: Chief Transportation
Planner
Chicago Area Transportation Study
300 West Adams, Second Floor
Chicago, IL 60606
Home: 9402 Meadow Lane
Des Plaines, IL 60016
ELLEN JACOBSEN ISSERMAN ('74 MUP)
Home: 207
Urbana, IL
West Indiana
61801
Back in this town of the hallowed
halls I have dropped out of the la-
bor market (partly due to the pau-
city of high powered planning jobs
in C-U) and back into the universi-
ty. As my interest in the area of
health, health planning, policy,
etc. burgeoned in Los Angeles, I de-
cided to pursue it further when we
returned to Illinois. Thus, I'm a
doctoral candidate in tne Social
Work program and really enjoying
in-depth learning again. Not mak-
ing money while I'm working my tail
off is somewhat distressing, but I
just keep hoping I'm making myself
ultimately employable. With the
blessing and support of my husband
I'm also pursuing another possibil-
ity—undergraduate science courses
as a prerequisite for applying to
medical school (the U of I joint
MD/PhD program if fortune is with
me). It's a definite long shot but
I'm really happy to be learning
about the "physical universe" at
this late point in my life.
Our house and life in Urbana have
been surprisingly nice. It's such
a manageable environment. In Aug-
ust Andy, Jasmine the dog, and I
take off for a year in Washington,
DC (see Andy's blurb under faculty)
and further adventures in change
and flexibility. I'll be going to
school and perhaps consulting a bit
if possible. Life is fine. A
happy year to all
.
SUZANNE JOHNSON LA PLANT ('74 MUP)
Office: Operations Planning
Metropolitan Transit Agency
3300 NW 32 Avenue
Miami, FL
Home: 4131 Lybyer Avenue
Miami, FL 33133
During the past winter, I decided to
get out of transportation planning
for special groups--mostly the el-
derly & handicapped--and put my
planning to work in operations plan-
ning for the public transit company
here in Miami. Now, instead of a
bunch of vans and minibuses, I get
to work with 600 buses, 32 mini-
buses, an operations planning pro-
gram for our upcoming 21 mile rapid
transit line and a downtown people
mover. To say the least, I am never
bored and rarely idle. My husband
and I are enjoying Miami with a ram-
bunctious sheepdog and would enjoy
seeing classmates if you're in town.
YVONNE J. LE GARDE ('74 MUP)
Address Unknown
BRIDGET R. LANE ('74 BUP;
Address Unknown
MICHAEL C. LANGFORD ('74 MUP)
Office: Research Director
United Way of Tarrant County
210 East Ninth Street
Fort Worth, TX 76102
Home: 2500 S. University, #15
Fort Worth, TX 76109
In March 1979, Jean and I completed
an amicable, if not friendly di-
vorce, after a considerable separa-
tion. We both seem to have come
through as better parents to
Claire. We, each of us separately,
wish all our friends from U of I
well and encourage you to let us
hear from you if you're going to be
in the area.
JOHN K. LIBERTY ('74 BUP)
c/o University of Arizona
Planning Department
BPA Building
Tucson, AZ 85720
MARY M. LYNCH ('74 MUP)
Office: Research Coordinator
Bureau of Municipal Research
2 Toronto Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Home: 1090 Avenue Road
Toronto, Ontario M5N2E2, Canada
Toronto is a fascinating city--and
is undertaking some interesting
planning techniques to control the
growth and development. If anyone
is interested, let me know. I am
presently working for a non-profit
research organization doing research
on municipal problems. Not your
i;<i
typical "planning" job, but it is
interesting.
ROSEMARY B. NAPHIN ('74 MUP!
210 Broadway Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
DEBORAH KOPS SMITH ('74 BUP)
Office: Cincinnati City Planning
Commission
228 City Hall, 8th & Plum
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Home: 319 Terrace Avenue
Cincinnati, OH 45220
STANLEY S. PARSONS ('74 MUP)
Office: Land Pollution Division
Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency
2200 Churchill Road
Springfield, IL 62702
DENNIS R. PESCITELLI ('74 MUP)
Office: Resources Planner
Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 2112 North 21st Street
Springfield, IL 62702
SARAH BOROS POUR ('74 MUP)
Office: Director of Community
Development
1131 Steubenville Avenue
Cambridge, OH 43725
Home: 1008 Gomber Avenue
Cambridge, OH 43725
GENEVIEVE J. PRATT ('74 MUP)
Office: Planner
Village of Arlington Heights
33 South Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
Home: 5 South Dryden, 2C
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
LYNN T. SEERMON ('74 MUP)
Office: Bureau of the Budget
State of II linois
Home: 333 South Douglas, Apt. 4
Springfield, IL 62704
DOROTHEA L. STEFEN ('74 MUP)
Office: Department of Planning and
Community Development
City Hall
Hagerstown, MD 21740
Home: 1020 Franklin Street, #3
Winchester, VA 22601
KEVIN M. SULLIVAN ('74 BUPl
Address Unknown
Y U-LI SUN ('74
Ph.D.
MUP)
Student
S.W.
Office:
Faculty of Architecture
University of Sydney, N.
Sydney, Australia 2006
I am temporarily settled down in
Sydney and have enrolled as a Ph.D.
student in the Faculty of Architec-
ture of the University of Sydney.
In fact, I had always been hoping
and waiting to join the Ph.D. pro-
gram of our Department (U of I).
However, it seems that it will be
some time to wait before the program
could start. Sydney is a beautiful
city and the University of Sydney
has a good research environment. So
we came in February of this year.
PAUL A. TESSAR ('74 MUP)
Office: Remote Sensing Project
Di rector
National Conference of State
Legislatures
1405 Curtis, #2300
Denver, CO 80202
Home: 8344 East Briarwood Place
Englewood, CO 80112
Greetings from the mile-high city!
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The Tessar clan--now five strong--
has settled into a comfortable ex-
istence in the suburbs of Metro
Denver. Latest addition: Molly,
born 11/78 (#3). I've become active
in local affairs, chairing the
board of the Walnut Hills Civic As-
soc. --representing 1200 homeowners
and one square mile of suburbia.
After years of cynicism about citi-
zen participation, I'm getting a
taste of "advocacy planning." It's
been interesting and enlightening.
I'm still working with the National
Conference of State Legislatures--
now as Director of the Remote Sens-
ing/Natural Resource Information
Systems Project. Main activities
center on providing technical as-
sistance to natural resource and
environmental committees of individ-
ual state legislatures on Landsat
and information system capabili-
ties, applications, limitations and
costs.
JILL P. TIEDT ('74 MUP)
Office: Landrum & Brown
290 Central Trust Building
Cincinnati , OH 45202
Home: 2444 Madison Road, #602B
Cincinnati , OH 45208
CHRISTIE LOVE VON PROTZ ('74 WP]
Address Unknown
NANCY KUCICH WARREN ('74 BUP)
73 Yorkshire Road
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
STEPHEN C. WEEKS ('74 BUP)
Office: Director
Livingston County Regional Planning
Commi ssion
Courthouse
Pontiac, IL
Home: Rural Route 1
Forrest, IL 61741
The job with the planning commission
continues to prove interesting. The
construction activity has remained
fairly stable over the past few
years. Some new industry has moved
into Livingston County which should
give a boost to the local economy.
Beth and I purchased a farmhouse in
the country last fall and have spent
the winter remodeling. We should be
ready to move sometime at the end of
March. This is the second house
we've remodeled and hopeful ly the
last for quite a whi le.
LAURENCE A. WILBRANDT ('74 BUP)
Office: Village Planner
102 South Second Street
West Dundee, IL 60118
Home: 65 South Virginia Street
Crystal, IL 60014
Greetings fellow alumni (with and
without "orange fever")! After
three different planning jobs in as
many years, I believe I have finally
quenched my wanderlust. I started
as Village Planner for West Dundee,
Illinois (pop. 4000) last June.
Next to the Village Clerk, I am the
only fulltime, general government
staff member at Village Hall--so I
am involved with just about every-
thing.
West Dundee is very old (incorpor-
ated 1834) and proud of its historic
background and setting--adjacent to
the Fox River, just north of Elgin.
Dozens of homes and stores are over
100 years old. The "problem" per-
tains to meshing the old village
with the new Spring Hill regional
shopping mall that was recently an-
nexed and under construction. The
mall, boasting over 1 million square
feet and 100+ stores has stirred up
a great deal of controversy over
traffic, downtown parking, property
values, etc. As usual, the planner
is caught in a deadly crossfire.
However, things are progressing, al-
though not quite as smoothly as I
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would like as the pro/anti mall
struggle continues.
I am looking forward to the chal-
lenge of applying planning concepts
within the coming boom/growth con-
text of historical West Dundee. I
think it is somewhat unique for a
planner to "get in on the ground
floor" before the small village be-
comes a good-sized city with its
development framework and parame-
ters largely established. My wife,
Vicki, still has her hands full
with 30 first-graders in Crystal
Lake. But we hope to move to West
Dundee shortly.
Good-bye and good luck to all!
RONALD R. WINLEY ('74 MUP)
VINCENT L. BERNARDIN ('75 MUP)
Office: Executive Director
Evansville Redevelopment Authority
Evansville, IN
Address Unknown
KAREN N. YONKERS ('74 MUP)
Home: 10307 Sprinkle Road
Vicksburg, MI 49097
KENNETH S. YONKERS , JR. ('74 MUP)
Home: 10307 Sprinkle Road
Vicksburg, MI 49097
ALEXANDER P. ZANELLO ('74 BUP)
Address Unknown
1975
SUSAN A. ALLW00D ('75 BUP)
160 Fairbank Road
Riverside, IL 60546
ADRIENNE L. BELL ('75 BUP)
2129 West 82nd Place
Chicago, IL 60620
Home: 2909
Evansville,
East Oak Street
IN 47714
BRADLEY A. CANTRELL ('75 BUP)
Office: Planner II
Planning Department
102 North Neil Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 703 West Church Street, H
Champaign, IL 61820
No real news to report. I'm still
in Champaign working in the city's
planning department.
TERRELL CARPENTER ('75 BUP)
Office: City Planner
Community Development Agency
1015 Locust Street, Suite 1201
St. Louis, MO 63101
Home: 6516 Bradley
St. Louis, MO 63139
Greetings from the river's edge.
St. Louis is moving ahead, I'm happy
to report, although sometimes it
seems that progress occurs only be-
cause a lot of people must have de-
grees in community dentistry (like
pulling teeth around here!). Neigh-
borhood pride, local organizational
sophistication (regarding CD), and
some successful federal resource
capture are helping to win the never
ending battle for truth, justice,
and the urban way of life!
JULIA A. CHASE ('75 MUP)
Office: Genesee County Metropolitan
Planning Commission
1101 Beach Street
Flint, MI 48502
Home: 950 Welch Boulevard
Flint, MI 48504
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DENISE P. DOUGAN ('75 BUP)
3424 Maple Lane
Hazel Crest, IL 60429
JOHN C. DURHAM ('75 MUP)
Office: City Planner II
City & County of Denver
1445 Cleveland Place
Denver, CO 80202
Home: 74 West Byers Place
Denver, CO 80223
I am currently in my fourth year
with the Denver Planning Office and
once again a neighborhood planner
after two years in the public fa-
cilities section. In addition to
the everyday planning issues that
surface in my 18 neighborhoods, I
am also helping with the adminis-
tration of America's largest Urban
Development Action Grant (UDAG), a
$13.5 million grant from HUD to ac-
complish a major residential revit-
alization project in the Lincoln
Park neighborhood. I am beginning
to write the neighborhood plan for
Lincoln Park and Baker, the two
neighborhoods which occupy Denver's
"Westside." This plan will have a
special personal significance for
me, as I have recently purchased a
turn-of-the-century house in Baker
to rehabilitate and call home.
ANTHONY J. GEDWILL
7559 South Roberts
Bridgeview, IL 60455
('75
Road
BUP)
DAVID G. GERARD ('75 MUP)
Office: Resources Planner, Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency
Division of Air Pollution Control
2200 Churchill Road
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 1238 West Orchard
Springfield, IL 62702
PATRICK J. GLITHERO ('75 MUP)
Office: Director
Logan Co. Regional Planning Comm.
529 South McLean Street
Lincoln, IL 62656
Home: 403 Peoria SI
Lincoln, IL 62656
reet
No major changes here!
STEPHEN D. GORDON ('75 MUP)
Office: Head, Housing and Economic
Development Section
1445 Cleveland Place
Denver, CO 80202
Home: 1059 South York Street
Denver, CO 80209
I was married in August
Truwe who works for the
Development Agency
A Housing and Economic
section was formed last
was made the head of it
ticipating a promotion
City Planner II to a CP
Much of my time lately h
on dealing with the pro
placement. A report, "
Displacement in Denver"
printed.
to Dianne
Community
Development
fall and I
I am an-
soon from a
III.
as been spent
blem of dis-
Residential
was just
SUSAN G. GUDERLEY ('75 BUP)
Office: McHenry County Housing
Authority
329 Lake Street
Woodstock, IL 60098
Home: 1482 West Banbury
Palatine, IL 60067
BECKY G. HERSHBERGER ('75 MUP)
Office: Interagency Coordinator
Institute of Natural Resources
222 South College Street
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 820 South Second Street, #1
Springfield, IL 62704
I'm into my second year at the In-
stitute, which functions as the
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state energy office. In addition
to my responsibilities as liaison
with other state agencies involved
in energy conservation related ac-
tivities, I administer a grant pro-
gram for local governments which
makes small grants to Illinois
municipalities for community energy
management on a competitive basis.
CONNIE I. HILL ('75 BUP)
Home: 2540 South Wesley, #5
Berwyn, IL 60402
ROGER G. HOPKINS ('75 MUP)
Office: Director
Dept. of Community Development
Neenah City Hall , P. 0. Box 627
Neenah, WI 54956
Home: 412 Adams Street
Neenah, WI 54956
but don't forget to go back to where
you came from!
LARRY D
Office
JUSTICE ('75 BUP!
Ada Planning Association
150 North Capitol Boulevard
P. 0. Box 500
Boise, ID 83702
Home: 1016 West Franklin
P. 0. Box 183
Boise, ID 83701
I left Chicago in May 1978 to try
life out west. Idaho, and Boise in
particular, is growing rapidly and
therefore has provided an exciting
and stimulating planning environ-
ment. I am presently in charge of
developing a joint Boise City-Ada
County "Metro Zoning Ordinance" to
include all varieties of develop-
ment controls from A to Z. On the
personal side, I have been travel-
ing extensively throughout Idaho,
Utah, Montana, and Oregon. Idaho
has some of the best back-packing
trails I have ever experienced. I
encourage anyone with a few weeks
next summer to come to Idaho and
explore our mountains with their
numerous lakes, ghost towns and hot
springs. You'll love it out here,
NORMAN A. KATZ
Home: 5421
Chicago, IL
75 MUP)
South Cornell
60615
GLEN T. KOYAMA ('75 MUP!
Office: Planner
Belt, Collins & Assoc.
,
745 Fort Street, #514
Honolulu, HI 96813
Ltd,
Home: 253 Kaumakani Street
Honolulu, HI 96825
TIMOTHY J. KRAWCZEL ('75 MUP)
Office: County Planner
Alleghany County Office Building
3 Pershing Street
Cumberland, MD 21502
Home: 204 Washington Street
Cumberland, MD 21502
My duties with the 5th Special
Forces Battalion, 20th SF Group
have been changed to reserve train-
ing, so I have been able to concen-
trate more on my professional plan-
ning career. Although I love my
work here as county planner, I'm on
the lookout for a job as county di-
rector of planning and zoning.
NORMAN FREDRICK KRON ('75 BUP)
Office: Research Associate
Energy and Environmental Systems
Division, Building 12
Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 62439
Home: 3837 Sterling Road
Downers Grove, IL 60515
JAMES W. KUBIESA ('75 BUP)
Home: 213 West Hanover Place
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
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MARY ANN LEONARD ('75 BUP)
Planner III
Lane Co. Housing & Cotnm. Development
170 East 11th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401
Home: 2458 Harris Street
Eugene, OR 97405
It's approaching the one year bench
mark for me in the present job, and
I'm still a happy bureaucrat. The
trip west in '77 was a successful
life-change, and while my feet are
not yet webbed, Oregon agrees with
me. Romance? Just before I left
New York I took the "big plunge"
with a very attractive German Shep-
herd which had previously cohabi-
tated with another planning student.
Now we're both enjoying the great
outdoors (fleas included) of the
Pacific NW.
FRANK A. LUCIBELLA ('75 MUP)
Office: Senior Budget Analyst
Senate Ways & Means Committee
Statehouse
Boston, MA
Home: 20 Hereford
Boston, MA 02115
Street, #2
Carol and I have settled in Boston
and would like to apologize to ev-
erybody to whom we owe letters.
KATHLEEN A. MC CABE ('75 BUP;
P. 0. Box 902
Champaign, IL 61820
EDWARD G. MC GUIRE (
Home: 6108 Lakewood
Tacoma, WA 98467
75 MUP)
Drive West, #2
PHILIP Y. LEVIN ('75 BUP)
General Delivery
Hollywood, FL 33022
DARRELL L. R. LEWIS ('75 BUP)
Office: Director of Planning Servs,
Yaggy Associates, Inc.
Mason City,
1206
City,
IA 50401
Home:
Mason
2nd
IA
Street,
50401
We are once again making a change
and move. I will complete my MA in
Planning at Iowa this spring and
have accepted a new position with
Yaggy Associates out of Rochester,
Minnesota and Mason City, Iowa. We
recently bought a home in Mason
City and are very busy with all the
activities for our move.
BERNARD F. LINSENMEYER, III ('75
BUP)
Office: Assistant County Planner
Court House
Prince Frederick, MD 20678
Home: Box 407A
St. Leonard, MD 20685
SUSAN K. MC GUIRE ('75 MUP)
Office: Administrative Director
Pierce County Rape Relief
Puget Sound Hospital
Tacoma, WA 98408
Home: 6108 Lakewood Drive West, #2
Tacoma, WA 98467
ANN SCHAEFFER MOELLER ('75 BUP)
Office: Land Planning Analyst
Friendswood Development Co.
P. 0. Box 2567
Houston, TX 77092
Home: 9898 Club Creek Drive, #203
Houston, TX 77036
WILLIAM P K ( 74 BUP, '75
Assistant Director
MUP)
Office:
York Road Planning Area Committee
Baltimore, MD 21212
Home: 6150 Chinquapin Parkway
Baltimore, MD 21239
GINA L. NATARUS ('75 BUP)
Office: Consultant
Medicus, 990 Grove Street
Evanston, IL
95
Home: 5858 North Sheridan, #605
Chicago, IL 60660
In February, I left the Chicago
Health Systems Agency to accept a
position with Medicus, a health
care consulting firm with offices in
several cities. I'm in the Govern-
ment Services Division, involved in
a variety of projects around the
country. I hope to run into some
of my fellow alumni in the course
of my travels.
CHRISTOPHER E. NIELSON ('75 BUP;
Office: Los Angeles Community
Design Center
541 S. Spring Street, Room 800
Los Angeles, CA 90013
Home: 1536 LeMoyne, #8
Los Angeles, CA 90026
BARBARA C. RHODES
Home: 637 Forest
Jackson, MS 39206
('75 MUP)
Avenue
BARBARA A. SCHLEICHER ('75 MUP)
Office: Planner
City of Aurora - Community Devel
.
Program
44 East Downer Place
Aurora, IL 60507
Home: 807 Huntington Drive, #C
Aurora, IL 60506
I'm working for the City of Aurora
in the Community Development Pro-
gram. This program provides finan-
cial and technical assistance to low
and moderate income households in
Aurora.
I've been here for 6 months and
real ly enjoy this work.
RAYMOND A. 0NTIVER0S ('75 MUP)
Office: Planning Director
Bel videre-Boone County Regional
Planning Commission
613 North Main
Belvidere, IL 61008
Home: 2117 Davis Drive
Belvidere, IL 61008
GARY R. PAPKE ('75 MUP)
Office: Assistant Planner
Northeastern 111. Planning Comm.
400 West
Chicago,
Madison
IL 60606
ANTONIO PEREZ ('75 BUP;
Address Unknown
IVAN M. POUR ('75 MUP)
Office: Tuscarawas Valley Regional
Planning Commission
Cambridge, OH
Home: 1008 Gomber Avenue
Cambridge, OH 43725
MICHAEL F. SCHUBERT ('75 MUP)
Office: Neighborhood Director
NHS of Chicago - Near Northwest Div.
1942 North Leavitt
Chicago, IL 60647
Home: 2144 West Cortland
Chicago, IL 60647
I'm entering my fourth year with NHS
--still very pleased with the organ-
ization. The program has expanded a
great deal since the beginning but
the focus is still on the neighbor-
hood.
My big personal news is the purchase
of a house--a two flat actually--
very old but with a lot of charac-
ter. The fact that it needs a lot
of work means I have been living in
a construction site for six months.
It has been interesting but I don't
look forward to doing it again. My
best to everyone.
VIJAY K. SETHI ('75 MUP)
Office: Executive Director
Fargo-Moorhead Metropolitan COG
44 Foss Lane
Moorhead, MN 56560
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Home: 1703 South 19th Street
Moorhead, MN 56560
STEVEN A. SPE1SE ('75 MUP)
Office: Olathe City Hall
Olathe, KS 66061
Home: 600 South Harrison, #35
Olathe, KS 66061
SANDRA 0. STEPHENS ('75 MUP)
Address Unknown
SHERI H. STERNBERG ('75 BUP)
Office: Jewish Federation of
Chicago
One South Franklin
Chicago, IL 60606
Home: 6136 North Mozart
Chicago, IL 60659
GUY F. SUMMERS ('75 BUP)
Address Unknown
ALAN W. TANNER ('75 BUP)
Home: 1313 Roland Drive
Normal, IL 61761
JEFFREY W. TOCK ('75 MUP)
Office: Village of Tinley Park
17355 South 68th Court
Tinley Park, IL 60477
Home: 40 East Oak, Apt. 2011
Chicago, IL 60611
GARY L. WOOD ('75 BUP)
Office: Midwest Coordinator
Unitarian Universal ist Service
Committee
407 South Dearborn St., Room 370
Chicago, IL 60605
Home: 136 South Kenilworth Avenue
Oak Park, IL 60302
DAVID B. ZIELINSKI ('75 MUP)
Office: Senior Transportation
Planner
150 North Capitol
Boise, ID 83701
Home: 6211 Tahoe Drive
Boise, ID 83705
Since the last newsletter, two
changes have occured in our lives.
In January I changed jobs and we
moved to Boise. Our second child
was born on October 10, a girl we
named Melissa. She joins a brother,
Brian, who'll be 3 in May. We are
all anticipating many hours of rec-
reation in the mountains and we'll
not miss all the snow & cold of Wis-
consin, especially after the winter
of '79!
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ANNUAR BIN MA'ARUF ('76 MUP)
Office: State Planning Unit, Kedah
Block B, Wisma Megeri
Alor Setar, Kedah, Malaysia
LYNN F. BORKER ('76 BUP)
Office: Administrative Assistant
Office of the Mayor, Community
Development Division
Planning & Programming Section
1125 Brazos, 9th Floor
Houston, TX 77002
Home: 3306 Graustark, #18
Houston, TX 77006
LUBA V. BOZINOVITCH ('76 BUP)
2454 West Ainslie
Chicago, IL 60625
BARRY J. BRUNINGA ('76 BUP)
444 Tomahawk
Park Forest, IL 60466
y7
SARAH E. CANZONERI ('76 MUP)
Home: 1301 Brighton Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
I will be receiving my JD from the
U of 111. Law School in May, and we
plan to move to Washington, DC this
summer. In October I will begin
working for the Office of General
Counsel of HUD.
SALLY C. ERICSSON
Home: 61 Park
Boston, MA 02215
76 BUP,
Drive, Apt. 21
ROSEMARIE CONTE FALLON ('76 MUP)
Office: Regional Planner
Lowcountry Council of Governments
P. 0. Box 98
Yemassee, SC 29945
QUENTIN C. CHIN ('76 BUP)
Office: Champaign Consortium
74 East University Avenue
Champaign, IL 61820
JEFFREY H. COLEMAN ('76 BUP)
Office: Manager
618 East Daniel
Champaign, IL 61820
Presently finishing a master's in
advertising at the University of
Illinois. Prior to returning to
the University, I held the position
of land use planner for the City of
Gary, Indiana, a very unique exper-
ience.
MARTIN F. FARRELL ('76 BUP)
Office: Lake County Regional
Planning Department
Waukegan, IL
Home: 173 North Grove
Oak Park, IL 60302
TERRY P. FOEGLER ('76 MUP)
Office: Northern Kentucky Area
Planning Commission
Eleventh and Lowell Streets
Newport, KY 41077
Home: 2846 Dry Ridge Court
Ludlow, KY 41016
DENISE M. DE BELLE ('76
Researcher and
BUP)
PlannerOffice:
Metropolitan Housing Development
Corporation
407 South Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60604
Home: 5705 South Spaulding
Chicago, IL 60629
ACHILLE DINATALE
Home: 4424
Boulder, CO
Driftwood
80301
76 BUP)
Place
For the past three years, until
Fall 1978, I was employed as plan-
ner for Homer Township in Will Co.,
Illinois. Currently, I am attend-
ing the University of Colorado at
Boulder, pursuing a MS in Civil En-
gineering in the field of water re-
sources.
JOE E. FRANK ('76
Office: Senior P"
Dept. of Planning
P. 0. Box 580
Fort Collins, CO
MUP)
anner
& Development
80522
Home: 2408 Stover Street
Fort Collins, CO 80525
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theme for my recent mov
Col 1 ins. I am responsi
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she works with. We recently en-
tered the "Valley of Debt" and bought
a house. Dawn and I are trying to do
as much snow skiing and hiking as
possible. We are both still adapt-
ing to the high altitude, low humid-
ity, and western life. I still hav-
en't bought a cowboy hat or boots,
and am still wearing a tie to work.
The other planners give me about six
months to become fully "cowboyized.
"
We're both sorry to leave our friends
and fellow employees in Naperville
and the rest of Illinois. If any of
you "flatlanders" are out this way,
be sure to stop by.
LINDSEY GAYLES, JR. ('76 BUP)
Dept. of Development & Planning
121 North LaSalle St., Room 1000
Chicago, IL 60602
ROBERT H. GILLESPIE, JR. ('76 MUP)
2105 Winter Street,
Salem, OR 97301
SE
LEE E. GOEDDEL ('76 BUP)
Office: Personnel Analyst
Division of Compensation & Benefits
500 State Office Building
Springfield, IL 62701
Home: 321 1/2 South MacArthur
Springfield, IL 62704
ARNOLD HARRIS ('76 MUP)
Office: Research Specialist
UWM Water Resources Info. Program
Rm 303 Eng/Phys Sci Library
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI 53706
Home: 3427 County Highway "P"
Route 1 , Box 181 -C
Mount Horeb, WI 53572
GERALD P. HAY ('76 BUP)
Office: Planner I
25 Aupuni Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Home: 40-A Puu Hina Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Aloha, I have been in Hawaii since
graduation and have been thoroughly
enjoying myself, the aesthetic beauty
here, and what free time I've had.
In May 1979 I plan to marry Debbie
Kusnierz of Wisconsin. We will re-
side in Hilo and anyone wishing to
do so may contact us at the above
home address.
JOSEPH G. HECK ('76 MUP)
Office: Associate Planner
Bi-State Metropolitan Planning Comm.
1504 Third Avenue
Rock Island, IL 61201
Home: 529-31 st Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
DAVID E. HESS ('76 MUP)
Office: Planner II
Bureau of Environmental Planning
Dept. of Environmental Resources
Executive House, Room 819
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Home: 4801 Arney Road
Harrisburg, PA 17111
LILLA F. HOEFER ('76 MUP)
Office: Environmental Protection
Special ist
U.S. D.O.T., Urban/Mass Transporta-
tion Administration
400 7th Street, SW, UTA-32, Rm. 9305
Washington, DC 20590
Home: 3024 South Buchanan St., C-l
Arlington, VA 22206
What a new experience to be the fed-
eral voice, seeing that grant appli-
cants to UMTA comply with NEPA, the
Nat'l Historic Preservation Act and
the DOT Act! It's fun, to put it
mildly, to appear as the representa-
tive for environmental compliance
for UMTA and still speak as I do.
However, citizens are becoming in-
ured to the actuality of Dixie being
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in the mainstream nowadays. I fondly
remember & appreciate my survival
training in Illinois. For cold
weather et al it has seen me through
winter site inspections in many cold
spots. My best to all. What a
pleasure to have this annual oppor-
tunity to keep in touch.
KATHLEEN R. INGRISH ('76 BUP)
PlannerOffice: Associate
City-County Planning Commission
425 East State
Rockford, IL 61104
Home: 2215 7th Avenue
Rockford, IL 61108
DAVID L. ISLEY ('76 MUP)
Office: Planner-in-Charge
Room 312, Civic Center Complex
Evansville, IN 47708
Home: 1901 Audubon
Evansville, IN 47715
As of March 31, 1979 my status
changed from bachelor to family man
and I became the proud father of a
boy and a girl. Evansville and I are
still together after 2 1/2 years with
project implementation becoming a
reality in the city. This coming
year will also be interesting in
that it is the mayoral election which
will give me a view of power poli-
tics in local government.
LAWRENCE LEW ('76 MUP)
Office: Assistant Planner
Humboldt Co. Planning Department
520 "E" Street
Eureka, CA 95501
Home: 907 "K" Street, Apt. 18
Eureka, CA 95501
In February 1978 I was promoted to
Assistant Planner. I am still with
the "current planning" section,
working the counter and performing
environmental review duties for sub-
divisions and use permits. Special
projects are scattered when the oc-
casion arises and a general plan re-
vision may be somewhere on the hori-
zon. The challenges here are that
the Department is trying to change
for the better and yet it needs much
more interaction and support from
the public. Is it ever any differ-
ent?
In June 1978 I made a trip to the
"great cities" of the East Coast and
stopped over in Cincinnati to visit
and "compare notes" with Terry Foeg-
ler. And in December 1978 I had a
short but pleasant visit from Barb
Hartman from the Department staff.
Best wishes to all .
WARD E. LUTHI ('76 MUP)
Home: 532 Eden Park
Rantoul, IL 61866
PATRICIA J. KNUPP ('76 BUP)
PlannerOffice: Environmental
East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council
Pierce Building, Suite 1200
112 North Fourth Street
St. Louis, M0 63102
Home: 5538A Plover
St. Louis, M0 63120
JOANNE MALINOWSKI ('76 BUP)
Nordica Avenue6530 North
Chicago, IL 60631
MICHAEL B. MC D0N0UGH ('76 MUP)
Office: Head, Planning Department
Civic Center Complex
Longmont, CO 80501
Home: 1201 Autumn Court
Longmont, CO 80501
Longmont is having growing pains and
there are great opportunities for
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implementation of innovative growth
management programs. We are pursu-
ing an adequate facilities program
to strengthen our neighborhoods and
to complement our existing urban
services boundary.
The family is healthy and growing.
We have a home with a largely unob-
structed view from Pike's Peak to
the Wyoming Rockies. Although it's
no mansion, our home will sleep ex-
tra people. So if you're passing
through. .
.
I have only one question: What ever
happened to all the people in the
classes of '75, '76 and '77?
PAUL F. MAYNARD ('76 BUP)
1120 Pennsylvania
Windsor, IL 61957
LUIS MOREIRA-PAREJA
Home: Casilla 2014
Guayaquil , Ecuador
('76
(U)
MUP)
ROBERT A. MREEN ('76 BUP)
407 Portland
0'Fallon, M0
Place
63366
ROY A. PARKIN ('76 MUP)
Office: City Planner
161 South Cherry Street
P. 0. Box 1387
Galesburg, IL 61401
Home: 81 Duffield Avenue
Galesburg, IL 61401
In December I was appointed Acting
Director of Planning and Environmen-
tal Services for the City of Gales-
burg. This means increased responsi-
bilities, including comprehensive
planning, grants administration, and
code enforcement.
JENNIFER K. PUTMAN ('76 BUP)
Office: Deputy Assessor
Cunningham Township
205 1/2 West Green Street
Urbana, IL 61801
CHERYL M. RAMPKE ('76 BUP)
417 Evergreen Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60085
JOE P. RICE ('76 MUP)
Office: Manager, Outdoor Recreation
Planning Program
Arkansas Dept. of Local Services
First National Building, Suite 900
Little Rock, AR 72201
Home: 115 South Valmar
Little Rock, AR 72205
YVONNE L. TAYLOR ('76 BUP)
9225 South Harper Avenue
Chicago, IL 60619
EVELYN M. TURNER ('76 BUP)
Home: 319 Washburn Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55405
RONALD A. VERBURG ('76 BUP)
Office: Planning Aide
Northeastern Illinois Planning Comm.
400 West Madison
Chicago, IL 60606
Home: 2224 Indiana Avenue
Lansing, IL 60438
After spending time in the fields of
real estate (property management)
and construction, I've moved to the
Chicago area and into the planning
field. I'm working in the Research
Services and Economic Development
Department of the Northeastern Illi-
nois Planning Commission. My time
here so far (4 months) has been
spent on the creation of a machine-
readable file of urban services and
public transit available in the six-
county metropolitan area around Chi-
cago. Future work will include mon-
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itoring of residential building
permit data as a base for popula-
tion estimates.
Home: 2740 Coacoochee
Miama, FL 33133
1977
ROBERT B. AHLBERG ('77 BUP)
Office: Zoning Administrator/
Acting Director of Public Works
Village of Flossmoor
Park and Sterling
Flossmoor, IL 60422
Home: 511 Winchester
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
PAUL ASABERE ('77 MUP)
Home: 1974-D Orchard Street
Urbana, IL 61801
ROBERT B. BEGG ('77 MUP)
Office: Director, Planning Service
for Children
Massachusetts Dept. of Mental Health
160 North Washington Street
Boston, MA 02121
DAVID B. BEHR ('77 BUP)
Office: Planner, Area Plan Comm.
County City Building, Room 1140
South Bend, IN 46601
Home: 614 Summit Drive, #4
South Bend, IN 46619
It's been a pretty busy year. The
most important event occurred last
December 16th when I got married.
In the last month we moved to a new
apartment on the west side of South
Bend to better equalize both of our
commutes. My wife Chris is a regis-
tered dental hygienist.
LEE M. BROWN ('77 BUP)
Office: Associate Planner
5800 85th Avenue N.
Brooklyn Park,
Home: 1163
St. Paul, M
55443
Hague Avenue
55104
Since Nov. 1977 I have been em-
ployed as an Associate Planner with
the City of Brooklyn Park, MN. My
responsibilities include: the ad-
ministration of a home improvement
grant; co-administration of a commu-
nity development block grant; cur-
rent and advanced planning reports
for the planning commission; all
staff graphics; enacting a housing
maintenance code; housing and the
natural resources elements of the
comprehensive plan.
The Minneapolis-St. Paul metropoli-
tan area has an extremely active and
progressive planning environment.
Its major drawback is a lack of an
advanced planning education program
with any quality. The University of
Minnesota's planning program is in
its infancy. This forces me to leave
the area when I seek a masters in
planning this fall
.
DANIEL S. CARMODY ('77 BUP;
Office: Urban Planner
City of Rock Island
Rock Island, IL 61201
Home: 219 1/2 17th Street
Rock Island, IL 61204
LAWRENCE A. DEBB ('77 BUP)
5522 Alabama
Clarendon Hills, IL 60514
MARK R. BOAZ ('77 MUP)
Office: Program Analyst
Dade Co. Office of Transportation
Miami, FL
NINA EDIDIN ('77 MUP)
Home: 1628 West Sherwin,
Chicago, IL 60626
#605
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RICHARD D. EDMINSTER ('77 MUP)
Office: Crain & Associates
1145 Merrill Street
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Home: 323 Torino Drive
San Carlos, CA 94070
REBECCA A. GENNARO ('77 BUP)
Rural Route
Tolono, IL
2, Box
61880
STEVEN J. GROSSMAN ('77 MUP)
Office: CPD Representative
Office of Indian Programs
1375 Sutter Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94109
Home: 107 Stadum
Mill Valley, CA 94941
Hi to everyone! I'm now planning
for the Indians in Northern Cali-
fornia, administering HUD's Block
Grant program. The challenge is
tremendous and quite satisfying.
Each tribe is as culturally differ-
ent from one another as the Chinese
from the Indonesians. Quite a
learning experience. The staff is
quite young, well-educated, dynamic
and fun. And the Bay Area is quite
lovely. San Francisco is a very
livable city. Each day is more
beautiful. I'll be glad to hear
from you if you're ever about town.
PETER H. HALLOCK ('77 MUP)
1234 1/2 Glenhurst Court
Rock Island, IL 61201
MICHAEL L. HATMAKER (
4540 South
Tempe, AZ
Rural
85282
Rd.
77
#S
MUP)
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BETH KAHN ('77 BUP)
Planner IOffice:
Bellevue Planning Department
P. 0. Box 1768
Bellevue, WA 98009
Home: 1400 East Republican
Seattle, WA 98112
Rereading last year's Alumni News
brings back many good memories. Was
life every really confined to 909,
1001, & CPLA?? I am currently work-
ing in the Intergovernmental Serv-
ices Division of the Bellevue Plan-
ning Dept. Bellevue is the second
largest city in King County (Seat-
tle). My principal responsibility
involves advising the city council
on regional planning issues. I en-
joy my work and life in the Pacific
Northwest. Actually, I've even
grown accustomed to being in a place
where there are Democrats and Repub-
licans.
MATTHEW M. KLEIN ('77 BUP)
60513
9417 Jackson
Brookfield, IL
THOMAS C. KOENIG ('77 BUP)
Office: Urban Planning Consultant
Midway Executive Manor
21 North Skokie Highway
Lake Bluff, IL 60044
Home: 2344 South Embers Lane
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
KENNETH B. KURTZ ('77 BUP)
6103 Grand Avenue
Downers Grove, IL 60515
WILLIAM R. LENSKI ('77 BUP)
Home: 804 West Oregon
Urbana, IL 61801
MYREEN S. LEVENSHON ('77 BUP)
Home: 5816 West Ridge
Chicago, IL 60660
At your reading of the Alumni News ,
I should have begun work as a Plan-
ning Assistant with the City of Chi-
cago's Dept. of Planning & Community
Development. As of this writing I
have not yet begun work with the
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city. I was accepted for the posi-
tion in November of 1977 and every
week am assured that I will start
the following week--that my papers
have not yet cleared with the bud-
get committee. Because I have no
political connections I am told that
it may take up to 8 months for my
"papers 11 to clear. (What "papers"
they refer to, I am not quite sure.)
Meanwhile I am employed on a tempor-
ary basis as a legal researcher with
a private law firm located at Sears
Tower.
I spent my last year as a VISTA vol-
unteer paralegal counselor with Le-
gal Assistance Foundation of Chica-
go, providing free legal services
to the west side's lower income mi-
nority residents.
Addendum: Due to my lack of polit-
ical connections, the planning po-
sition with the City of Chicago
never came through as promised.
However, this past week I began my
career with the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in a position
which I had applied for back in
June. My title is Equal Opportunity
Specialist with the Office of Civil
Rights. My duties are to assure the
compliance of federally funded agen-
cies with the constitutional amend-
ments prohibiting discrimination on
the basis of race, sex, religion
and age. The job is even better
than I had hoped for!
Home: 6 Forest Lane, Apt. 6
Greenville, IL 62246
KAREN L. MAJORS ('77 MUP)
Office: Redevelopment Planner
#1 Alvarado Square
San Pablo, CA 94608
Home: 1710 St. Andrews Drive
Morago, CA 94556
This year has been an exciting one
for me. I resigned from the DuPage
Co. RPC in Wheaton, 111. last Nov.
(just in time to miss winter!) to
accept a position with the City of
San Pablo in Calif. Needless to say
I love being back in Calif, and am
enjoying a fantastic and challenging
new job. The City of San Pablo
(near Berkeley) is a small community
with one of the most active redevel-
opment, housing rehab and new resi-
dential development programs in the
state.
But even more exciting than my new
job was my marriage to Andrew Perron
on April 21. Andy is also a planner
but will return to school this fall
to work on his master's in civil en-
gineering.
Any MUP's '76, '77 & '78 are always
welcome if you come west.
THOMAS J. MAZZETTA ('77 BUP)
309 Highwood Avenue
Highwood, IL 60040
GREG H. LINDSEY ('77 BUP)
Office: University YMCA
1001 South Wright Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 609 West Bradley
Champaign, IL 61820
LILLIAN M. LYONS ('77 BUP)
Office: Grantsperson
General Design
214 North Third
Greenville, IL 62246
GREGORY E. MC DANIEL ('77 BUP)
204 East Church Street
Champaign, IL 61820
VINCENT M. MUSTO ('77 MUP)
Office: Executive Director
Heighborhood Housing Services
627 Noble Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06608
Home: 412 Boston Avenue
Bridgeport, CT 06610
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I'm starting on my third year (!)
as the director of Neighborhood
Housing Services in Bridgeport.
Our NHS program is doing very well
--the staff has grown from 3 to 7,
we've now generated over $1.3 mill-
ion of housing investment in our
neighborhood, and we'll probably
expand to a new neighborhood by the
end of the year.
I enjoy being on the East Coast, al-
though I'm still a Midwesterner at
heart. One advantage of the East
which I've discovered is ski ing
—
hopeful 1y , I'll finish the winter in
one piece.
I'm still at the same address and
phone as the last 2 years and all
visitors are welcomed, if you don't
complain about my cooking.
spending policy guidelines for the
property owners associations of two
large desert subdivisions. I have
also been working on an Environmen-
tal Impact Report for a 1.7 mile
piece of proposed interstate in
Wallace, Idaho. Off the job I am
very involved in the single adult
program at Fourth Presbyterian
Church, Chicago.
SANDRA J. PAULL ('77 BUP)
Home: 1010 Hi Pointe, Apt.
St. Louis, MO 63117
EMILY C. REGNIER ('72 BUP, '77 MUP)
Office: Principal Planner
Champaign Co. Regional Planning Comm.
117 West Elm Street
Urbana, IL 61801
REGINALD T. NIXON ('77 MUP)
Office: Dept. of State Planning
301 West Preston Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
BARBARA E. SIMON ('77 MUP)
6309 Massachusetts Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20016
JOHN M. PAGE ('77 MUP)
Office: Planner
DeLeuw, Cather & Company
165 West Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60601
Home: 450 West Briar Place, 3F
Chicago, IL 60657
Since graduation I have been in-
volved primarily with three projects
for DeLeuw, Cather. I coordinated
the assembly of the Environmental
Impact Statement for paving and up-
grading a portion of the Alaska
Highway and the Haines Road in the
Yukon Territory, Canada. I was able
to make two trips to the Yukon, once
in the summer for field surveys and
once in the winter for the public
hearings. The project also resulted
in a paper which I presented at the
1978 AIP Conference in New Orleans.
I recently completed work on a pro-
ject in New Mexico and Texas where
we prepared program development and
STEVEN B. SPER0TT0 ('77 BUP)
1124 East Woodrow Avenue
Lombard, IL 60148
KENNETH E. STABLER ('77 MUP)
Office: Senior Consultant
Landrum & Brown
290 Central Trust Building
Cincinnati, OH 45220
Home: 222 Senator Place, #63
Cincinnati, OH 45202
BRUCE K. WALDEN ('77 BUP)
Rural Route 1
Clinton, IL 61727
RONALD L. WALKER ('77 MUP)
Home: 130 Washington Boulevard
Oak Park, IL 60302
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MARGARET A. WINTER ('77 MUP)
Office: Analyst
Real Estate Research Corporation
72 West Adams
Chicago, IL 60603
Home: 6452 North Glenwood, #1
Chicago, IL 60626
After spending a year in the St.
Louis office of Real Estate Re-
search I was transferred to the
firm's home office in Chicago.
Chicago has been great (except, of
course, for the winters) and I have
been able to see several old DURP
friends. Hello to everyone.
ministered over a three-year period,
funds such projects as downtown his-
toric preservation, housing rehabil-
itation for low-income home owners,
park and recreational improvements,
economic and industrial development,
and general city beautification.
Community Development provides an
interesting forum for planning since
the diversity of projects challenges
one's ability to utilize maximum
skills and creativity. My position
here is a flexible half-time one,
which allows me to devote the rest
of my energies to our third daughter,
Amanda Susanne, born last spring
(1978).
WESLEY E. WRIGHT ('77 BUP)
525 Washington Place
East St. Louis, IL 66205
DAVID M. BERTRAM ('78 BAUP)
164 North Woodlawn
Decatur, IL 62622
HASSAN J. ZAIDI ('77 MUP)
Office: Senior Architect/Planner
Pakistan Environmental Planning and
Architectural Consultants Ltd.
24 - Main Gulberg
Lahore, Pakistan
Home: 6, College Road, G. 0.R.1
Lahore, Pakistan
MARCI LYN ZEISEL ('77 BUP)
Address Unknown
1978
9 • • O
SUSAN 0. BARCLAY ('78 MUP)
Office: Assistant Director
Office of Community Development
25 Court Street
Cortland, NY 13045
Home: 41 Lamont Circle
Cortland, NY 13045
I recently co-authored a successful
application for a $1.5 million Small
Cities Discretionary Grant from the
Dept. of HUD. This grant, to be ad-
CRAIG E. BURNS ('78 BAUP)
Home: 520 West Fayette
Springfield, IL 62704
After graduation in May, I began
working with DLE (Dept. of Law En-
forcement) as a part of the Graduate
Public Service Internship with Sang-
amon State University. The program
allows grad students to work 20 hrs/
week in a state agency and enroll in
10 hrs/semester, paid for by the
agency. My course of study at SSU
is Public Administration with a con-
centration in Public Management.
At DLE, I am employed in the Plan-
ning and Development Bureau, Long
Range Planning Section. The Dept.
is attempting to establish a partic-
ipatory long range planning struc-
ture. My job is to serve as a staff
member to that structure.
My time at DLE is taken up in re-
search for various units of the LRP.
I also aid various other sections of
the Bureau in the production of re-
search reports.
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DENISE RENCHER CHIPMAN ('78 BAUP)
Office: Assistant Transportation
Planner
East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council
Pierce Building, Suite 1200
112 North Fourth Street
St. Louis, MO 63102
Home: 212 S. Church Street, Apt. 2G
Belleville, IL 62221
I have been working nine months for
the East-West Gateway Coordinating
Council as an assistant transporta-
tion planner. My duties include do-
ing a Bikeway Feasibility Study for
Wellston, MD, preparing the annual
transportation report, writing an
air quality newsletter monthly, and
various ride-sharing promotional ac-
tivities. I have received one merit
raise.
DAVID T. DAI ('78 MUP)
Home: 505 Ridgefield Drive
Roselle, IL 60172
JUDITH A. DEVITT ('78 BAUP)
5766 N. East
Chicago, IL
Circle
60631
ROBBI RICE DIETRICH ('78 MUP)
Office: Program Officer/Planning
Ozarks Regional Commission
Suite 109, Evergreen Place
1100 North University Avenue
Little Rock, AR 72207
Home: 1 Kingspark Drive
Maumelle, AR 72118
After finishing school in May I
came home and found this job about
4 weeks earlier than I really wanted
to, started to work immediately,
worked 3 weeks, married Jim Dietrich
(my boss from a previous internship
in Little Rock), honeymooned in the
Ozarks for a few days, moved into a
home in Maumel le, AR (one of the few
successful HUD New Towns) which
wasn't finished in time, & haven't
slowed down since. Jim is still
working for Metroplan (local COG) &
I work as the regional planner for
the states of Arkansas, Kansas,
Louisiana, Missouri, & Oklahoma.
Enjoyed visiting with David Berry,
Terry Ball & Susan Rees after the
AIP Conference when they stopped at
Little Rock on their way back to
Illinois.
MICHAEL C. DOYLE ('78 BAUP)
Office: Frances Nelson Health Center
1306 Carver Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
JEFF M. DRUMTRA ('78 BAUP)
170 South Milton
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
MARTHA J. ELKUS ('78 MUP)
Home: 703 8th Street, SE, #3
Washington, DC 20003
MARGARET ELLEN ERIKS0N
Home: 601
Champaign,
East Clark,
IL 61820
('78
#36
MUP)
GUY H. GRONER ('76 BUP, '78 MUP)
Office: Planning Analyst
Illinois Office of Planning
524 South Second
Springfield, IL 62706
Home: 700 South Durkin, #312
Springfield, IL 62704
I am presently involved in updating
Illinois' population projections and
reviewing some capital improvement
projects through the A-95 process.
At the state level in Illinois, A-
95 is the only tool available for
implementing state policy, and it is
becoming an integral part of state
government. Little, if any, actual
planning is done by this office or
any central office and most depart-
ments—transportation & conserva-
tion, for example--have their own
planning sections. Technical assist-
ance positions often are available.
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JOHN P. GROVES ('78 BAUP)
10842 Windsor Drive
Westchester, IL 60153
JANINE M. HATMAKER ( '78 MUP)
Home: 4540 South Rui
Tempe, AZ 85282
-al Rd.,
THOMAS M. HAYES ('78 BAUP)
1711 Wisteria Road
Rockford, IL 61107
MAUREEN P . HIGGINS ( '78 BAUP
#S-10
6586 Hiawatha Avenue
Chicago, IL 60646
GREGORY P. HILL ('78 BAUP)
23W153 Red Oak
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137
AI-LI HWANG ('78 MUP)
Office: Associate Planner
Planning Division
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
Home: 1205-C 16th Street
Wichita Falls, TX 76301
ELIZABETH A. JOHNSON
Home: 52 Livingston
Scarsdale, NY 10583
('78 BAUP)
Road
ELIZABETH W. KATSAROS ('78 MUP)
Office: Assistant Director, CD
Project, BPI
109 North Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60602
Home: 1942 North Richmond
Chicago, IL 60647
From August 1978 to January 1979, I
worked for Legal Assistance Founda-
tion as a housing researcher moni-
toring Chicago's Housing and Commu-
nity Development Program. January
15, 1979--we had our first child,
Sarah Elizabeth. She was born at
home--a fantastic experience—the
Monday after the weekend of the
great blizzard of '79. Everything
went well and we are enjoying her
tremendously. Starting in March
Sarah and I will be working for Bus-
iness and Professional People in the
Public Interest, monitoring Chicago's
Housing and Community Development
Program and assisting community or-
ganizations to take a more active
part in CD. (Things could be en-
tirely different in Chicago given
the recent election results--a happy
thought.) Husband Peter is an at-
torney with Legal Assistance Founda-
tion working in the Englewood Office
at 64th and Halsted. Likes it very
much. We bought a 4-flat in June
and are now residing just north of
Humboldt Park in a predominantly
Latino working-class neighborhood.
Also have German, Norwegian, Ukran-
ian and other neighbors. Very in-
teresting place.
LARRY P. LEVESQUE ('78 MUP)
Office: Neighborhood Housing Servs.
932 East Main Street
Bridgeport, CT 06608
Home: 38 Slater Road
New Britain, CT 06051
CHING-FUNG LIN ('78 MUP)
Office: Division Director of
Research, Planning & Development
P. 0. Drawer 3808
McAllen, TX 78501
Home: 513 Miguel Hidalgo Street
San Juan, TX 78589
I am now a division director of re-
search, planning & development of
Amigos del Valle, Inc., a Title VII
nonprofit organization in South Tex-
as. Programs we have include FmHA
111, 515, HUD 202, 0AA Title IV, V,
VII, and several others in health,
transportation, employment, housing
rehabilitation, construction devel-
opment. My wife works for an archi-
tectural firm. We had a baby girl
last June. She's growing fast.
lue
CYNTHIA DURKO LYNCH ('78 MUP)
Office: Director
Preserve to Enjoy, Inc.
524 Third Street
Columbus, IN 47201
Home: 315 Elmead Court, #3016
Greenwood, IN 46142
I was hired as the Director of a
not-for-profit corporation dedicated
to furthering the preservationist
philosophy in July 1978. Working
with funding from the Community De-
velopment Dept. (CDBG) I have devel-
oped guidelines and procedures for
a Revolving Fund for Historic Pres-
ervation; the fund will allow Pre-
serve to Enjoy, Inc. to purchase,
renovate and resell significant
properties in the older residential
areas of Columbus, and help ensure
the preservation of same through
protective covenants. I also "per-
form" locally, with pro-preservation
slide shows, town tours and talks on
preservation. Our big spring pro-
ject will be the production of a
three-part, video-taped series on
historic preservation in Columbus,
eventually to be available state-
wide.
My husband Bruce still works for
the Historic Landmarks Foundation
of Indiana in Indianapolis; hence,
we have both turned into commuters,
much to our dissatisfaction.
ROBERT E. MABLEY ('78 BAUP)
Office: 6 Ash Street, #200
Cambridge, MA 02138
Home: 2275 Winnetka Road
Glenview, IL 60025
I'm struggling through grad school
Hi to P. Nicholson, J. Devitt.
SCOTT A. MICHIE ('78 MUP)
Office: Assistant Director
West Bluff Neighborhood Housing
Services
920 West Main, #10
Peoria, IL 61606
Home: 1612 West Barker
Peoria, IL 61606
PETER C. NICHOLSON ('78 BAUP)
552 West
Chicago,
62nd Street
IL 60621
DONALD THOMAS NIEMANN ('78 MUP)
Office: Assistant Planner
General Planning Unit
Bi-State Metropolitan Planning Comm.
1504 Third Avenue
Rock Island, IL 61201
Home: 831 21st Street
Rock Island, IL 61201
I began working at Bi-State in Octo-
ber '78 in the general planning unit.
My primary responsibilities are in
the area of land resources and local
assistance. The 5-county region is
interesting in that it covers parts
of two states (Illinois & Iowa) and
extends from very rural areas to a
relatively urban one (quad cities).
Planning is generally accepted as a
legitimate tool for guiding growth
in the region (unlike in some other
areas of west-central Illinois!),
thus making the planning profession
much more rewarding and enjoyable.
GREGORY P. RABB ('78 MUP)
Office: Executive Director
Bailey Delavan Community Services
1287 East Delavan Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14215
Home: 142 Playter Street
Buffalo, NY 14212
In addition to serving as Executive
Director of a multi-purpose neigh-
borhood based non-profit community
organization, I teach economic
courses at a local business school.
I also serve on the By-Laws Committee
of the Upstate New York Chapter of
the American Planning Association.
In my spare hours I work as a neigh-
borhood delegate to the United Citi-
zens Organization (UC0) of Metropol-
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i tan Buffalo, an Alinsky style
group. I don't have a family but
my cat will turn seven this Spring
and is doing very well. For all you
Buffalo knockers, I'm happy to re-
port that snowfall this year is only
1/2 of what it is normally and that
the economic outlook for this re-
gion in 1979 is the best it's been
in years.
KIRSTEN R. REEDER ('78 MUP)
Office: Resource Assistant
National Trust for Historic Pres'n.
Midwest Regional Office
407 South Dearborn Street, Suite 710
Chicago, IL 60605
Home: 1381 Somerset Lane
Elk Grove, IL 60007
After getting my degree in August
1978, I worked for a couple months
as a volunteer with Illinois' Land-
marks Preservation Council. I
helped organize a state-wide con-
ference of preservation experts to
discuss problems in preservation
around the state. That was held in
September. In October I accepted a
job offer from the Chicago office of
the National Trust. I started No-
vember 1 and have been "happy as a
clam" ever since.
I'm living at home now, but as soon
as the weather improves (and my
bank account) I'll be moving into a
place on Chi town's north side.
CAROLYN M. SANDS ('78 MUP)
Office: Survey Coordinator
Historical Preservation Center
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069
Home: Apt. 45 Parkview Courts
220 Sycamore
Vermillion, SD 57069
DAVID B. SELLERS ('78 BAUP)
Office: Environmental Protection
Specialist, Air Enforcement
Branch
U. S. EPA
230 South Dearborn
Chicago, IL 60638
Home: 5422 South Newcastle
Chicago, IL 60638
I will be monitoring industry and
state compliance with the Clean Air
Act in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and
Michigan. So far so good.
DONALD A. SHANE '78 MUP'
IIOffice: Planner
Toledo Metropolitan Area COG
420 Madison Avenue
Toledo, OH
Home:
Toledo
Happy,
Toledo
Steele
ject.)
3723 Grantley Road
,
OH 43613
healthy, and living in
(Still waiting for M.
to finish his master's pro-
SUSAN E. REES
Home: 1322 N
Arlington, VA
('78 MUP)
Wakefield
22207
Street
LOIS A. ROCKER ('78 BAUP)
Home: 405 West Springfield, #1
Urbana, IL 61801
JON K. RODGERS
Home: 401
Urbana, IL
West
61801
'78 BUP)
Cal i form'
a
DAVID P. SIMON ('78 MUP)
Office: Assistant Planner
City-County Planning Commission
425 East State Street
Rockford, IL 61104
Home: Apt. 304, 222 N. Fifth St.
Rockford, IL 61107
I am a transportation planner at the
City-County Planning Commission in
Rockford. One of my major tasks is
to prepare a plan for reducing trans-
portation-related air pollution
no
(based on the Clean Air Act of 1977
1
I also assist in preparing the TSM I
TIP reports.
FURLONIA SMITH ('78 MUP)
Route 1, Box 271
Letohatchee, AL 36047
DONNA C. STIMPSON ('78 MUP)
Office: Mental Health Planner
Northwestern Connecticut Health
Systems Agency
20 East Main Street
Waterbury, CT 06702
Home: 24 Dryden Drive
Meriden, CT 06450
I began work November 1, 1978. I'm
the mental health planner for two
Catchment Area Councils (CAC's).
These councils were created by
state law & are responsible for de-
termining the need for mental health
services in the community, identify
gaps in service & recommend what
types of services are needed. Due
to the State of Connecticut's goal
of deinstitutionalization (reduc-
tion of the census of state mental
hospitals by 10% each year for 5
years), there is a great need to
provide mental health services in a
community-based setting. When com-
munity grants are available, from
Conn. DMH, the councils determine
what types of services are needed &
recommend approval of various grants
for mental health services in their
area. The Council also reviews &
monitors these services to assure
that these agencies are meeting the
objectives they were established to
try a achieve.
RONALD C. SUNDELL ('78 MUP)
Office: Interagency Coordination
Special ist
Northern Tier Pipeline Team
Bureau of Land Management
700 N.E. Multnomah St., Rm. 1250
Portland, OR 97232
Home: 2254 NW Irving
Portland, OR 97210
I am working for the U.S. Dept. of
the Interior, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment. The BLM was assigned the task
of preparing an environmental
statement on a proposed crude oil
transportation system to be con-
structed from the West Coast to the
Midwest. My position is entitled
Interagency Coordination Specialist.
My job is basically to coordinate
the activities between our technical
team and other federal, state, and
local agencies and provide a commu-
nication link with the public. I do
a fair amount of traveling in the
states of Washington, Idaho, Montana,
North Dakota, and Minnesota. Hope-
fully I'll be doing some traveling
in Alaska soon.
On the personal side, I'm doing a
lot of hiking, cross country skiing
and generally enjoying both the
coast and the mountains. I'll be
getting married to Sue in August.
NUNTANA SUWANAMALIK ('78 MUP)
Home: 106/1 Sukapiban 1 Road
Klong Kum, Bangkapi
Bangkok 24, Thailand
MARK L. SWISLOW ('78 BAUP)
6200 North Troy
Chicago, IL 60659
GREGORY M. THORNBURY ('78 MUP)
Office: Land Use Planner
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
77 Beale Street
San Francisco, CA 94106
Home: 1756 Carmel Drive, Apt. 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
MARVIN J. TICK
Office: Council
Affairs Agency
444 North Capitol Street
Washington, DC 20001
78 MUP)
of State Community
Ill
DAVID K. TUCKER ('78 BAUP)
3325 Columbia Avenue
Lincolnwood, IL 60645
MINDY W. TURBOV ('78 BAUP)
4350 Emerson
Skokie, IL 60076
SCOTT P. WALTHIUS ('78 BAUP)
125 South Elm Street
Hinsdale, IL 60521
ANTHONY C. WOOD ('78 MUP)
Rural Route 4
Charleston, IL 61920
1979
CQKER ADEGBORO ('78 MUP)
2104 Orchard Street, #203
Urbana, IL 61801
TERRY E. BALL ('79 MUP)
Office: Program Specialist
International Systems, Inc.
2580 Cumberland Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339
Home: 106 Noble Woods Drive
Atlanta, GA 30319
Moving to the sun belt has proven to
be a warming experience. Brenda & I
are very busy and constantly on the
move. My primary responsibilities
are community development and sewer
and water. I'm not sure that being
a program specialist in sewage con-
veys the true nature of my work, but
titles can often be misleading.
Brenda 's life as an accountant has
its advantages--I don't have to bal-
ance the checkbook and she gets to
play with the income tax forms. We
are both very happy in Atlanta and
are slowly maturing our newly
adopted southern disposition.
TIMOTHY R. BEEBLE ('79 MUP)
Office: Senior Planner
100 Hamilton Plaza
Department of Community Development
Paterson, NY 07505
Home: 168 Dundee Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07503
I was recently transferred from the
Division of Planning to Paterson 's
Dept. of Community Development.
During the past year and a half I
have worked on Paterson 's "701"
Housing Plan, Housing Assistance
Plan, and Capital Improvements Pro-
gram. In addition I've been working
with several resident non-profit de-
velopment corporations who are in-
volved in developing modular infill
housing, constructing housing pro-
jects, substantial rehab and conver-
sion of historic mill buildings to
housing and commercial space, and
encouraging home rehab with low in-
terest loans and matching grants. I
have also been involved in developing
a number of proposals for Section 8
Neighborhood Strategy Areas, UDAG
projects, and state-funded neighbor-
hood preservation projects. Among
the major planning accomplishments
for Paterson over the past year was
the successful challenge of the cen-
sus' estimate of population, boost-
ing the original estimate by approx.
15,000 which resulted in an increase
in revenue sharing, etc. by $1.2 mil-
lion. In addition the City was
awarded an $11.4 million EDA Title
IX grant, a $4.2 million UDAG pro-
ject, and a 100 unit NSA.
Otherwise, life in New Jersey is
strange but I haven't died of cancer
yet as was predicted by Ken Tichacek.
I thoroughly enjoy being 13 miles
from Manhatten as well as an hour
from the shore.
LAUREN KAY BENNINGER ('79 BAUPi
2 Holmes Court
Champaign, IL 61820
1 \l
MYLES D. BERMAN 79 MUP)
Individual Plans of Study
of Liberal Arts & Sciences
Office:
Col lege
University of Illinois
912 South Fifth Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 106 North Cottage Grove
Urbana, IL 61801
PAMELA J. BERNAS ('79 BAUPl
Pacific Avenue3458 North
Chicago, IL 60634
WILLIAM P. CAHILL ('79 MUP)
Office: Instructor
Dept. of Urban & Reg ' 1 Planning
University of Illinois
1003 West Nevada Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 503 East Clark
Champaign, IL 61820
CANDACE D. CAMPBELL ('79 BAUP)
603 West Nevada, #4
Urbana, IL 61801
CHARLES C. CUMBY, JR. ('74 BUP, '79
MUP)
Office: Downtown Project Coordinator
Room 4002, City Hall
Peoria, IL 61602
Home: 1115 North
Peoria, IL 61606
iourland Avenue
Maggie and I are doing fine. I en-
joy my work with the City of Peoria.
Maggie is beginning a new job with
the City of East Peoria as an Acqui-
sition and Relocation Officer for its
CDBG Program. Within the last year
we purchased an older home that had
at one time been owned by the radio
personalities, Fibber McGee and
Molly. We are having fun fixing it
up.
ALBERT DAROSZEWSKI ('79 BAUP)
2242 North Avers Avenue
Chicago, IL 60647
KELLY K. DAVIEE ('79 MUP)
Address Unknown
CARLOS F. DONALDSON, SR. ('79 BAUP)
Office: Campus Mail Distribution
University of Illinois
810 South Sixth Street
Champaign, IL 61820
Home: 406 Brookens
Urbana, IL 61801
NANCY S. GUNDERSON ('79 BAUP)
4506 Nelson Drive
Peoria, IL 61614
TERRENCE J. HOFFMAN ('79 BAUP)
3012 Roberts Drive, #5
Woodridge, IL 60515
AVON T. KILLION ('79 BAUP)
Home: 1204 Ellis Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
KEITH R. LARSON ('79 BAUP)
636 Lakeside Drive
Hinsdale, IL 60521
MICHAEL J. MACZKA ('79 BAUP)
2630 West Belden
Chicago, IL 60647
DAVID L. MATHEWSON ('79 BAUP)
1003 Buell
Joliet, IL 60435
PAUL H. MILLER ('79 BAUP)
Address Unknown
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CHARLES A. NEALE ('79 MUP)
25 Magnolia
Champaign, IL 61820
LEO G. STERK ('77 BUP, '79 MUP]
1306 Ivanhoe Way
Urbana, IL 61820
CHARLES J. NELLANS ('79 MUP)
4620 Lake Trail Dr., #2D
Lisle, IL 60502
DAVID A. STERN ('79 MUP;
1107 East Florida, #13A
Urbana, IL 61801
OLAYINKA OLANIPEKUN 79 MUP)
IllinoisOffice: Northeastern
Planning Commission
400 West Madison Street
Chicago, IL 60606
JOHN S. PAGE ('79 MUP)
Office: Zoning Department
810 Datura
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
DELMER H. POWELL, JR. ('79 MUP)
Office: Embarras Regional Planning
Commission
Richland County Courthouse
P. 0. Box 362
Olney, IL 62450
BRUCE R. STOFFEL ('79 BAUP)
121 North 49th Street
Belleville, IL 62223
GINA M. TRIMARCO ('79 BAUP)
731 South Chester
Park Ridge, IL 60068
WALTER J. TROMPKA ('79 BAUP;
2946 75th Avenue
Elmwood Park, IL 60635
HERBASUKI WIBOWO ('79 MUP)
c/o Dept. of Urban & Reg ' 1 Planning
Texas A & M University
College Station, TX 77843
WILLIAM N. POWERS ('79 MUP;
1708 Kingston
Urbana, IL 61801
SCOTT W. ZIEGLER ('79 BAUP)
764 Elizabeth Street
South Elgin, IL 60177
ANTHONY G. SMANIOTTO ('79 BAUP)
17309 70th Avenue
Tinley Park, IL 60477
PARVEEN K. SOOD ('79 MUP)
Office: Champaign County Regional
Planning Commission
117 West Elm Street
Urbana, IL 61801
Home: 502 West Griggs Street, #310
Urbana, IL 61801
KUO-LON SOONG ('79 MUP)
Office: Calhoun Co. Planning
315 West Green Street
Marshall, MI 49068
Comm.
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Ph.D. in Regional Planning
PROPOSED STATEMENT FOR BULLETIN:
Ph.D. in Regional Planning
Coordinator: Head, or designee, Department of Urban and Regional Planning
Doctoral Program
The Ph.D. in Regional Planning is offered by the Department of Urban
and Regional Planning in close cooperation with the interdisciplinary pro-
gram faculty. The program is designed primarily to train researchers and
teachers for university positions but also will equip specialized practi-
tioners to fill the needs of the public and private sectors for regional
planners with training beyond the master's level. The emphasis of the pro-
gram is on the social and natural science aspects of land use and the neces-
sary background training in research methodology and planning theory and ap-
plication.
Admission
A baccalaureate degree equivalent to those granted by the University of
Illinois is required. Verbal and quantitative Graduate Record Examination
scores should accompany applications. A minimum grade point average of 4.0
(on a scale with A = 5.0) is required. Entering students should have com-
pleted the equivalent of one semester of college-level physics, two semes-
ters of college-level chemistry, two semesters of calculus, two semesters of
statistics, two semesters of economics, and two semesters of American gov-
ernment. Students who are otherwise qualified may be admitted with defi-
ciencies in these areas. For the science prerequisites, special intensive
summer courses may be offered to facilitate removal of deficiencies. All
deficiencies may be removed by passing proficiency examinations or by taking
regular undergraduate courses after admission to the program, but courses
taken for this purpose will not count toward fulfillment of degree require-
ments.
Requirements
Twenty-four units of credit must be completed. The student entering
with only the baccalaureate degree will be required to complete sixteen
units course credit and eight units of dissertation credit. The student en-
tering with a Master's degree in planning or a closely allied field gener-
ally will be required to complete eight units of course credit and eight
units of dissertation credit. The student's program will consist of courses
(some required) in Planning Research Methodology, Planning Theory and Appli-
cation, Social Science Elements of Land Use, Natural Science Elements of
Land Use, and Electives. The student must pass a written qualifying exami-
nation, as well as oral preliminary and final examinations.
Master's Degree
A master's degree in Urban and Regional Planning, Landscape Architec-
ture, or some other discipline may be earned prior to completion of the
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Ph.D. if so arranged by the student with the approval of his or her adviser.
In order for this to be done the student must be admitted to and satisfy the
appropriate requirements of the master's degree granting department.
Planning Council Members
Mr. Joseph Abel Mr. Don Hann, Director
DuPage County Regional Planning Rock Valley Metropolitan Council
Commission 401 West State Street
Courthouse Rockford, Illinois 61101
412 North County Farm Road (815) 963-6010
Wheaton, Illinois 60187
(312) 682-7238
Mr. Laird Starrick
Assistant to the Director
Mr. Michael A. Carroll Department of Local Government
Special Assistant to U. S. Senator Affairs
Richard G. Lugar 303 East Monroe Street
Room 447 Old Federal Building Springfield, Illinois 62706
46 East Ohio Street (217) 782-0897
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 269-5555
Mr. Michael Steele
Department of Community Development
127 Gold Street
East Peoria, Illinois 61611
(309) 694-6251, ext. 73
Planning Practice "Superstar" Seminar Participants
Tom Miller, Kentucky Highlands Investment Corporation
Alan Richter, Executive Director, East-West Gateway Coordinating Council
Robert Teska, Robert Teska Associates, Evanston, Illinois
Richard Wexler, Taussig, Wexler, and Shaw, Chicago
Walter d'Alessio, Executive Vice President, Philadelphia Industrial Develop-
ment Corporation
Angelos Demetriou, AIA, Office of Angelos Demetrious, Washington, D.C.
Khanh Nguyen, World Bank
Julie Hoover, Manager, Urban Planning Department, Parsons, Brinckerhoff , New
York
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Internships Held - Summers of 1978 and 1979
Lauren Benninger: Champaign Park District
Candace Campbell: Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas, New York City
Nancy Gunderson: Coalition on American Rivers, Champaign
Terrence Hoffman: Illinois Department of Transportation, Chicago
Michael Maczka: Department of Planning, City and Community Development Di-
vision, Chicago
Anthony Smaniotto: Department of Community Development, Tinley Park,
Illinois
Susan Barkulis: Champaign County Regional Planning Commission, Urbana
Bruce Stoffel : Department of Local Government Affairs, Springfield, Illinois
Gina Trimarco: Planning Department, Park Ridge, Illinois
Scott Ziegler: Department of Community Development, Elgin, Illinois
Linda Bronsdon: Champaign County Regional Planning Commission, Urbana
Beverly Fleming: Historic Albany Foundation, Albany, New York
Niranjan Hoskote: Northwest Indiana Regional Planning Commission, Highland,
Indiana
Thomas King: Ohio Conservation Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio
Nancy Munshaw: Catskill Center for Conservation and Development, Hobart,
New York
Charles Nellans: DuPage County Regional Planning Commission, Wheaton,
111 inois
Olayinka Olanipekun: Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District
John Page: Southwest Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, PI attevi lie,
Wisconsin
Patricia Petrie: Planning Department, Champaign
Peter Peyer: Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District
Lois Rocker: Champaign County Regional Planning Commission, Urbana
Leo Sterk: Tolono Planning Commission, Tolono, Illinois
David Stern: Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission, Silver
Spring, Maryland
Herbasuki Wibowo: United Nations, New York City
Marilyn Cohen: Ann Arbor, Michigan, Community Development Office
Richard Hayes: DuPage County Regional Planning Commission, Wheaton, Illinois
Kathleen Herrmann: Chicago Department of Planning, City and Community De-
velopment Division
Terrence Hoffman: Argonne Laboratories, Transportation Section, Argonne,
Illinois
William Lenski: DuPage County Regional Planning Commission, Wheaton,
Illinois
Kevin Oakes: Lincoln-Uinta Association of Governments, Kemmerer, Wyoming
Gregg Perry: South West Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, Platteville,
Wisconsin
E. James Peters: Educational Facilities Laboratories, New York City
Douglas Stroup: Argonne Laboratories, Argonne, Illinois
Diane Wilcenski: Columbus Landmarks Foundation, Ohio
Kevin Augustyn: Division of City Planning, Hammond, Indiana
Elizabeth Benoit: Community Development Department, Village of Mount Pros-
pect, Illinois
Bonnie Jacobson: Community Development Department, City of Highland Park,
II lino is
Lori Lefstein: Bi-State Metropolitan Planning Commission, Rock Island,
Illinois
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Internships - continued
Kathleen McMahon: Champaign County Regional Planning Commission, Urbana
Robert Nevitt: DuPage County Regional Planning Commission, Wheaton, Illinois
William Thompsen: Embarras Regional Planning and Development Commission,
Olney, Illinois
Master's Project/Thesis Topics - 1978 and 1979 Graduates
Coker Adegboro: A Proposal for Village Planning in Nigeria
Terry Ball: Natural Resource Study I: South Central Region
Timothy Beeble: Lowering the Total Cost of Housing by Energy-Efficient Unit
Design and Comparative-Cost Site Selection
Myles Berman: How to Buy and Maintain an Old House: A Handbook for First-
Time Buyers
William Cahill: The Participation of Urban Community Development Corpora-
tions in the Community Development Block Grant Program
Charles Cumby: An Incremental Approach to State Level Land Use Management
David Dai: Transportation System Management (TSM) for Downtown Champaign
Kelly Daviee: Comparative Measures for Evaluating Substandard Housing
Martha Elkus: Housing the Female-Headed Household: Policy Implications for
Planning
M. Ellen Erikson: County-City School Consolidations: A Study of Small Town
and County School Districts - The Issues, Problems, and Incentives
towards Consolidation
Guy Groner: Methodology for Analysis of Potential for Urban Development on
a Regional Scale, Using Monroe County, Illinois, as a Sample Case
Ai-Li Hwang: A Case Study of the Impact of the Abandonment of a Railway
Line - Green and Dane Counties, Wisconsin
Elizabeth Katsaros: Towards a New Partnership in Community Development:
Community Organizations and the Housing and Community Development Acts
of 1974 and 1977
Larry Levesque: The Construction Specialist in the N.H.S. Neighborhood
Preservation Model
Charles Neale: Coping with Decline: A Case Study of Three Declining Cities
--St. Joseph, Missouri; Youngstown, Ohio; and Lowell, Massachusetts
Charles Nellans: Fiscal Impacts of Downtown Redevelopment in St. Louis
D. Thomas Niemann: Environmental Perception Studies as a Means of Increas-
ing Planner/Citizen Participation
Olayinka Olanipekun: Optimal Transportation Network: A Case Study of
Western Nigeria
John S. Page: Housing Rehabilitation: New Solutions to Old Problems
Delmer Powell: Exploration of a Technique for a Basic Planning Study
William N. Powers: Annexation as a Growth Management Technique in Illinois
Gregory Rabb: Manpower Planning for Buffalo's Black Teenagers: A Case
Study
Kirsten Reeder: Illinois Preservation Commissions: Some Mechanisms for En-
hancing Their Roles
Susan Rees: Allocation of Public Service Employment Jobs in CETA
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Master's Project/Thesis Topics - continued
Robbi Rice: The Municipal Income Tax as One Solution to Fiscal Dilemmas
Facing Local Governments
Donald Shane: Incorporation of Agriculture into the Comprehensive Planning
Process
David Simon: Citizens' Advisory Committees in Transportation Planning
Kuo-Lon Soong: Arts in Parks and Recreation Settings in Illinois—An Inven-
tory
Leo Sterk: Hiring the Complete Planner
David Stern: SCAPP: Program for Selecting Candidate Areas for Power Plants
Donna Stimpson: A Mental Health Needs Assessment Study of Champaign County
(Using Socio-Economic Indicators)
Ronald Sundell: The Middle Fork of the Vermilion— A Decade of Controversy
Nuntana Suwanamalik: The Realized and Potential Economic Impacts of Lake
Shelbyville on Shelby and Moultrie Counties
Gregory Thornbury: Flood Related Land Use Allocation Model
Marvin Tick: Park Forest South: Development Methodology and Scenario
Herbasuki Wibowo: Balanced Growth: A Possible Answer to Planned-Develop-
ment Problems in Indonesia
Anthony Wood: Historic Preservation: Entering the "Planning Stage"
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Selected Publications
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research
Planning for the Arts. . .Magic to stir men's blood. Proceedings of the
Third Annual Winter Conference on Planning, Lachlan F. Blair (ed.)»
January 1978.
Planning for Neighborhoods, Cities and Regions. Proceedings of the 1978 In-
stitute on Zoning and Planning, Clyde W. Forrest (ed.), June 1978.
Innovation and Action in Regional Planning. Selected papers from the 58th
Annual Conference of the American Institute of Planners, October 1977.
Historic Preservation: Setting, Legislation and Techniques. Proceedings of
the Second Annual Winter Conference on Planning, Lachlan F. Blair and
John A. Quinn (eds.), January 1977.
Planning - Where We Live. Proceedings of the 1977 Institute on Zoning and
Planning, John A. Quinn and Clyde W. Forrest (eds.), June 1977.
Intergovernmental Planning: Approaches to the "No Growth" vs. "Growth Is
Good" Dilemma. Proceedings of the 1976 Institute on Zoning and Plan-
ning, John A. Quinn and Clyde W. Forrest (eds.), June 1976.
Land Resources: A Rationale for Policy, Planning and Procedures. Proceed-
ings of the 1975 Institute on Zoning and Planning, John A. Quinn (ed.) s
June 1975.
Zoning: Mirror of Crisis. Proceedings of the 1971 Institute on Zoning and
Planning, Clyde W. Forrest (ed.), May 1971.
Change: The Recurring Zoning Issue. Proceedings of the 1970 Institute on
Zoning and Planning, Clyde W. Forrest, Fred B. Moore, and Allan R.
Titsworth (eds. ), May 1970.
Zoning Is Planning. Proceedings of the 1969 Institute on Zoning, Clyde W.
Forrest and Richard K. Joy (eds.), 1969.
Poverty, Planning, Participation and Law. Proceedings of the Institute on
Law and Planning, Clyde W. Forrest and Fred B. Moore (eds.), November
1969.
A Guide for Municipal Zoning Administration, with Forms. R. Marl in Smith,
Clyde W. Forrest, and Eric C. Freund, 1972.
Planning and Public Policy
Vol . 4, No. 3 , August 1978, "Orderliness and Participation in Regional
Design: The Case of the Dutch Ijsselmeerpolder ," Claude Winkelhake.
Vol . 4, No. 3 , November 1978, "Overcoming the Dual Housing Market
through Affirmative Marketing," Dudley Onderdonk.
Vol . 5, No. 1 , February 1979, "Rationalizing the Railroads: A New
Planning Process," James M. Friedlander.
Vol . 5, No. 2 , May 1979, "Downtown Redevelopment in Five Cities,"
David Berry.
Index of Al umni
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J. Abel '59
E. Adams '63
C. Adegboro '79
0. Adekoya '59
C. Aguar '50
R. Ahlberg '77
D. Aichbhaumik '60
J. Akin (see J. Mee)
'70
F. Albert '64
W. Allen '71
S. Allwood '75
D. Anderson '66
J. Anderson '72
Annuar '76
R. Arms '50
P. Asabere '77
J. Ash '56
J. Ault '51
J. Babbitt '73
D. Bagby '64
J. Baie '68
D. Bailey '63
T. Ball '79
D. Bammi '71
S. Barclay '78
A. Bareta '65
R. Basten '60
C. Bateson '63
J. Bauer '73
F. Beal '68
J. Beatty '40
R. Beckett '71
T. Beeble "79
R. Begg '77
D. Behr '77
A. Bell '75
L. Bender '67
C. Benjamin '73
L. Benninger '79
C. Berg '29
D. Berger '70
M. Berkesch '74
T. Berkesch '74
T. Berkhout '72
M. Berman '79
V. Bernardin '75
P. Bernas '79
D. Bertram '78
H. Bjornnson '74
M. Blair '72
V. Blake (see V.
Harris) '67
K. Blume (see K.
Kitney) '70
M. Boaz '77
W. Bobotek '57
R. Bodnar '66
L. Bolan '67
J. Bookwalter '69
H. Borchardt '49
L. Borker '76
S. Boros (see S.
Pour) '74
P. Boyle '55
L. Bozinovich '76
S. Bresler '65
D. Brett '72
C. Brinkman '61
D. Brogden '41
C. Brown '60
L. Brown '77
T. Brown '72
W. Brown '69
B. Bruninga '76
T. Buckley '57
A. Burch '69
C. Burns '78
G. Burridge '48
D. Bush '22
P. Button (see P.
Roberts) '68
G. Byrne '72
W. Cahill '79
G. Caiazzo '68
C. Campbell '79
J. Canestaro '73
B. Cantrell '75
S. Canzoneri '76
D. Carley '70
D. Carmody '77
J. Carpenter '71
T. Carpenter '75
M. Carroll '68
C. Chang '73
J. Chase '75
C. Chazen (see C.
Stone) '71
W. Chee '71
R. Chelseth '73
A. Chidichimo '63
Q. Chin '76
D. Chipman '78
G. Choudhury '61
H. Chun '71
S. Clark '73
D. Clement '71
R. Coe '72
W. Coibion '47
J. Coleman '76
R. Coleman '48
J. Conner '65
R. Conte (see R.
Fallon) '76
J. Cooke '67
F. Cooper '73
T. Counihan '70
R. Cox '56
P. Cridland '61
C. Cumby '79
K. Curtis '71
M. Dade (see M.
Berkesch) '74
D. Dai '78
M. Dake '59
C. Dale '56
M. D'Alessio '60
T. Damron '56
R. Daniel '69
A. Daroszewski '79
E. Davidson '68
K. Daviee '79
D. Davis '54
P. Davis '66
W. Dean '35
L. Debb '77
D. DeBelle '76
W. Depew '50
J. Devitt '78
P. Diamond '72
S. Dice '69
R. Dietrich '78
J. Dimit '71
A. Dinatale '76
H. Dirks '59
C. Donaldson '79
W. Donohue '69
J. Doolen '58
D. Dougan '75
M. Doyle '78
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A. Dresdner '56 K. Fritz '60
J. Drumtra '78 S. Fuke '71
M. Duer (see M.
Singh) '72 K. Galloway '68
A. Duker '72 A. Gassman '63
G. Dunkle '37 H. Gawain '41
J. Durham '75 L. Gayles '76
C. Durko (see C. A. Gedwill '75
Lynch) '78 W. Gelman '66
M. Durward '74 R. Gennaro '77
T. Dyke '56 V. George '61
D. Gerard '75
W. Eckel '74 P. Getzel '73
N. Edidin '77 E. Geubtner '66
R. Edminster '77 M. Ghareb '71
M. Edwards '70 M. Gilchrist '66
G. Eicher '59 R. Gillespie '76
R. Einsweiler '58 R. Giltner '58
M. Elkus '78 A. Glance '73
R. El li frit '32 P. Glithero '75
F. Ellis '62 R. Goble '71
M. Elstner '71 L. Goeddel '76
J. Entress '70 E. Goetsch '50
S. Ericsson '76 R. Goetz '47
M. Erikson '78 E. Goldfarb '74
W. Factor '70
R. Fallon '76
C. Farmer '73
M. Farrell '76
J. Feldman '71
D. Ferrone '38
T. Ficht '59
A. Field (see A.
Duker) '72
R. Flatley '71
C. Floore '74
E. Flores '63
C. Floyd '72
T. Foegler '76
J. Fondersmith '63
G. Fowler (see G.
Byrne) '72
J. Frank '76
C. Freebairn '74
E. Freeman '73
G. Freesman '71
D. Fresko '70
A. Freund '72
E. Freund '63
K. Fritsch '73
S. Gordon '75
S. Gresham '74
J. Grimes '71
G. Groner '78
S. Grossman '77
J. Groves '78
R. Gucker '55
S. Guderley '75
N. Gunderson '79
H. Haar '64
R. Habben '59
G. Hack '67
S. Hall '61
P. Hallock '77
C. Hamilton '49
C. Hansen '30
T. Hansen '74
D. Harder '67
A. Harris '76
J. Harris '69
P. Harris '64
V. Harris '67
L. Harriss '31
C. Harwood '71
N. Hason '73
H. Hatcher '65
J. Hatmaker '78
M. Hatmaker '77
R. Hauersperger '62
G. Hay '76
T. Hayes '78
J. Heck '76
G. Hermansson '71
K. Heron '74
B. Hershberger '75
D. Hess '76
M. Higgins '78
C. Hill '75
G. Hill '78
J. Hock '68
L. Hoefer '76
T. Hoffman '79
A. Holdredge '73
M. Holland '72
S. Holland '69
P. Holley '67
D. Holt '74
L. Homuth '70
R. Hooper '72
E. Hopkins '61
R. Hopkins '75
P. Horan '67
R. Hormell '73
J. Hough '74
D. Houston '70
R. Houston '74
L. Howard '72
D. Howell '71
Y. Hu '71
S. Huddleston '37
R. Huff '48
D. Hunsaker '60
A. Hwang '78
K. Ingrish '76
D. Irvin '54
G. Isberg '66
D. Isley '76
W. Issel '64
E. Isserman '74
E. Jacobsen (see E.
Isserman) '74
C. Jensen '70
R. Jentsch '60
G. Joachim '69
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A. Johanson '69
E. Johnson '78
K. Johnson '73
M. Johnson '74
S. P. Johnson '68
S. T. Johnson (see
S. LaPlant) '74
T. Johnson '72
W. Jones '70
C. Juengling '66
L. Justice '75
B. Kahn '77
S. Kalgaonkar '67
R. Kaliszewski '61
M. Kalla '66
J. Kaminsky '64
G. Kanhere '63
R. Kato '63
E. Katsaros '78
B. Katz '70
N. Katz '75
F. Kazlo '51
P. Kelman '71
A. Kill ion '79
K. Kitney '70
W. Klatt '51
M. Klein '77
J. Klepinger (see J
Wise) '59
P. Knupp '76
L. Koch (see L.
Kocian) '67
L. Kocian '67
T. Koenig '77
L. Kolste '65
D. Kops (see D.
Smith) '74
L. Kotecki '67
D. Kotulla '68
G. Koyama '75
F. Kraft '28
T. Krawczel '75
E. Kreines '60
B. Kriviskey '67
N. Kron '75
J. Kubiesa '75
N. Kucich (see N.
Warren) '74
C. Kueltzo '65
K. Kurtz '77
D. Lager '72
D. Laird '61
M. Lambert '70
W. Lamont '59
B. Lane '74
M. Langford '74
S. LaPlant '74
K. Larson '79
D. Lauber '72
Y. LeGarde '74
P. Leinberger '71
M. Leitner '69
W. Lenski '77
M. Leonard '75
E. Lester '63
E. Leuchs '72
M. Levenshon '77
P. Levin '75
L. Levesque '78
M. Levy '68
L. Lew '76
C. Lewis '65
D. Lewis '75
R. Lewis '72
J. Liberty '74
D. Lieber (see D.
Brett) '72
W. Lienesch '72
A. Lillyquist '70
C. Lin '78
G. Lindsey '77
B. Linsenmeyer '75
R. Loch '69
R. Loraas '67
C. Love (see C. Von
Protz) '74
E. Lovelace '35
F. Lucibella '75
J. Luensman '54
W. Luthi '76
C. Lynch '78
M. Lynch '74
L. Lyons '77
R. Mabley '78
D. Macris '58
M. Maczka '79
P. Maines '73
K. Majors '77
B. Malik '64
J. Malinowski '76
G. Mandalia '57
R. Mariner '68
R. Mattheis '57
D. Mathewson '79
P. Maynard '76
T. Mazzetta '77
K. McCabe '75
C. McCaffrey '70
A. McClish '47
D„ McCullough '60
G. McDaniel '77
M. McDonough '76
E. McGuire '75
S. McGuire '75
B. McKown '73
J. McLaughlin '68
T. McVeigh '70
B. Meays '58
J. Mee '70
W. Mee '70
R. Mendel son '66
K. Messenger '72
J. Mewada '50
S. Mi chi e '78
M. Miller '70
P. Miller '79
W. Milliner '59
R. Mills '40
J. Minnoch '57
H. Miura '59
A. Moeller '75
J. Moeller '66
W. Monk '75
A. J. Moore '71
A. W. Moore '68
C. Moore (see C.
Farmer) '73
D. Moore '49
L. Moore '62
T. Moore '51
L. Moreira-Pareja
'76
E. Moses '51
S. Moyer (see S.
McGuire) '75
R. Mreen '76
A. Muscovitch '68
V. Musto '77
R. Myers '68
R. Nanetti '70
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R. Naphin '74
P. Nardi '66
G. Natarus '75
W. Neal '73
C. Neale '79
C. Nellans '79
W. Nelson '48
D. Neville '60
M. Nicholas '69
F. Nichols '67
P. Nicholson '78
C. Nielsen '75
D. Niemann '78
R. Nixon '77
A. Nowicki '53
T. Nurse '59
R. O'Donnell '38
0. Olanipekun '79
G. Olson '67
C. Oneal '26
R. Ontiveros '75
R. Osthreim '57
J. M. Page '77
J. S. Page '79
G. Papke '75
S. Park '73
R. Parkin '76
L. Parnes '69
S. Parsons '74
C. Patton '69
E. Paull '73
S. Paull '77
T. Payne '73
A. Perez '75
S. Perlman '68
D. Pescitelli '74
H. Peters '70
J. Peterson '58
J. Pettigrew '60
Y. Phillips '69
J. Pickard '69
G. Piernas '73
E. Pi go '71
L. Pollock '68
M. Pomeroy '72
D. M. Porter '69
D. R. Porter '60
1. Pour '75
S. Pour '74
D. Powell '79
J. Powers '71
W. F. Powers '62
W. N. Powers '79
G. Pratt '74
R. Preissner '69
T. Priestley '69
E. Proctor '35
P. Pulliam '47
J. Putman '76
R. Puzio '65
G. Rabb '78
A. Rahmaan '61
C. Rampke '76
E. Ranahan '72
J. Raynolds '69
R. Redell '34
C. Reed '59
W. Reed '61
K. Reeder '78
S. Rees '78
E. Regnier '77
S. Reller '71
D. Rencher (see D.
Chipman) '78
B. Rhodes '75
J. Rice '76
R. Rice (see R.
Dietrich) '78
A. Richter '63
R. Richter '62
J. Ringe '60
R. Roaks '70
G. Robbins '71
P. Roberts '68
K. Robinson '73
F. Robinson '36
R. Robinson '63
R. Robling '71
L. Rocker '78
E. Rodgers '70
J. Rodgers '78
B. Rogal '72
D. Rogier '57
D. Rosenbrook '67
R. Roth '60
D. Rottman '71
F. Ruder '56
M. Ruppeck '70
A. Saber '58
A. Sanders (see A.
Burch) '69
C. Sands '78
A. Schaeffer (see A.
Moeller) '75
C. Scheck '65
J. Scheibe '65
F. Schein '71
K. Schellie '30
C. Schenk '63
D. Scherer '48
B. Schleicher '75
A. Schmidt '63
M. Schmitt '55
M. Schneidermeyer
'66
G. Scholz '71
J. Schrader '60
M. Schubert '75
J. Seelig '71
L. Seermon '74
D. Sellers '78
V. Sethi '75
D. Shane '78
A. Sheahan (see A.
Holdredge) '73
Y. Shen '49
N. Si 1 berg '72
B. Simon '77
C. Simon '65
D. Simon '78
R. Simonds '57
W. Singer '73
M. Singh '72
J. Slimak '58
A. Smaniotto '79
C. Smart '60
A. Smith '68
D. Smith '74
F. Smith '78
J. Smith '70
M. Smith '65
T. Smith '72
W. Smith '72
N. Soler '69
P. Sood '79
K. Soong '79
S. Speise '75
A. Spencer '44
S. Sperotto '77
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J. Spore '69
K. Stabler '77
J. Stafford '73
L. Starrick '72
J. Steele '69
D. Stefen '74
S. Stephens '75
L. Sterk '79
D. Stern '79
R. Stern '72
S. Sternberg '75
D. Stimpson '78
B. Stoffel '79
C. Stone '71
A. Stout '61
C. Strassenburg '63
L. Strassler '48
J. Strong '73
D. Stuart '65
R. Suddleson '63
S. Suessenbach '72
K. Sullivan '74
T. Sullivan '68
J. Sully '72
K. Sulzer '62
G. Summers '75
Y. Sun '74
R. Sundell '78
N. Susman '64
N. Suwanamalik '78
M. Swislow '78
C. Szerszen '71
J. Szunyog '69
C. Tabaka '51
A. Tanner '75
B. Taylor '52
Y. Taylor '76
R. Teska '61
P. Tessar '74
G. Thomas '68
G. Thornbury '78
M. Tick '78
J. Tiedt '74
A. Titsworth '72
J. Tock '75
C. Tompkins '58
G. Trimarco '79
W. Trompka '79
C. Trost '48
D. Tucker '78
B. Tully '69
M. Turbov '78
E. Turner '76
M. Turner '71
R. Unwin '68
J. Urbonas '69
R. VanTreeck '57
R. Verburg '76
F. Vogelgesang '49
C. Von Protz '74
R. Wack '72
G. Waddell '62
G. Wagner '69
H. Wagner '47
S. Wald '73
B. Walden '77
P. Walhus '68
K. Walker '73
R. Walker '73
R. Walker '77
B. Wallace '71
S. Walthius '78
J. Ward '73
N. Warren '74
J. Wasmann '65
P. Watt '49
W. Weatherspoon '73
R. Weaver '66
S. Weeks '74
H. Wibowo '79
C. Widell '72
0. Wiggins '72
L. Wilbrandt '74
T. Wilding '62
L. Wildman '72
E. Williams '63
S. Wilson '70
R. Winley '74
M. Winter '77
J. Wise '59
E. Womack '65
B. Wong '71
A. Wood '78
G. Wood '75
J. Wood '48
W. Wright '77
S. Yin '70
K. N. Yonkers '74
K. S. Yonkers '74
T. Young '73
R. Youngman '69
H. Zaidi '77
M. Zalecki '68
A. Zanello '74
M. Zeisel '77
S. Ziegler '79
D. Zielinski '75
R. Zyskowski '70
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